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ABSTRACT
This thesis is concerned for the main part with the elastic 
scattering of a-particles on heavy nuclei and nuclear reactions 
in which an alpha particle is transferred.
208Various a- Pb potentials are calculated microscopically 
using a single folding model in which the target nuclear density 
is constructed from shell model wavefunctions. Using these 
potentials it is shown that it is possible to reproduce elastic 
scattering data at medium energies. The problems of applying 
these potentials to more complex nuclear reactions is discussed.
The alpha decay of various Polonium isotopes and the a-transfer 
reaction ^^Pb (O^C^) P o ^  are then analysed using perturbation 
theory. By expanding the initial A+4 system in a cluster model 
representation and taking the difference between the full Hamiltonian 
of the system and a model Hamiltonian as the perturbation which causes 
alpha decay it is shown that the inconsistencies which existed in 
previous theories had been greatly reduced. Applying this technique 
to the ground state decay of polonium isotopes as well as the decay
I 212m
of the 18 isomeric state ^ o  it is shown that the a-Pb spectro­
scopic factor is now much larger than the most complicated shell 
model calculations. This magnitude is confirmed in the analysis 
of the a-transfer reaction and leads to the conclusion that alpha 
decay and alpha transfer reactions can be considered, to a good 
approximation, as one step processes in which a real alpha particle 
in its ground state is transferred.
From the a-decay formalism a new energy-life time relation is 
derived which fits the appropriate experimental data of even Polonium 
isotopes, a range covering fourteen orders of magnitude.
The problem of antisymmetrisation for an alpha particle in
*
208orbit around Pb is investigated using a modified Resonating
Group Method. A formalism is developed for the non-local kernels
which uses a local density approximation. It is shown that the
one particle exchange component is the dominant term and that exchange
effects are not very important in the analysis of a-decay and a-transfer
reactions to heavy systems. The non-local interaction kernel between
208an alpha particle and Pb is also examined and the expected dominant 
term is investigated.
Further improvements to the theory presented is given together 
with possible suggestions for extensions of the work.
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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
The elastic and inelastic scattering of alpha particles has 
proved to be a very useful tool for investigating the structure 
of nuclei (M069). Indeed Gamow^ (GA28) qualitative explanation . 
of a-decay in terms of quantum mechanical tunnelling through a 
potential barrier combined with early studies of or-particle 
scattering from nuclei led to the first estimates of the size of 
the nucleas (RU29).
There is at present considerable interest in the clustering 
of nucleons and since alpha particles are the most tightly bound 
nuclear cluster most of the current dicussion concentrates on them. 
The shell model provides a way of calculating the wave funcitons of 
all the nucleons in a nucleas and from the overlap of these and an 
appropriate parametrized alpha particle wavefunction Harada (HA62) 
has shown there is a strong probability of finding alpha particles 
in Polonium at the nuclear surface. The elastic scattering of 
alpha particles by some nuclei shows anomalously high cross-sections 
in the backward direction and it has been suggested that these could 
be due to interactions with alpha clusters in the nucleas (GA69).
The alpha decay reaction is another topic closely associated 
with the formation of four particle clusters in heavy nuclei. 
Traditionally the reaction mechanism of alpha decay was analysed 
using R-matrix theory and for the intrinsic structure problem the 
shell model was used. However, it has always been difficult to
reproduce the experimental values for the decay half life. This 
topic is of current interest because of the possible existence of 
superheavy nuclei. An early comprehensive study of the alpha decay 
half life of these systems (FI72) has concentrated on the accurate 
calculation of the alpha decay energies but used empirical estimates 
for the effects associated with the intrinsic structure and reaction 
mechanism. A further interesting aspect of alpha decay is the 
experimental detection of a parity violating alpha transition 
from the 2 state at 8.87 MeV to the 0 ground state in 0. The 
current theory of parity violating alpha decay has been reviewed 
by Blin^Stoyle (BL73) and is explained by parity impurities in the 
2 state from nearly 2+ states at 6.9 MeV, 9.8 MeV and 11.5 MeV. 
Although this decay mechanism is an ideal reaction to study the 
weak interaction there are problems because of the sensitivity of 
R-matrix theory to the channel radius Rc ie. the reaction mechanism 
is not good enough.
With the advent of heavy ion accelerators there has been con*-* 
siderable interest in the alpha, transfer reaction itself as well as 
its relation to alpha decay (DA76). The concept of transferring an 
alpha cluster between nuclear systems is a promising reaction for 
studying new aspects of nuclear correlations, eg. ’'quartet states”, 
if the parentage of the alpha clusters is relatively large, A 
problem in reactions involving a-clusters is the form of the wave 
function describing the relative motion of the intrinsic nuclei. 
Indeed in a series of papers on alpha decay Fliessbach (FL75,FL176, 
FL276) has suggested that a correction of the relative motion wave- 
function because of inclusion of exchange effects between the alpha
particle and the core drastically effects the alpha decay rates in
nuclei.
208In the following Chapters the alpha- Pb interaction is first 
investigated and this interaction is then used in more complex re­
actions involving a-?clusters in nuclei.
In Chapter 2 the analysis of low energy elastic a-particle 
208scattering from Pb is briefly discussed. The real part of the 
a-nuclear potential is calculated using a single folding model. In 
this calculation the form of the alpha-nucleas interaction is depen­
dent on the alpha nucleon interaction averaged over the target nuclear 
density, thus simply taking into account the presence of other nucleons. 
The alpha-nucleon interaction was taken from analysis of proton alpha 
elastic scattering, making the assumption that the proton-alpha and 
neutron-alpha interactions are the same. A detailed description of 
the nature of alpha nucleus scattering is not given for this has 
been reviewed many times elsewhere (BE70,H071,JA70). However, an 
account of fitting to available data and the nature of the S-matrix 
for this scattering process is given.
In Chapter 3 the problems associated with the traditional alpha 
decay theories are outlined. A new formalism is then developed to 
reduce these problems and incorporate the microscopic real potentials 
developed in Chapter 2. This technique, which includes representing 
the initial A+4 nucleon system as a summation over alpha particle and 
residual nuclear states, is then applied to the ground state transla­
tions of various Polonium isotopes as well as the transition to excited
2 Q g  ^  212nL-.
states in Pb from the 18 isomeric state of ^o. The various
208possible decay modes to Pb are shown in Figure A.
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208 212 Energy levels of Pb and two possible decay modes of Po
The alpha decay energies and lifetimes of the Polonium isotopes 
are well established experimentally and have been the subject of a 
number of theoretical papers. In this way they represent an ideal 
decay mode for the testing of modified alpha decay theories and 
comparison with previous results. Indeed because of the large range 
of experimental data available it was possible to develop a new 
energy lifetime relation for alpha decay which will be shown to fit 
the experimental data over fourteen orders of magnitude.
In Chapter 4 a distorted wave born approximation (D.W.B.A.)
208formalism is developed for the heavy ion transfer reaction Pb 
16 12 212(0 C )Po . This formalism, which uses the potentials generated
in Chapter 2 and the alpha decay technique of Chapter 3, assumes a
16 208real cr-particle in its ground state transferred from 0 to Pb.
The relatively large fractional parentage coefficient for the alpha 
16particle in 0 suggests this is a valid assumption. By calculating
the differential cross section for this reaction comparison is made
between the spectroscopic factor, or measure of alpha cluster pro~
212bability, m  Po deduced from this reaction and the alpha decay 
work of Chapter 3.
208In Chapter 5 the modification of the a-particle and Pb core 
relative motion wavefunction is considered when the identical nature 
of the A+4 nucleons is taken into account. This is examined within 
the context of a modified Resonating Group method. A formalism is 
developed to calculate the complicated normalisation kernel which 
arises in this method and is based on a density matrix representation 
of the two cluster systems. The effect on the relative motion wave~ 
function between these clusters is considered and a discussion of the 
implications to alpha-decay, alpha transfer and of Fliessbachs tech­
nique and conclusions are also given.
Finally in Chapter 6 a review of the results and conclusions 
is given with suggestions for possible extensions of the work pre-^  
sented.
CHAPTER 2
ALPHA PARTICLE SCATTERING NEAR THE COULOMB BARRIER
2.1 Introduction
The interaction of alpha particles with nuclei presents some 
special features for, in the first place, the alpha particle is . 
spinless so that there are no complications of spin dependent effects 
to consider and because it is a tightly bound structure break up 
effects are likely to be small. At certain energies the alpha 
particle is also strongly absorbed by nuclei so that semiclassical 
and diffraction models may be used with some success to describe 
many features of the scattering process. These models have been 
reviewed by Hodgson (H071). Generally the experimental data for 
elastic a-nuclear scattering has been successfully analysed in terms 
of the phenomenological optical model.
More recently, attempts have been made to understand the real 
part of the a-nucleas interaction potential in terms of the micro­
scopic folding model. Morgan and Jackson (M069) concluded that the 
full microscopic model is capable of producing cross sections for 
elastic and inelastic scattering of medium energy ex-particles on 
^ C a  and "*^ Ti which are comparable in terms of quality of fit to 
those produced by the generalised optical model while Singh et al 
(SI75) showed they could describe elastic a-nucleas scattering data 
of a wide range of bombarding energy (20-160 MeV) and target mass 
(A = 24-90) by using an energy dependent folding technique.
More specifically, in the most recent study of a-particle
scattering from heavy nuclei Barnett and Lilley (BA174) analysed 
208 209 'scattering from Pb and Bi in the energy range 17-22 MeV and
suggested that one set of parameters for the phenomenological optical 
208
potential for Pb (Their Set A, See Table I) should be particularly 
suitable for calculations on a-decay of heavy nuclei.
In this chapter the construction of the real part of the micro-
208scopic optical potential for the a- Pb interaction will be developed
together with an analysis of the elastic scattering cross section of 
208
afs oh Pb at 22 MeV. These microscopic potentials are compared 
with the phenomenological Set A mentioned above and their applicability 
for a-decay calculations is discussed.
2.2 The Microscopic Optical Model
The local optical potential VCR) for an alpha particle scattering 
from a spin zero nucleus is given by
V(R) = Vc(R) - U(R) -'iW(R) (2.1)
where R is the distance of the centre of masses and the Coulomb poten­
tial is given by
R < Rc
(2.2)
R > R
c
V R>
ZlZ2e
2R
ZlV
R
In this analysis the imaginary potential W(R) was treated phenomeno- 
logically.
The real nuclear potential U(R) can be calculated microscopically 
in a number of ways. If the density distributions p(r) for the two 
ions are assumed to be unperturbed by the scattering process the real 
potential is simply the expectation value of a nucleon-nucleon inter­
action v averaged over the two densities, ie.
U(R) = dr dr1p(r)p(r1)vCr;L2) (2.3)
where r and r^ are nucleon coordinates in the two nuclear systems 
and r 2^ is given by r-r^. This is called a double folding procedure.
If just one of the integrations in C2.3) is considered a nucleon 
nucleas potential is obtained and the effective real potential U(R) 
can be calculated using a single folding model. Thus, for a-particle 
scattering the potential is
U(R) = p(r)van(|R-r|)dr C2.4)
208where in the calculation considered here p(r) is the Pb density
and V is an a-nucleon interaction, an
Because of the success in describing a-particle scattering 
with a microscopic potential (Mo69) the potential U(R) was calculated 
using (2.4) where, for a Gaussian form was chosen with parameters;
(H) V = 43 MeV K = 0.526 fm *o
(H) Vq = 53.75 MeV K = 0.526 fm-1
The difference between /these parameters is that for H1 the
depth has been increased by a factor of 1.25; this yields a potential
V which gives quite good agreement with the a-nucleon angular
distributions and excellent agreement with the S-wave phase shifts
(BA171). This Gaussian form for V can be derived if a nucleon-nucleonan
interaction of the form
where a and t represent the spin and isospin components respectively 
of a nucleon, is folded over a Gaussian a-particle wave function (BE70). ,
A Wood-Saxon form for Van given by Mailandt et al (MA73) was also 
used. The parameters are
(M) V = 42.5 MeV a = 0.34 fm R = 1.43 - 0.0009E fm
where E is the lab. energy for the nucleon-alpha scattering. This 
interaction gives good agreement with the nucleon-alpha phase shifts
I
over a range of energies.
The nuclear density p(r) was constructed using an independent 
particle shell model, solving a radial Schrodinger equation with a 
potential of the form
V(r) * V (r)-V.Tf-T(r)-V (— )2 -  f (r)L.ac N N so m e  r d r  s . o ---
IT
(2.6)
where f(r) is of a Wood-Saxon form
f (r) = [1+exp (—— ) 3 a
r-Rv-,-1 (2.7)
and \  = rN (A_1)
1/3
The Neutron and Proton density distributions
C2.8)
were = calculated iwith^parameters c-.eorresponding3.tQ. theexperimental.... .. 
separation energies of the least bound proton (BA69) and neutron 
(ZA69,BA271) levels and normalised to A, the nucleon number. These 
parameters give a R.M.S. radii of 5.44 fm and 5.43 fm for the proton
are plotted in Figure 1.
In Figure 2 a comparison is made between the total real potential
potential of Barnett and Lilley. The microscopic potentials are much 
deeper than the phenomenological potential in the interior region but 
the potential derived from parameters R1 agrees very closely with the 
phenomenological potential in the surface region between 8 and 10 fm 
as can also be seen from Figure 3.
and neutron densities respectively, where the corresponding densities
for the three microscopic calculations for Pb208 and the phenomenological
A consistent feature of these potentials is that they reproduce 
the position and height of the Coulomb Barrier. These values are 
very close to the experimental results of Goldring et al (G070) as 
can be seen from Table V of Chapter 3.
2.3 Microscopic Analysis
2.3.1 Angular Distribution and Reaction Cross Sections
Using a standard procedure of partial wave analysis and the real
potentials shown in Figure 2, the angular distribution of the ratio
of the elastic cross section to the Rutherford cross section was
208
calculated for 22 MeV a-particle scattering on Pb. Barnett and 
Lilley obtained equally good fits to"their data with a Wood-Saxon 
volume absorption f(R,Rj,kj) or with’a surface absorption'of deriva­
tive form 4ajf1(R,Rj,aj). In fact the surface absorption allows more 
Coulomb-Nuclear interference at small angles (JA76) but there are no 
experimental points in this angular region.
In Figure 4 the results obtained for the angular distribution 
using the three microscopic potentials with the same surface absorption 
behaviour as the phenomenological potential are compared with the 
angular distribution using Set A parameters. Figure 5 shows a similar 
calculation using the phenomenological imaginary potential of volume 
form. In both calculations potential H. gives a much better fit while 
Hf, despite being very close to the Barnett and Lilly potential in the 
surface region, gives very poor agreement. The agreement obtained 
with potential M is seen to be improved using volume absorption.
A further calculation was carried out in which the three para­
meters in the imaginary potential only were allowed to vary freely 
in order to minimise the quantity
and surface absorption potentials were used with the. parameters 
given in Table I.
In Figure 3 the imaginary potential for the R and R f potential 
are also plotted and it is seen that for the deeper R* real potential 
the imaginary potential required to fit the data is peaked further 
out in the surface, as would be expected.
2.3.2 Reflection Coefficients
Figure 6 shows the real and imaginary parts of the reflection
coefficients nT for the best fit potentials with surface absorption.
The behaviour of the low partial waves immediately shows this is not
a strong absorption situation (AU61). Austern (AU61) has attributed
the fluctuation of nT 'with L to interference between the reflection
Li
from the angular momentum barrier and reflection from the potential 
surface. Using the W.K.B. approximation he writes
(2.9)Aa(6i)
is the experimental cross section at 0^ and Ao(0^) takes into account 
the experimental uncertainty at 0^. Good agreement with the data 
was obtained with the real microscopic potentials when both volume
BARRIER SURFACE (2.10)
where
BARRIER = _ p-2iSL (rL)
hi
SURFACE = h |°° |e“2iSL(rt)-e"4iSL(rL)e2iSL (r,)
rL
kJCr1) 
x r n r  dr'V r >
i:SL (r) = kr + I [k(x)-k dx]
k(r) =
k2 _ _eo+i)_ _ 2^ y(r)
r ll
(2.11)
and is the radius at which Rek^(r) = 0,
The relative contributions to have recently been analysed
by Gelbke (GE75) for a strong absorption scattering situation. A
Coulomb potential was included in this analysis using equations
(2.10) and (2.11). It was found that fluctuations in n will dis-
L
■ BARRIER SURFACE .
appear if either n or i  is reduced.
Li Li
In the strong absorption situation it is thought that reflections 
from the surface are small and for low partial waves the reflections 
at the barrier take place well inside the nucleas so that the absorp­
tive part of the optical potential causes substantial attenuation.
For a weak absorption situation £s larger because the .
L»
ingoing and reflected waves are less attenuated. Strong reflection 
from the surface will occur if the real potential has a sharp surface, 
if the wavelength is comparable or greater than the surface thickness, 
and if the phase averaging is upset. In the present case we have a 
relatively weak absorption situation and the wavelength is 3.1 fm
which is not small in comparison with the surface thickness. It
. . , BARRIER . SURFACE . „ r
is therefore not surprising that and can interfere
to give the odd-even staggering effect.
2.3.3 Critical Angular Momentum and Radii
Because of the ambiguities in the optical potential of strongly 
absorbed particles it is necessary to introduce more fundamental 
size parameters for the interpretation of elastic scattering. One 
of these strong absorption radii Ri is calculated through the relation
kR = y ± Cy2+LCL+1)]2 (2.12)
where y is the usual Coulomb parameter
2 2 
Z Z9e pZ Z e
Y = = - k -
and the angular momentum is set equal to L| through. Ren(Li) = 0.5.
However because of the weak absorption and staggered nature of 
the phase shifts it is not possible to calculate this quantity 
consistently. For scattering from heavy nuclei Blair (BL54) has 
defined the quarter point angle 0c such that d a / d = 0.25 and this 
is related to a radius through the expressions 0^ = 2Tan“l(y /Lc) 
and (2.12). However from the cross sections this point is not clearly 
defined either.
As already stated the barrier radius is well determined and 
appears to be a significant radius parameter for this scattering process.
2.4 Discussion
The results show that it is possible to fit a-particle elastic 
208scattering from Pb at 22 MeV very well using a microscopic real
potential derived from a single folding model. All the microscopic
potential was allowed to vary. This result implies that when attempts 
are made at these energies to study the microscopic structure of the 
optical potential it is always necessary to give information on the 
way the imaginary potential is treated.
If in the problem of a-decay it is assumed that the imaginary 
potential is neglible for the very low a-decay energies (- 8 Mev) 
then because of the different shapes of the various microscopic real 
potentials it is obvious that no one real potential is necessarily 
the correct one for a-decay. This is because of the inseparable 
problem of the combined shape and magnitude of the total complex 
potential to take account of absorption effects at these higher energies.
The problem can be seen more clearly by calculating the well known 
W.K.B. expression for the penetrability P through a barrier for the 
various real potentials (Table II) where
and r^, ^  are the inner and outer turning points respectively. Ta
is the kinetic energy of the emitted a-particle
It can be seen that the potential H which fits the elastic
potentials gave good agreement with the data when the imaginary
scattering data with the same imaginary potential as the Barnett 
and Lilley real potential yields a value differing b y 25% from the 
Barnett and Lilley result while potential M yields a value differing 
by a factor of two. These differences arise from the different 
widths of the barrier as can be seen from Figure 2.
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Values of Penetrability Using WKB Analysis for Po Decay
Potential
Inner Turning 
Point (fm) Penetrability
M 9.20 5.13 x 10~14
BL H1 9.11 2.72 x 10”14
H 8.90 2.16 x 10”14
FIGURE
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Figure
Figure
Figure
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Figure
CAPTIONS (Chapter 2)
The proton density distribution p^(r), the neutron 
density distribution Pn (r) and the total density 
distribution calculated using the shell model tech­
nique outlined in the text.
Comparison of the real potentials ReV(R) = U(R) + Vc(R) 
for the phenomenological potential of Barnett and Lilley 
(BL) and the three microscopic potentials. Also shown 
are the surface imaginary part of the BL potential and 
the surface imaginary potential which gives the best 
fit with the H* real potential.
Comparison of the real nuclear potentials U(R) in the 
surface region. !
Comparison of the angular distributions given by the 
three real microscopic potentials and the surface 
imaginary part of the BL potential.
Same as Figure 4 but with the volume imaginary part of 
the BL potential
The reflection coefficients corresponding to the best
t
fits for the microscopic potentials with surface absorption.
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CHAPTER 3
ALPHA DECAY
3.1 Introduction
3.1.1 Statement of the Problem
Alpha decay, the process in which a nucleas in its ground or 
an excited state breaks up spontaneously into an a-*particle and a 
residual nucleus, is the oldest observed reaction in nuclear physics.
In the earliest attempt to understand this process Gamow (GA28) gave 
a qualitative explanation in terms of quantum mechanical tunnelling 
of the a-particle through the potential barrier, formed by the sum 
of the real attractive nuclear interaction and the Coulomb repulsion.
But, as shown at the end of the last chapter, this technique intro­
duces large ambiguities due to the choice of the total real potential 
taken from higher energy scattering calculations.
With the development of nuclear reaction theories subsequent 
theoretical formalism was based on R-matrix theory (LA58). The first 
in a long series of papers on alpha decay, based on this reaction 
theory, and trying to understand the formation of the alpha particle 
in terms of a microscopic shell model description of the parent nucleas, 
was introduced by Mang (MA60). Subsequent analysis, using this technique, 
was based on a more accurate description of the formation of the alpha 
particle, by using varying degrees of configuration mixing (HA61,HA62) 
and applying the theory to the a-decay of deformed nuclei (SA63) . The 
results for the relative decay rates using these models are in rather
good agreement with the experimental values but the absolute decay 
rates are too small by between a factor of 10 to 1000. More recent 
theories of alpha decay of heavy nuclei (KA70,HA68) have been based 
on the unified theory of nuclear reactions developed by Feshbach (FE73) 
in which the a-width is expressed as a scattering resonance for the 
system consisting of an alpha particle and the residual nucleus.
The problems associated with the prediction of absolute a-decay 
rates can be stated as follows.
(i) In the R-matrix theory the penetrability is extremely 
sensitive to the choice of the arbitrary channel 
radius.
(ii) The phenomenological optical potential for a-particle
scattering from nuclei at medium energies shows amhi^ - 
guities. In R-matrix theory CSC68) and in other methods 
(HA68) these ambiguities cause substantial variation in 
the calculated widths.
(iii) The initial state is normally treated in the oscillator
shell model while the final state is represented by an
, a-particle moving in the a-nucleas potential. This can
lead to problems of nonorthogonality, and it is difficult 
to show convincingly how the shell model state evolves 
into the final system of an a-particle and residual 
nucleas.
In this Chapter an alpha-decay formalism is developed which 
does not involve an arbitrary channel radius and uses the microscopic
optical potentials developed from low energy a-particle scattering, 
the properties of which were described in Chapter 2. This formalism 
has been applied to the decays of the Polonium isotopes listed in 
Table III. With this formalism the problems (i) and (ii) mentioned 
above have been considerably reduced and, iri addition, because a cluster 
model approach was used, it will be shown that this technique contributes 
substantially to the resolution of problem (iii) and yields satisfactory 
quantitative results.
3.1.2 Problems in q-Decay '
In the remainder of the introduction the problems outlined above 
are expanded to give greater insight into the inconsistencies that 
existed in alpha decay.
In R-matrix theory the configuration space is separated into two 
regions, in the external region defined by r>Rc, the total wavefunction 
can be expressed as a sum of channel functions of simple product form 
while the wavefunction in the internal region Ug(r) is replaced by a 
complete set of eigenfunctions U\(r) with real eigenvalues E\,
(3.1)
(3.2)
and applying Greens tneorm to the radial Schrodinger equation, then 
using the orthogonality properties of U^(r) it can be readily deduced
ie. UE (r) = I A^U^(r) O ^ r ^
' X
Using the boundary condition
dW
dr
= G(r,Rc)(RcdUE (r>/dr)Rc (3.4)
The R-matrix is defined as G(R ,R ) and is related to the reducedc* c
zwidth amplitude y^ through
x (V E)
where 2MR W
(3.5)
(3.6)
Equation (3.4) shows that the R-matrix is directly related to the 
reciprocal of the logarithmic derivative at Rc« Applying outgoing 
wave boundary conditions at this point and comparing the phase shif 
with the Briet-Wigner form (JA70) the width of a narrow resonance T 
in the single channel representation, is given by
T ~ 2Py' (3.7)
where P is called penetrability and is given by
kR
P =
f2(r  )+g2(r j
C C
(3.8)
The functions F and G correspond to the usual regular and irregular 
Coulomb functions.
The one body widths are related to the many body widths through 
the spectroscopic factor S^, ie.
Y2 = S y2u (3.9a)a a'ob
r. = sr, . (3.9b)a a ob
It is well known that variation if the channel radius R can lead
c
to an order of magnitude variation in the penetrability. Calculations
212 208
by Scherk and Vogt (SC68) for the decay of Po to Pb using the
208a-particle optical potential for Pb due to Igo (IG59) showed that 
the penetrability increases by a factor of ^ 10 as increases from 
9 fm to 10 fm. Strictly, R^ should be sufficiently large so that 
there is no coupling between different channels in the external region 
but values of Rc well inside the inner turning point have been used 
(RA67). Values of the penetrability derived from (3.8) are plotted 
in Figure 7 for various Polonium isotopes. The W.K.B. results, for 
potential'H, are also shown plotted at the position of the inner 
turning point.
In alpha decay the reduced width amplitude i-s given by
A
dxkdxadV * JM'*’o^Xo^  ^ (LmjM-mlJM)=
U2]
2MRc
V  J
* m
C3-10)
JMwhere <{> and are the wave functions of the parent and the
• m / a \daughter nucleas respectively and <j> Y_ (R) are the internal wave
01 L i'
function and the angular part of. the center of mass motion of an
a-particle. However, if the parent nucleus is described by the
single particle model then inconsistencies are introduced through
the amount of configuration mixing present in the structure of
the initial nucletts. Indeed a communication with Arima (AR75) showed
212 *that a shell model calculation for Po with admixture of 89 proton
levels and 83 neutron levels yields a ground state spectroscopic
-3 . . .factor of 1.2x10 while the lowest configuration of four particles
208 2 2 —5
outside the Pb core, ie. (lh^^) ^Sg/2  ^ yields 1.98x10 . These
results were also sensitive to the single particle potentials used.
The sensitivity of previously calculated theoretical decay rates 
to ambiguities in the optical potential can be seen in Table IV. All 
these results were calculated with a radius independent reaction theory 
and a constant amount of configuration mixing. They emphasize the need 
to remove the uncertainties in decay rates arising from potential ambi­
guities.
I
Further, the experimental values given in Table III immediately 
suggest that a numerical solution of a radial Schrodinger equation at 
these energies with complex energy and potentials in order to determine 
the width would be a very difficult procedure.
3.2 Time Dependent Theory of Decaying States
3.2.1 Definitions and Notation
The total wavefunction V for the A+4 system is a solution of the
equation
(E-H)V = 0  (3.11)
The Hamiltonian can be written as
H = H + H. + V  A + T_ + V (3.12)a A a A R c
where T_, is the kinetic energy operator for the motion of the a- 
particle relative to the residual nucleus, is the Coulomb potential 
and V . is a many body operator representing the total nuclear inter- 
action between the nucleons in the a-particle and those in the residual 
nucle&s. Choosing a set of relative coordinates of the form
R = R - R. (3.13a)- -a -A
p. -= r. - R. (3.13b)-l -l -A
Sk “ -A+k - 5a t3‘13c)
where
. 4  A
R = t  7 r. v R* = T  I r. (3.14)-a 4 . L. -A+k -A . A . -lk=l ~ “ i=l
the interaction V^A can now be expressed as
VaA - 1  1  = 1  j ,  (3‘15>
1=1 k=l i=l k=l
The alpha particle has spin zero and therefore the a—decay selection 
rules are very simple. The angular momentum of the a-particle is
restricted to the interval
|j-If| < I < J + IT (3.16)
where J and IT are the spins of the initial and final nuclear states 
respectively. The f-value is further-restricted by parity conservation 
and is even if the parities of the initial and final nuclear states 
are identical and odd if the parities are different.
3.2.2 Derivation of the Decay Width
In this section a formula for the width of a decaying state is 
developed, based on the time dependent analysis given by Goldberger 
and Watson (G064,Chapter8). This formula does not involve an arbi­
trary channel radii, and therefore avoids the problem of the radius 
dependent width associated with R-matrix theory.
The time dependent wavefunction for the A+4 system can be written
as
= 2iT I dEe~lEt/hG+(E)¥o C3.17)
— 00
where G+(E) is the Greens function
G+(E) = (E-R+ie)”1 (3.18)
In this expression H is the total Hamiltonian and 'H is the wavefunction 
of the initial state at time t=0. The wavefunction can always be ex­
panded in the form
= U  (t) + I r  J, (t)
O O O  D D O
(3.19)
where ^  represents the final states of the A+4 system and
J^Q (t) are the probability amplitudes of finding the initial system
in s t a t e o r  respectively at time t, ie.
J„„(t) = <^[l'(t)> = 2^1 dEe-lEt|/tl<'i,^ |G+(E) |t^> (3.20)
Jbo(t) = <<l'^t>> = 9=T dEe_lEt/tl<^|G+(E)t'f„> (3.21)2iri
In the problem of alpha decay the initial state is described 
as one of a set of discrete eigenstates of an Hamiltonian K and the 
difference (H-K) was interpreted as giving rise to the decay process. 
The final states were taken to be eigenstates of a Hamiltonian Kf and 
if K 5s Kf, as is usually the case, some nonorthogonality is introduced 
into the description of the process. These points are covered in more 
detail in section 3.2.4.
Following the analysis of Goldberger and Watson, consider the 
introduction of a level shift operator R where
R = (H-K)F (3.22)
F = 1 + (E-K)-1Q(H-K)F (3.23)
and Q is a projection operator which projects off the ground state. 
The matrix elements of R are
R (E) = <f I (H-K) I FT >O O' ' O ' (3.24)
Rbo(E) = <Yb I (H-K) IF>F0> (3.25)
"I*
and R~(E) = limit R(E+ie) (3.26)
e*>o
The operator R is called the "level shift operator" because its 
diagonal elements represent the shift between the unperturbed energy 
eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian K and the perturbed energy E. Thus 
when the full Hamiltonian H operates on a decaying state the imaginary 
part of R is directly related to the width of this state. Indeed the 
full perturbation expansion can be obtained by iterating equation 
(3.22). The matrix elements of R are related to the Greens functions 
through the relations
<*0 |G+(E)IV -E=E *R (E) <-3.27)
o o
' E-E -R (E) C3-28)O O ’ '
Using (3.27) and (3.28) and writing,
R(E) = D(E) - iI(E) = D(E) - (3.29)
where T is the decay width, the probability amplitudes (3.20) and 
(3.21) may be readily evaluated by the residue theorem to give
! J00(t) |2 = e-rt/!i + 0 (3.30)
t 00
e-Ebt/ft ( ^ e-i(E0+D(E0))t/he rt/2hj, (E )
j (t) = _____  — __-    ° (3 31)
bo E -E -R (E, ) E,-E ~R (E )b o o  b b o o  o
e-iEbt/h
E,-E -R (E ) (l-expCi(Eb-Eo-D(Eo)+iI)|]) (3.32)
D O O O
where the approximations R^q(E^) R^o(Eq) and R^E^) * Rq(Eq) have 
been used. Thus
dp(E,) --------- -^--- 9 - v -- (3.33)
[E,-E -D(E )] +r /4 
. v b o ot ->■ 00
where dp(E^) is the density of states pet unit energy interval. The 
formula for the width of the resonance may be extracted by using the 
unitarity properties of the level shift operator. Writing the formal 
solution of (3.22) and (3.23) as
R = (H-K) + (H-K)Q gig- Q(H-K) (3.34)
a
where H = K + Q(H-K)Q (3.35)fit
Then using the unitarity properties of R
R(E±ip) - R+(E±in) = 2iI(E) (3.36)
“  (H" K ) Q  (I±I^¥' '  m ^ i r >a a
= + 2inR+ (E±in-K)(E+irnK) R
(3.37)
(3.38)
Now when r\ is small and positive (G064,Chapter5)
(3.39)
(3.40)
where T £ T ' (3.41)
b
and the width is to be evaluated at = E^+Ii (E ).. The expression 
(3.40) for the width can be rewritten using (3.22) to give
rb = 2lt j dp(Eb) |<^| (H-K) |fo>
+ <?£|(H-K) CH-K> I'Fo>... I2 (3.42)
The second term represents a process in which the nucleas is excited
to a virtual intermediate state and then decays.
The above formula for the width can be derived in many different 
ways including the reaction theory due to MacDonald (MA.64), in which 
a T-matrix formulism is used. The formalism developed by Feshbach 
(FE73) gives a formula for the width which is extremely satisfactory 
for the decay of an excited state by nucleon or a-particle emission 
but it does not give a simple prescription for the type of decay 
process which arises as the result of tunnelling through a barrier 
without excitation. An account of these reaction theories, their 
inter relations, and their relevance to alpha decay has been given
2iti
2 2 
(E-k) +n
= 2 iriS (E-K)
Thus T, = 2ir b iB^ oyfdpcy
by Jackson and Rhoades-Brown (JA77).
3.2.3 Choice of the Hamiltonians K and
In the previous papers on alpha decay based on the formula (3.40) 
there seems to arise problems in the choice of the unperturbed Hamil­
tonian and the form of the wavefunction ¥ .
o
Kadmenski and Kalechits (KA70) give as their choice for the un­
perturbed Hamiltonian
2Ze^K = K* = Ha  + Ha + TR + (3.43)
and consequently the states ¥q ¥^ (b^O) form a complete set of eigen­
states. However this Hamiltonian will not give any bound states for 
the relative motion because there is no potential barrier and the whole 
of the nuclear interaction is contained in the residual interaction. 
Hence, at t=0, the nucleus is not in a bound state or in a resonant
state. In practice they take the wavefunction ¥ to be a shell model
/  .
state constructed from single particle wavefunction of oscillator form.
This means that the nonorthogonality of the states ¥ and ¥* is re-
o b
introduced through the use of a different (shell model) Hamiltonian 
which is not related to the operators H and K defined in their paper.
2l0Their value for the decay width of Po is listed in Table IV.
Harada and Rauscher (HA69) also take ¥ to be a shell model stateo
but draw attention to the problem of nonorthogonality. However, they 
choose a perturbation of the form
where is the nuclear part of the phenemenological optical potential 
for the a-particle. In practice V ^ is approximated by the sum of 
real parts of the nucleon-nucleeis potentials averaged over the ground 
state wavefunctions of the alpha particle and residual nucleas, called
A  # # 0
U^. Now using Feshbach's formula for the generalised optical potential 
(FE73)
°N = <0lVaA l0> + <0IV«aQ Te^ Q ) - QVJ 0> (3-45a)
= UN + ABn (3.45b)
A
Thus the difference corresponds in principle to the second
order term. The Coulomb barrier and potential appear to play no 
special role in the formalism which could equally well apply to 
nucleon emission.
3.2.4 Creation of a Bound Initial State
Even for long lived naturally radioactive nuclei the true initial
state is not a stationary state which persists until acted on by the 
interaction (H-K) but a resonant state with a complex energy. To 
reduce the problem of nonorthogonality and tackle the problem of ambi­
guities in the a-nucleus optical potential the initial state was 
transformed into a bound state by introducing the model Hamiltonian
where r^ is the barrier radius, ie. the position of the top of the 
barrier formed by the potential The required bound state
for the a-particle now has the single-particle energy
E = T - U (r ) - | (3.48)a a R b 2u 2 v 'p
a rb
and the interaction is
H - K = v - U._ R < r
aA N b
= V A + V - U (r, ) R > r, aA c R b b
(3.49)
The physical interpretation of this expression is that the transition
represents the lowering of the constant potential U (r, ) to allowK u
the a-particle to escape, as shown in Figure 8. This approach is 
likely to be a good approximation for the long lived decays in which 
penetration through the barrier is the dominant aspect of the process 
In this case the wavefunction for the final state must be obtained 
from the Hamiltonian
K ? = H + H + T_ + I1T + V (3.50)
A a R N c
This leads to nonorthogonality again but, since K-K* is zero in the
region this should not be a significant effect.
The experimental position and heighc of the Coulomb barrier, as 
shown in Chapter 2, can be very well reproduced using phenomenological 
potentials or a microscopic folding model. The consistency in repro­
ducing this parameter and the process in which the initial state is 
made into a bound state is used in the next section to help reduce 
ambiguities in calculations of alpha decay rates.
A technique of making the resonant state into a bound state has 
been used by Garside et al (GA65) for neutron reactions at low energy.
3.3 Evaluation of Decay Width Matrix Element
3.3.1 Excitation of the Residual Nucleas
In section 3.1.1 the difficulties associated with, the formation 
of an a-cluster from an independent shell model approach, were outlined. 
Because of the uncertainties associated with the shell model approach 
and the formation of the a-cluster in heavy nuclei a different approach, 
was taken in which the A+4 many body wavefunction for the initial state 
was written in the form of a cluster model expansion.
y'TOj = •£ cf(X) (LmIM| JM )$™(n)* (?) X^CR) C3.51)
0 IMLm L J A  <* <* "
' J .
where n K R were defined in section 3.2.1 and C (I) is the fractional
L i
parentage coefficient. The excitation of the alpha particle and the 
role of the antisymmetrisation operator are neglected at present. The
relative wavefunction 'x was expanded as
(3.52)
so that the normalisation is given by
f #00 •'
Ix^ V r  = l ^ | 2dE = 1 (3.53)
Jo
The wavefunction for the final state must be coupled to the same 
channel spin, to give
K™3 = I (avI’M ’IJM )*£’“ '(nH(e)XaV+(R> (3.54)
£v
with x*v+ = A£R_1uJl(R)Y^(|)Y^*(k) (3.55)
To evaluate the alpha decay widths only the leading term in 
equation (3.42) will be used. Thus using (3.49) for the perturbing 
interaction the matrix element to be evaluated is
XCJM-H’M 1) = JMJI I > C3.56)
where the potential U(R) connects only those terms with.!*!-1 • Because 
the alpha particle is not excited, in the present formalism, the many 
body interaction can be folded with the a-particle to give
<^ (5)lvaA(n5R)U a(?)> - VoN(Rn) (3.57)
Making use of a multipole expansion of the interaction potential and 
the Wigner-Eckart theorem (BR68) the interaction, between nuclear 
states, is given by (JA70)
<IfM ’|v (Rn)|IM> = I <IfM'|V, |IM>[ikY^(R)3* (3.58)an icq K1 —
= 1 (47r)2(IMkq I'M^V*1' (R) ( A ^ R )  ]* (3.59)
kq
Combining all the equations of this section the matrix element X 
becomes
XCJMj I'M') = I C3(I) (-1)q(-i)kAJlY*y(k) (Loko|lo) 
IMLm£ I
kqvM 
M* J
x (Lmk-q | lx>) (LmlM [ JMj) (£vl 'M' | JM ) (IMkq 11 'M1)
X j u^(R) Cv^1' (R) - 6koU(R)]^dR (3.60)
* rt
where x = (2x+l)2 and standard relations between Glebsh-Gordon co­
efficients as well as the relation
I y“1(Q)Y“2(n)Y“3(f!)dfi
J *1 z2 ^3
A  A  
*1*2
&3(4it)
j (A^o^ol A^o) (A^m^^^l^^-m^) (-l)m3 (3.61)
have been used (aR68) . Using the relation between 3j symbols and 
the Racah coefficient (BR68), ie.
W(kI£j|lTL) = I (25,+l) (-l)L_I,”q+Mj
M*
t
k I I* r J I v' I J L \  k L
K 4 -M_ v M' 1 J M m  ^ J v q -mk. * J
(3.62)
then (3.60) becomes
X(JM -*IfM') 
%}
2 A . AA
T »Tlr
IJlvLk
.111
v R)[vk (R)“5kou(R) v (R)dR (3-63)
When 1=11 and corresponds to the ground state of the residual nucle&s 
then (3.59) becomes
V^(R) = o pA (ll)Van(V )d3" S fiN
(3.64)
This expression is just the single folding model which was used in
Chapter 2 to describe the a-nucle&s interaction. Thus the formalism
enables the a-nuclear potential to be treated by microscopic means.
II1The other terms are the potentials which would appear in a coupled 
channels description of excitation of several levels in the residual 
nucleus. The potentials can be parametrized directly in terms of 
the derivatives of the optical potential (JA70) ie.
Vk (R) = -ikr47r(2k+l)]~*(3kRo) k > 0 (3.65)
where $, R is the transition strength, which is taken experimentally
K> O
and may be related to the rotational or vibrational model, as appro­
priate.
3*3*2 Excitation of the q-Particle
The excitation of the a-particle, which is not included in the 
subsequent analysis, can be easily handled by the previous formalism 
Equation (3.51) becomes
Further, when (3.66) is used in the analysis of the previous section
3.4 Calculations for the 0* 0+ Transitions
3.4.1 Cluster Formalism
In this section the ground state to ground state transitions 
of the Polonium isotopes listed in Table III are calculated using 
the lowest order formula for the width, equation (3.56). Only the 
contribution to the decay width matrix element from the first term 
in the cluster expansion for the initial nucleus was taken into
= l CL(j) (LmjMI J M j ) ,n)X^m(R) (3.66)
Lmjy
where
-  E C3aP8m | ju ) * f  
the a-nucleon interaction Van(Rn) must be replaced by the following
VaSVa(-n) = <V 5)lVaA(5,r’,-)l*aallCt> (3.68)
account. This term with L==I=0 represents a real a-particle moving 
relative to the residual nucleus. This approximation has recently 
been successfully applied to nuclear structure problems in light 
nuclei (BU177). With these conditions, (3.60) simplifies considerably 
to give an expression for the width of the form.
r = [c°(0)]2r , * (3.69)o ob
where the one body width is
rob = 2ir f dP(Eb)l<VA'(H-K)I V o V |2 C3-70)
and the absence of subscripts indicates ground nuclear states.
Using equation (3.63), the well known expression for the density 
of states, (LE66), and the angular momemtum selection rule for a-decay 
equation (3.16), this equation can be reduced to one of the form
r = 2* f  7TT3 fc2 f  dn|j  (3-71)J f /tt 1(2ir)
Thus [C°(0)]2 has the role of the spectroscopic factor defined by 
equation (3.9b) and represents the probability of finding in the 
initial system a component which resembles a free a-particle and 
the residual nucleus in its ground state. In equation (3.71) V°° 
if given by (3.64) may be directly equated to the microscopic 
folding potentials analysed in Chapter 2. The potential U is related 
to the model Hamiltonian (3.46).
-To apply the concept of making the initial relative motion
wavefunction into a bound state the values of the barrier height
and its position r^ were calculated for each isotope using the method
given in Section 2.2. The results are given in Table IV and are in
good agreement with the experimentally deduced values (G070). In
212
calculations on the decay,of Po the Wood-Saxon bound state potential 
due to Davies et al (DA76) was also used and is denoted DLF.
The quantum numbers NL of the bound state function alpha particle 
wave function were generated by the oscillator rule
 •.. ~ 4' -   ■■■......  . ..
2(N-1)+L = I ' [2(rj.-l)+*.l C3.72)
i=l
where are the quantum numbers for the two protons and two
neutrons in the least bound single particle levels in the A+4 system.
When configuration mixing is taken into account higher values of N
212
are also possible. These values, for the lowest s-state in Po, 
are given in Table VI, where the admixture coefficients are taken 
from the work of Glendenning and Harada (GL65) and terms with co­
efficients less than ± 0.1 have been omitted. The effect on the 
decay width for different values of N will be considered later.
To obtain a bound state for each isotope at the correct energy 
E^, defined by equation (3.48), the potential may have to be varied. 
The original model potential defined by (3.47) was therefore modified 
to be
U„ (R) = g[U„(R) +V (R) ] + (l-g)lUr, ) R < r,
" • * b b C3>73)
” V ’b 5 R > rb
where the parameter g was allowed to vary until a bound s-state 
with the required N was obtained at the correct energy E^. This 
procedure, which is different to the standard bound state technique 
in which, say, the depth of the real nuclear potential is varied, 
leaves the barrier height and position unchanged.
208The potentials obtained for Pb, after completion of the 
search procedure are plotted in Figure 9. It can be seen that the 
differences between the microscopic potentials has been largely 
eliminated but these potentials differ from the Woods-Saxon forms 
because of the shape of the latter in the nuclear interior. The 
parameter g took the values 0.4-0.6 for the microscopic potentials 
but was 1.54 for the phenomenological potential (BL). Using the 
bound state potential due to Davies et al (DA76) a value for g of 
unity was obtained. This suggests the two different techniques 
(See Chapter 4) are comparable. The bound state wavefunctions 
obtained using potentials H and D.L.F. are plotted in Figure 10.
With this modification the scattering wavefunction is now 
generated in the potential
U(R) = Ur (R) R < rb
(3.74)
= Un (R) + Vc (R) R > rb
which has the correct behaviour at large distances and the barrier 
height and position consistent with elastic scattering data.
To analyse the boundary conditions and normalisation of the 
scattering wavefunction consider expanding in the form,
X*(R) = (2ir)"3/2k(^|)1/24ii I i V a^f£(kR)Y*V(k)Y^(R)
,2 dk.1/2 * „„where a = (_ _ )  af^ = u^/kR
and o^ is the Coulomb phase shift.
The radial function u^ is, of course, a solution of a radial 
Schrodinger equation which obeys the following boundary conditions,
= 0 at R = 0
\ = f  E(Fi+iG£)+e2lS£( V iV ;l at large R (3.78)
where F^, are regular and irregular Coulomb functions. Renee 
using (3,75) the wavefunctions are normalised so that (LE66)
<X„(E)|x„(E)> = 6(E-E')6Ck-k') C3.79)
and the density of states is now given by d£2^  (LE66). Comparing 
(3,55) with (3,75) then = i^e*0  ^and equation (3,71) for the 
one body width reduces to
(3.75)
(3.76)
(3.77)
3.4.2 Results for the Decay Width
The results for the decay widths of ground state to ground 
state transitions of Polonium isotopes are given in Table VII.
212The results for Po using the microscopic potentials H, H f 
and M show that, to a very large degree, the uncertainties associated 
with the choice of the optical potential have been eliminated. This 
can be seen more clearly by comparing these results with those in 
Table IV. The markedly different result obtained from the phenomeno­
logical potential (BL) is due to the need to lower this potential to 
make it contain a 12s bound state. This means that a very substantial 
difference is introduced between the phenomenological potential and 
the microscopic potentials in the surface region, as can be seen 
from Figure 9, and this leads to a substantial difference between 
the bound state wavefunctions. The DLF potential is also a phenomenon
t
logical Woods-Saxon potential but it is chosen to give a 12s bound
state at the required energy and consequently gives a value for the
width which is closer to the values given by the microscopic potential.
The results were also found to be sensitive to the barrier height
(See Table V) because this leads to slight differences in the binding
energy defined by Equation (3.48). This effect has been verified by
208fixing the barrier for the a + Pb system at 20.4 MeV? which yeilds 
the results given in Table VIII (RH76).
The value of the spectroscopic factors for all three isotopes
are at least an order of magnitude bigger, than the complicated
shell model calculation of Arima (AR.75) (outlined in Section 3.12).
This seems to confirm the difficulties encountered in the indepen-
dent particle formalism with the formation of a four particle
cluster. Further these values ate consistent with nuclear structure
210
considerations, in particular the very low value for Po reflects 
the need to break the closed neutron shell.
The effect on the decay width for different principal quantum
numbers (see Table VI) was investigated using the potential for 
208Pb + a derived from the H parameters. The results are given in 
Table IX which shows that uncertainty in N of one unit leads to about 
the same variation in T as that arising from the different choices 
for the parameters of the a-nucleon interaction. The full H potential 
supports a 15s state at the given a-particle energy.
212nu3.5 Calculations for the Decay of ro
In order to apply the alpha decay theory beyond ground state 
transitions the decay of the isomeric state ^^^mPo was investigated.
In the alpha decay of this isomeric state, which lies at 2.85
MeV above the ground state, 97% of the decays go to the ground state
208 ' —  —  
of Pb, 1% to the first 3 state at 2.62 MeV, and 2% to the 5
state at 3.20 MeV. According to the shell model calculations of
• a # , 4 *
Glendenning and Harada (GL65) the spin of this state is 18 and the
principal configurations of the extra core nucleons are O-kq/^^j =8
P
(2g9/2llii/2)j =10 and l^h9/22f7/2^J =8 2^g9/2la-ll/2^J =10* The 
n p N
decay parameters for this isomeric state are indicated in Table III.
Rauscher et al (RA67), using the she11-model with configuration 
mixing and Rr-matrix theory, found that the theory underestimated the 
relative decays to the 0+ and 3 and 5 states for channel radius
9.5 fm. Once again the results were very sensitive to the value of 
the channel radius and the amount of configuration mixing used. 
Indeed a complicated coupled channels calculation was carried out to 
try and eliminate the discropancy between theory and experiment but, 
of course, once again the results were sensitive to the value of the 
channel radius.
3.5.1 Extended Cluster Formalism
208To calculate the decay widths to the various states in Rb, 
equation (3.60) was used. Neglecting, once again, the excitation 
of the alpha particle the initial isomeric 18+ state was approxi-y
• f*
mated by expanding over the lowest 0 , 3  and 5 states of the 
residual nucletls. This expansion leads to the transitions indicated 
in Figure 11.
Neglecting coupling between the final states of the residual 
nucleas the decay widths were calculated in three seperate ways, 
with increasing complexity. Initially only the ground state term 
in the expansion were retained and the decay widths to the Q+ 3^ 
and 5^ states in 2^Pb were calculated. Indeed the 18+ 0+ tran~
sition can be calculated using a slightly modified equation (3.80) 
with the correctly evaluated barrier height, ie.
where the selection rule (3.16) and the oscillator rule (3.72) with 
appropriate four nucleon configuration (GL65) has been used. The 
normalisation of the scattering wavefunction was, of course^ consistent 
with (3.75). These results are given in Table X and are denoted as 
Set A. Returning to Figure!)#, the widths corresponding to the'tran*'
sitions represented by vertical arrows were next calculated using the
18 18 18
coefficients BT (I) = C_ (I)/C. o(0), obtained from perturbation theory 
Li L l O
(see Section 3.5.2). These results are given in Table X as Set B,
Finally these two different calculatins were combined, allowing
for interference effects, to give Set C in Table X. In this way
all the transitions represented by double arrows in Figure 11 have
been taken into account and the quantity denoted by r ^ is the width
18 0
calculated from (3.60) divided by CC^g(O)] .
• . • II1In most of the transitions it was required to calculate ^
through (3.65). For these calculations the collective strength 
parameters for the vibrational states in lead were taken as (AL67)
" B-R = 0.81 B-R. = 0.483 o o o
where the uncertainty on these parameters is 10%. These parameters
208were taken from fits to inelastic alpha particle scattering from Pb 
using a Woods-Saxon potential. Thus there could be additional uncer*- 
tainties in relating Rq to the microscopic potentials of Chapter 2f 
The derivative dU^/dE. for the H potential peaks at 6.4 fm.
3.5.2 Cluster Parentage Coefficients
To calculate the Sets B and C mentioned in the preceding section
18 18 18 it was necessary to calculate the coefficient B^ (I) = C^ (1)/C^g(0).
Neglecting initially angular momentum coupling, equation (3.51) 
for the initial state can be written as
■ Y = C [$><{> x + I B (3.82)o o AYaAa L _ n A Ya Aa nn nA>o a A
where Bn = ^ow us n^§ first order perturbation theory (G064),
where is defined as the perturbing interaction, the coefficients 
B^ are given by
W,V.> = <$K°X«lVaAIVaV (3'83)
On inserting angular momentum coupling and using the same technique 
employed to derive equation (3.60), then (3.83) reduces to
(E_-E ,)B^f(If) = \ (-i)k (-l)q(Loko|Lf0)(Lmk-q|Llm T)
1 1 L MmM'rn1
kq
x (L'm'I'M1 I JMj) (LmIM| JMj) (IMkqll'M1)
f£
X .II1-
o V l ' \  " m ®  (3*84)
II1where is given by (3.65).
When I = M = 0 this equation can be used with the collective
strength parameters mentioned earlier to evaluate B^,(I') throughL
the simplified relation
fOO
o
In using the oscillator rule to determine N f one quantum of 
excitation of the core was added to the right hand side of (3.72). 
This is consistent with the wavefunctions used by Rauscher et al 
(RA67) to describe these collective states by combinations of shell 
model configurations.
18The values obtained for B (I1) are given in Table XI. Using
L i
the orthogonality conditions of the wavefunctions in equation (3.82) 
a normalisation relation of the form
consistent with a spectroscopic factor of 0.128 obtained with C3.81)
crudeness of the calculation,
3.5.3 Results for the Isomeric Decay Width
The decay widths for the various sets of calculations outlined 
in Section 3,5.1 are shown in Table X. These indicate that for Set 
A the relative width for the 3 state is about correct but the relative 
width for the 5 state is too small by a factor of 16, This dif^ 
ference, however, could be corrected for by increasing ^7 a
c2 = 1/(1+ I B2) o n C3.86)n
2arises. Using the values of B in Table XI then C = 0.25, a valuen n ■o
+ +for the 18 -*■ 0 transition (see Set A, Table IX), considering the
factor of 4. For Set B the relative widths for both the 3 and 5
states are too small by a factor of only 2 but, as can be seen, the
ratio is in excellant agreement with experiment. Thus, in this case,
18relatively small changes in the coefficients B (I) would yield exact
L i
agreement with the data. This suggests that what is important in the
decay of the isomeric state is not the collective excitation of the 
208
residual nucleas Pb but rather the cluster structure of the 
212m_
decaying state “Po. Further support for this comes from analysing
212m 208
the ratio of the ]?o Pb (g.s.) width using only the ground
212 208 state cluster expansion with the width Po (g.s.) ->■ Pb (g.s.)
taken from Table VII. The value of this ratio is in very good agrees
ment with experiment ('v a factor of 0.9) whereas, in contrast,
Glendenning and Harada (GL65) using R-matrix theory and the shell
model with configuration mixing; give a ratio greater than experiment
by a factor of 45 for channel radius of 9.5 fm and of 18 for a channel
radius of 9.0 fm.
Thus it seems, despite the simplicity of the calculation for 
the coefficients in the cluster expansion, and the limited nature of 
the form of the initial state wavefunction, that the basic properties 
of the relative decay widths can be understood using a cluster model 
expansion; in contrast to the most complex R-matrix calculations 
with shell model wavefunctions.
This conclusion is supported in calculations of Rauscher et al 
(RA67); who used a similar technique, the theory gave a relative 
width for the 3 state which was too small by a factor of 250 and a 
relative width for the 5~' state which was too small by a factor of
14. Both results were obtained with channel radius of 9.0 fm.
When the two modes of transition were put together to give
Set C it was found that the interference effects changed the widths
so that the relative width of the 3 state is too large by a factor
of 7 while the 5 width is too small by a factor of 2. However, this
18calculation depends sensitively on the values of B (I) which also
L
depend, in turn on the parameters
Finally it was found that the most important contribution to 
each transition comes from the term with the lowest value of I due 
mainly to the effect of the angular momentum barrier.
3.6 Relationship Between Alpha-Par tide Energies and Decay Lifetimes
An important feature of a-decay is the dependence of the decay 
half life on the decay energy. Of the empirical formulae previously 
given (MA69, and references therein) surely the most famous is that 
due to Geiger and Nuttall which relates the logarithm of the decay 
constant X to the logarithm of V ,. the velocity of the emitted 
a-particle.
In this section a relation is derived between these two parar 
meters by making approximations on the form of the decay width for 
ground-state to ground state transitions, equation (3.80). In order 
to obtain an analytical relation between half life and decay energy 
the nuclear potential beyond the barrier radius was neglected so 
that (3.49) becomes
Using a simplified W.K.B. approximation for the scattering wavefunction 
in the region of the potential barrier and assuming the bound state 
wavefunction can be accurately described, in this region, by a decay­
ing exponential then (3.80) becomes simply
Fob* fr t e6 R ( # - ^ ! ) e - ^ d R | 2 (3.88)
•’r, b
where y2 = ~  |E a| = ~  [U (r.)-T ]^2 ' aA1 ^2 R b a
e2(R) = Q  [U a(R)-T 3; e2(r) = Y2; e2(r ) = 0 (3.89)
*h
2rfc is the outer turning point (= 2Ze /T^) and contributions to 
beyond r^ have been neglected.. Integrating by parts and neglecting 
terms containing 1/Rn and (d8/dR)n it was readily shown that
log T1a{A(T^)+log BCT )} C3.90)
© 2 U 6 01
2
where, with x = 2Ze /r^
A(To) = Yrt = - ^  o2H*)‘( 1 - ^  (3.91)
a tl
r T
B(Ta) = (yrb)2{l- - V 2 » r2(^P)(l- ^ ) ~1 (3.92)
t tl
Although this dependence on does not resemble any of the 
previous empirical formulae it can be seen in Figure 12 that
equation (3.90) does represent the behaviour of the observed half 
lives of the even isotopes of polonium which cover fourteen orders 
of magnitude, despite the extreme approximations made to derive it.
This suggests equation (3.60) should yield the correct lifetime 
energy relationship in a wide range of circumstances.
3.7 Summary and Conclusions
In this Chapter a method was developed for calculating the
alpha decay widths of heavy nuclei which did not contain any arbitrary
radii or phenomenological potentials. Indeed there is only one ad--
justable parameter, namely the scaling factor g, which changes the
depth of the bound state potential to give a bound state with- the
correct number of modes. It was shown that this method leads to
consistent and acceptable results for the one-body widths of ground
state transitions in the even polonium isotopes and for the branching
212m_ratios for the decay of the isomeric state j?o . In this way the 
ambiguities associated with the phenomenological optical potential 
and the uncertainties due to the choice of the channel radius in 
R-matrix theory were overcome.
The values derived for the spectroscopic factors were in the 
range 0,10-0,15 and the calculation of the cluster parentage co^ 
efficients for the isomeric state supports this magnitude. The 
shell model yields much smaller values for this, depending on the 
amount of configuration mixing used in the calculation. These
results suggest that the very complicated many body structure of 
the initial state and the formation of the a-particle are more ac­
curately represented by a cluster model expansion. Indeed it appears 
that for these heavy nuclei the shell model, even with a substantial 
amount of configuration mixing, is far from adequate and any attempt 
to compensate in R-matrix theory leads to abnormally low values of 
the channel radius.
All the calculations reported in this Chapter have been restricted
to the expected dominant terms in the cluster model expansion but the
formalism will allow the study of many additional effects. Because
the ambiguities in the reaction mechanism itself have been considerably
reduced it will now be possible to study the formation of four particle
clusters in nuclear matter in greater detail. Also with the current
interest in superheavy nuclei it should be possible, using an extension
of this formalism, to obtain a more realistic estimate of their ar-decay
lifetimes. Alpha decay in light nuclei is also of current interest
16with the measurement of a parity violating alpha decay width in 0 
(NE74). This decay has been analysed using extended perturbation 
theory and a parity violating potential by Apayi (AP76) but he points 
out a more thorough calculation needs to be carried out.
Further improvements of the results for the decay widths can 
be achieved through more consistent data on the magnitude of the 
Coulomb barrier and including more terms in the initial cluster 
expansion A Coulomb excitation term should probably be added to 
equation (3.65) since in low energy alpha particle scattering this 
gives an important contribution to the excitation (AU70). In the
analysis of 2^2m?o the inclusion of the low lying 2+ and 4+ states 
would be an obvious improvement. In equation (3.51) the identical 
nature of nucleons and their effect on the alpha decay rates, through 
the application of an antisymmetrisation operator has been neglected. 
However, in Chapter 5, the effects of such an operator is considered.
TABLE III
Decay Parameters for the Polonium Isotopes
Decay
Ti2
(sec)
^exp
(MeV)
Ta
(MeV)
210_ 206, f . Po-> Pb (g.s.) 1.73xl07
-293.82x10 * 5.30
212^ 208 , ( . Po-> Pb (g.s.) 3.04xl0”7 1.52xlo"15 8.80
214- _210_, f . Po-^  Pb (g.s.) 1.60xl0”4 2.85xl0~18 7.70
216^ 212 , , e s Po->- Pb (g.s.) 1.58X10”1 2.89xlO~21 6.81
_j_208pb (g.s.) 9.84xl0"24 11.65
212mPo->208Pb (3~) 4.50X101
-251.01x10 9.03
*>-208Pb (5~) . 2.02xlo“25 8.45
TABLE IV
210 212Predictions for a-decay widths of * Po (in MeV)
210Pb
212
Po
r rexp ^calc
rexp
calc
p
calc
Kadmenskii & 
Kalechits
-291.43x10 * 2.68
A -323.5x10 l.lxlO3 1.4X10~16 l.lxlO1
B
Harada &
-27
6.5x10 ' 5.8xlO_2
-153.3x10 4.6X10”1
Rauscher ^ 2.3X10~26 1.6xlo”3 4.8xlo"15 3.1X10”1
D -303.8x10 l.OxlO1 •l.OxlO"18 1.5x10°
TABLE V
Calculated Barrier Heights and Positions
(fm)
V(rb)
(MeV)
206pb H 10; 8 20.61
H* 11.0 * 20.34
H 10.8 20.60
208Fb H f 11.0 20.33
M 11.0 20.56
BL 10.9 20.49
210P V H
10.8 20.54
H* 11.0 20.27
212pb H
10.9 20.48
H’ 11.0 20.21
TABLE VI
212
Four-Nucleon Configurations m  Po
Configuration Coefficient 2(N-l)+L Lowest s-State
(Jp=0,Jn=0) 
(1^ 9/2) (2§9/2^ 0.6682 22 12
( ^ 9/2) (ll11/2) 0.3900 22 12 ,
(lh9/2) (1ii5/2) -0.2386 24 13
(lh9/2)2(3d5/2)2 0.1067 22 12
(2f7/2) (2g9y2) 0.2305 22 12
(2f7/2) (li11/2) 0.1064 22 12
1^:l13/2^ (llll/2) -0.1665 24 13
l^l13/2^ 2^g9/2^ -0.2030 24 13
l^l13/2^ ^1-5/2^
0.1026 26 14
(Jp=2,Jn=2)
(lh9/2) (2g9/2^ 0.2385 22 12
TABLE VII
Calculated Values for Decay Widths and Spectroscopic 
Factors of L=0 Decays of Po Isotopes
Isotope Potential I’ob(MeV) Sa-rexp/r0b
21CL,Po
H 1.30X10”27 0.029
H1 -271.64x10 V 0.023
H 1.02xlo”14 0.149
H' 1.46xlo"14 0.104
212Po M 1.12xlo”14 0.136
BL 1.45xlo'13 0.010
D.L.F. 3.84xlo”14 0.040
214,Po
H 5.40X10"17 0.053
H1 6.80X10”17 0.042
TABLE VIII
Decay Widths for the L=0 Transition in ^^Po 
Calculated with a Barrier of 20.4 MeV
Potential ^ob(MeV) Sa-rexp/fob
H 1.27xlO~14 0.120
H* 1.37xl0"14 0.111
M 1.32xlO-14 0.115
TABLE IX
One-Body Width for Various Relative s-States in ^^Po, 
Calculated for Fixed Binding Energy ea in the H Potential
Principal Quantum 
Number N
Scaling 
Factor g
^ob
(MeV)
/ 12 0.67 1.02xlo”14
13 0.77 1.38xl0"14
14 0.87 1.87X10”14
15 0.98 2.48xlo"14
TABLE X
Widths for Decay of ^l2p0 to States of ^^Pb (in MeV)
Experiment
Theory T0b
Set A Set B Set C
212mPo->208Pb (0+) 9.84xlO~24 -237.67x10 J -237.67x10 -237.67x10
212mpo->208pb (3~) -251.01x10 i.ooxio”24 -254.11x10 5.49xl0”24
212n5Po^208Pb(5”) -252.02x10 9.81xlO~26
-25
7.32x10 ^
-25
7.02x10
Ratio 0+/3 97.0 76.7 186.6 14.97
Ratio 0+/5 48.5 781.8 104.8 109.3
Ratio 3 /5 0.5 10.2 0.56 7.8
TABLE XI
Values of the Leading B Coefficients
Coefficient Value
B15 (3_)
B17 (3_)
BW  (3_)
BU  (5_) 
bJ® (5")
B17 (5_) 
B19 (5“>
0.97
-1.14
0.54
0.22
-0.31
0.43
- 0.20
FIGURE CAPTIONS (Chapter 3)
Figure 7 Variation of the penetrability, defined by equation
(3.8)? as a function of the channel radius R^. Crosses
mark the value obtained using the W.K.B. approximation.
Figure 8 Sketch of the behaviour of the bound state potential
U_ for L = 0.K
212
Figure 9 The bound state potentials and for Po.
i
Figure 10 Comparison of the bound state wavefunctions using
potentials H and D.L.F.
Figure 11 Diagram to illustrate the transitions contributing
to the decay of ^ ^ P o .
Figure 12 Plot of log1n T, for the experimental half-lives of
lv 2
even polonium isotopes against A(Ta) (dashed line) 
and against A(Ta) + loge B(Ta) (full line). A value 
of r^ = 10.8 fm predicted by potential H has been 
used in the calculation.
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CHAPTER 4
ALPHA TRANSFER TO ALPHA DECAYING NUCLEI
4.1 Introduction
The alpha transfer reaction is an important spectroscopic tool 
for the study of a-clustering and certain aspects of the collective 
behaviour of nuclei (MI77).
In the recent work of Davies et al (DA76) a comparison was made
between the spectroscopic factors deduced from the alpha transfer
reaction and alpha decay in the lead region. In this analysis the
a-decay rates were calculated using R-matrix theory and an analysis 
16 12of the (0^ C ) reaction at 93 MeV on lead isotopes and bismuth was 
carried out using a full finite range Distorted Wave Born Approxi­
mation code (DWBA). The close agreement for the spectroscopic factors 
obtained in this work was interpreted as evidence that an a-particle 
in its ground state was transferred in a one-step process. These 
conclusions support the use of the cluster model representation for 
the Polonium isotopes given in Chapter 3. Further evidence for the 
close correspondence between alpha transfer and alpha decay is given 
in the work of Milder et al (MI77) who used the (d,6Li) alpha pickup 
reaction on rare-earth nuclei at 35 MeV. Here good agreement between 
measured and calculated angular distributions was obtained using a 
one-step, zero-range DWBA theory with alpha cluster wave functions. 
Once again R-matrix theory was used for a-decay calculations.
The a-decay calculations used in these papers was not based on
a shell model description of the parent nucleus, outlined in the 
last Chapter. A ground state cluster model was used and the radial 
function ^(r) for the parent system (target plus alpha) was cal­
culated at the resonance energy. For this system the R-matrix 
reduced alpha-particle width is given by (DA76)
Y2 “ S k r(a)|2 (4.1)a 2m a 1 G 1
where m is the reduced mass and is related to the spectroscopic
factor. In practice ip^ Cr) is treated as a 1quasi-bound1 state and
is normalised to unity in an analogous way to equation (3.53).
However because ^n(r) is a resonant state, which means scattering b
state boundary conditions, uncertainties are introduced because of
the oscillatory nature of ipn (r) for large r and the finite numericalb
value of the integration limit. This wavefunction i|>n(r) was used,(7
.as a bound state, in the DWBA calculations.
In this Chapter a formalism is developed to calculate the
208 16 12 212a-transfer cross section for the reaction P, (0 C ) P atb ' o
93 MeV. The reaction was treated as a one step process in which 
a real alpha particle in its ground state was transferred. This 
formalism was based on the technique of introducing a model Hamil­
tonian which makes the a-particle resonant state into a bound state 
and so avoids the problems of normalisation outlined above. Because 
the relative wavefunction is modified at large distances and, since 
this region is likely to be important in heavy ion transfer reactions, 
an expression for the DWBA matrix element was used which takes account
of the difference between the model wavefunction and the true 
wavefunction. To calculate the transition matrix a zero range 
code was developed, extending the alpha decay work, and incorporating
the Coulomb function subroutine especially developed by Barnet et al
A
(BA74) for heavy ion reactions.
The spectroscopic factors deduced from this analysis are compared 
with those of Chapter 3, deduced from alpha decay, and the calculations 
of Davies et al (DA76).
4.2 Expression of the Matrix Element
The transfer reaction can be represented as
1 a + A b + B (4.2)
where a = b + a B = A + a (4.3)
212
and, in this case, B is the alpha decaying nucleas Po . T o  be 
consistent with the analysis of Chapter 3 the systems a and B were 
treated in a cluster model representation. The exact Hamiltonians 
for the initial and final states are given by
H. = H +IL+T ,+V , ■+VC®UL+Ha+T a+V a+VC^UL (4.4)l a d ab ab ab A aA aA aA
H- = H +H.+T +V a+V^^+H, ■+T, W+V^°UL (4.5)f a A aA aA aA • d bB bB bB
where is the internal Hamiltonian for the cluster k, tke
total nuclear interaction between the clusters j and k, and
Jk
is the Coulomb interaction between the same pair. Denoting the
optical potential for scattering of cluster j from cluster k as
U . . a n d  the total potential appropriate to the bound or resonant
state as U., then the model Hamiltonians for the initial and final jk
states are given as
K. = H +H,+T ,+U ,_+Ha+T a+U a+UCaUL (4.6)1 a d ab ab A aA aA aA
Kf - Ha+HA+TaA+BaA+Hb+TbB+UbB+Db r  <4 '7)
The perturbation for the prior form of the matrix element is given
by
AV. = H. - K.
i l l
- <Vab+Vr H b >  + (Va A - V  + (V“ UL-UaAUL> <4'8>
“ <Vab+Va r - 5ab> + VaA + + ( V ^ - U ^ )
(4.9)
and similarly the perturbation for the post form of the matrix 
element is given by
AV. = H. - K. 
f f f
COUL - „ , x , COUL COUL* ,,
= oA+VaA - V  + bB7 bB + (VbB “UbB > (4'10J
" < V < r - V  + Vab + <VbA-UbB> + ( V b T - O  (4-n )
= AV1 + AV2 + AV3 + AV4 (4.12)
Thus using the post form of the matrix element a term arises 
(AV^) which can be equated with the perburation which brings about 
a-decay, as in the analysis of Chapter 3 (Equation 3.49). This 
term now occurs because of the difference between the model descrip­
tion of the final state of nucleus B and the true representation 
for this state. Both AV^ and AV^ can cause core excitation, the 
former through the interaction of the a-particle with nucleas A 
and the latter through the interaction of particle b with the core A. 
AV2 is the normal dominant term of the post DWBA perturbation. (Can 
be equated to V for p,d reactions.)
The nuclear wavefunctions for the systems B and a were treated
212in a cluster model representation. In this way system B (Po in 
this case) can be treated using the cluster model expansion as before, 
ie. equation (3.51), but now fdashesT are introduced to indicate a 
final state ie.
^  = l <^(I')(LmI,M ,|jMJ)((.a (5)^,M,(n)5^(R) (4.13)
Lml’M*
In a similar manner the wavefunction of the incident composite 
particle can be written as
4Sama j cjja(sb) (SarS^ j S ^ ) ^ (€)^ b“b ( X ) ( r )  C4.14)
SmsSbmb
where X represents the internal coordinates of b and r is a relative 
coordinate.
In both (4.13) and (4.14) the antisymmetrication operator has 
been omitted and it is assumed that the a-particle remains in its 
ground state (omission of superscripts again implies a ground state 
term).
The ttansition matrix for a rearrangement collision is given 
by, in the post form (R067)
Tfi = C4>15)
# # •
where is the full initial state vector of the system. The bra 
of the above matrix element is calculated using the model Hamiltonian 
K^. It can be seen from equation (4.10) that does not contribute 
directly to the rearrangement process but contributes only to the 
formation of the final bound state and elastic scattering of b from 
B. It is the difference between the full Hamiltonian and the model 
Hamiltonian which causes the rearrangement process.
Approximating Y? by distorted waves in the initial channel 
(DWBA) equation (4.15) becomes, by neglecting spin coupling at present
where x an^ X are the distorted waves for the outgoing and incoming 
channel respectively and
■Wf " <*a*b*AA lAVf l * « V A > ' (4-17)
In (4.16), (4.17) and in subsequent analysis it will be assumed
that remans in its ground state.
In figure 13 the definitions of the coordinates used in this
analysis are given. They are related by the equations
r^ = yR - r = R - xr (4.18)
M. A M. .
where ? = = A?4 x = tT = M 4  (4a9)
208Because the model bound state for the a + system depends
on the coordinate R, and this wavefunction has already been calculated 
for a-decay, the transition matrix element was evaluated by integrating 
over the coordinates R and r ie.
K btf  j (
^bB^-f,y-“-^XaAWf(--)xab(-^XaA^-i’-"X-^d-d- (4-20)
where the Jacobian J (= 3(r^r)/3(Rr)) is unity for this transformation.
4*2*1 The Form of Wf
To examine the potential terms W^(Rr) appearing in (4.20) consider 
expanding into three parts
W- = w. + w 0 + W Q
r 1 Z J
(4.21)
where the individual components correspond to the three parts of 
the interaction ie. in terms of coordinates defined earlier
AV1 ■ + V ^ C R )  - 5 (B) (4.22)
av2 = Vob(5Xr) : (4.23)
AV3 - VbA(R-£.nX) - UbB(rf) * VbA(rf,nx) - UbB(rf) (4.24)
Now using the same technique that was used in section (3.31) and 
neglecting the possibility of excitation of particle b, the Wigner
i
Eckart theorem (BR68) gives
W- = I (4Tr)2(IMkq|lfM f) 
kq
(4.25)
W2 = I (4u)i(Sbmbnv|Sbmb) [ i V ( r ) ] V t S b n (r)iSiii (4-26)
nv
Wo = I (4tt) * (IMkq J ITM f) 
kq
C i ^ ( £ f)] Cva  k (rf)-6koUbB(rf)] (4.27)
where the term W^ corresponding to AV^ has been neglected for the 
moment. When - 0, W„ reduces to
where U^(r) is the bound state potential for the initial composite 
system. Neglecting the problem of Coulomb excitation (n=0, k=0) the 
interaction term AV^ is given by equation (4.11) as
AV, = u“ UL + u“ UL - U ™ UL (4.29)
4 bA ba bB
where
= Z,Z.e2f(|R-r|,. RbA) ^ Z, Z.e2f (r,RbA) C4.30)bA b A 1---1 c b A f c
..COUL „ „ 2., _ba. 0 .11 = Z,Z e f(r,R ) (4.31)b b a c
■ Zb (ZA+Za)e2f(rf RcB> <4 ’32>
The function f (x,Rc) denotes the usual radial dependence of the 
Coulomb interaction, given by equation (2.2). Thus on neglecting the 
difference between the parameters RbA and RbB AV^ becomes
AV, = 6 <5TTtZtZ e2f(r,Rba) - 6. Z,Z e2f(r.RbB) (4.33) 4 no II1 b a  * c . k o b a  f c
where these terms add on to and respectively.
Further, equating the potential with the model potential 
defined in Chapter 3 (equation 3.47) then for k=0 becomes
Vxf  - - U = 0 R<r
oA aA aA b
- fiaA®+V! ! r ® - 5a A < V  R>- b
(4.34)
A  /  \  • » •
where ^^(R) is the microscopic folded a-nuclear potential given 
by equation (3.64) and calculated in Chapter 2. This is the same 
as the perturbing interaction used in the alpha-decay calculations 
of section (3.4)
+ +Equations (4.25) and (4.27) show that even for a 0 0
transition there are contributions from.terms with L = 1*^0. These 
terms will enter in the potential terms and W^ through k^O values 
and will add coherently to those with k=0.
4.2.2 Reduction of T-matrix
Even after assuming the transition matrix may be approximated 
by the DWBA expression, equation (4.16), there still arises a problem 
in the evaluation of the six dimensional integral because of the 
relation between the coordinates involved.
Consider writing the distorted waves in the form
xaA^-i,-~x-) = 6 X~* =  e (.4.35)
Al
xbB(kf,yR-r) = e -,VExbg(RfR) = e_1-*-fx~B(kfR) (4.36)
* + 
where k^ and k^ are operators that operate either on X^Ck^R) or
XbB^-f-) * aS t*ie case ^e* These exact equations may be reduced
A  A
by replacing k^ and k^ by the appropriate local momenta, ie.
(4.38)
(4.39)
(4.40)
These expressions for the momenta are valid if r.V_[U, T)+ U ^ ^ i]
— K  b i>  b B
and as well as higher order terms in the exponential
expansion can be neglected (BR74) . In this approximation, because 
and q^ are functions of R, the integrand in (4.16) does not reduce 
to two independent functions of R and r.
The six dimensional integral may be separated into two independent 
three dimensional integrations if the local momenta q^ and q^ are ap­
proximated by the asymptotic momenta and k^. In this case the
product of the distorted waves becomes
/
xb B * L  = el9‘-XbB^fy5)X^A (kiR)
where Q = k_ - xk.-f -l
In these alpha transfer calculations the approximation corres^ 
ponding to equation (4.41) was used together with an effective zero 
range calculation in which the dependence of the distorted waves 
on the coordinate r was neglected. This is equivalent to the condition
(4.41)
(4.42)
xbB^-f ,y-"~-^  e^ f ~xbB^-fy-^
where
2y
q?(R) = — ~  CE.-ReU . (R)-U0^ ( R )  ] ^2 l aA aA
2  / _ V  ^ b B  r-n T-» TT /-n\ t t C 0 U L / _.x-i
qf ( ) “ ~ 2 “  f b B ^  bB ( ^
■ft
and QE = qf(R) - xq^R)
Vab(£)xob(^  = V (r) (4-43)
In both of these approximations equation (4.20) factorizes into 
two independent integrations and the vector diagram in Figure 13 
greatly simplifies.
In the DWBA analysis of single nucleon transfer on light nuclei 
finite range improvements to (4.43) are well known (BU64). However, 
as will be shown later, there are more basic problems for this heavy 
ion reaction. These arise because of inconsistencies in the distorted 
wave optical potentials.
4.3 Partial Wave Analysis
4.3.1 Core Excitation
The unpolarized cross section for a transition from state I in 
nucleas A to state J in nucleus B is given by (R067)
da (I-JV - VaAVbB kf N y IT I2 (4 44)dft U  ' /fti2s2 k. (21+1) (2S +1) 1 fi*,0 . ^(2Trh ) i a m m^M'M^,
where and y^g are the reduced masses in the appropriate channels 
and the summation variables are related to equations (4.13) and (4.14) 
N is an antisymmetrization factor (see Section 4.6.4).
To evaluate the transition matrix T,.. the relative motion wave-f l
function appearing in (4.13) and the distorted waves in the initial 
and'final channels are expanded in the form;
XaA^-iS> = I i [4Ti(2£+l)]5e:LO£u£(k.R)Y°(R)/(kiR) (4.46)
£
xbg(kfR) = 4ir ^  i Z eia^u^, (kfyR)
y” !(R)Y” !(kf)/(kfyR) (4.47)
where it is being assumed that the distorted waves can be written
\
in the form of equations (4.37) and (4.38). Hence on using the 
general relation (BR68)
A . Al
A- A,
*’1 2 LM (4ir)2L
(A1oA2o|Lo)(A1m1A2m2|LM)Y^(J2) (4.48)
and the forms for given in section (4.2.1); the equation (4.16) 
or the T-matrix takes the form
T-. - I C (I')C a(S, KLml'M' JMT)(Sm S.m. S m )
fl Lml'Sm S. S b J s b“b ‘ a a
, s b,
kq
x (IMkq |l'M-){gsm (2) F ^ ,k(k.k£)
+ h Sms(2)ILm(lSikf)«II,«k0^ ’t ( k ikf)} (4.49)
where
FTII,k(k.kJ = I '”ked 0^^+oi1} M  (-l)k+m+9
^  r'1"f M'p p2
x Y^111 q(k^) (AoA'm+q |pm+q) (AoATo Jpo) (Lmkq| pm+q)
x (Loko|po) (k.ikfyR) (kf yR) u£ (k^R) u ^  (R)
X Cv“ 'k(R) ]dR C4.50)
8Sms(2) ;l2‘ExabS(-)dE (4,51)
ei2'-x3“s(r)[Uab(r) +U™UL(r) )dr (4.52)
The term IT^ (k.k ) in expression (4.49) is identical to equation
(4.50) but does not contain the potential term, in square brackets
H » k
for the integration over R. J_ _ is the matrix element of W0.° SmsLm 3
Because of the coordinate problem the only simple way of evaluating 
this term, for the general case of core excitation, is to use the 
zero range approximation when it reduces to '
j ll's L = ®sms^ kw  <4-53)
II*k IIfkwhere, once again, is exactly the same in form as except
that the radial integral contains the factor
[ V ^ fk(R)-6. U, .(R)-6. Z,Z e2f(R,RbB)j (4.54)bA ko bA ko b a * c
instead of the quantity in brackets in equation (4.50).
Summing over m^ and m^ and using the orthogonality properties 
of -Gordon coefficients (BR68) the differential cross section
for the reaction is given by
do
dft (2S+1)2v 2 k. (21+1)
x I I cjr(I,)(LmI,M'|jMI)(IMkq|l,M'){gRm (g)F**'k (k.kf)
i (4.55)
To be consistant with the numerical factors in equation (4.44) the
radial distorted waves in (4.46) and (4.47) were matched onto 
Coulomb functions, as in equation (3.78), but in this case a/4ir = 1. 
Thus for the alpha transfer calculation the distorted waves were 
normalised to S(k-k'). Using the definition of the density of states 
in Chapter 3 and the normalisation (equation (3.79)), both techniques 
are, of course, identical (LE66).
4.3.2 No Core Excitation
When core excitation is neglected (k=0 only) then equation (4.49) 
greatly simplifies. If, for this condition, the term containing 
is neglected then the transition matrix becomes
,J ,S
LmIfSm m.s o
(4.56)
where, in this approximation;
F,11
u
x (^oit'mjLm) x (XoJl'o |Lo)
XJ acifcfy R )" \ ( k fyB)u CkiW Cn^O O^^OO -B^OO ] 
b
X  u ^ L (R)dR (4.57)
ie. the model form of the interaction has been assumed,
IT^ n(k.kp) is now given by
ILm(^ f ) = 4iri1“*’,ei(04+ai,) ( - D ^ ^ )  Woi'm|Lm)
x (£o£o |Lo )
r00
(k.kfyR)uA, (kfyR)u^(kiR)uNL(R)dR (4.58)
By neglecting the dependence of the matrix element on k it is 
possible to sum over m& m^ M and Mj, in which case
da ( . _ yaAybB kf (2J+1)N y I S ^ S ^ b ^
dft  ^ ' o o v f oi 4-i ^  L
(2rt2)2 ki (2I+1) Smta (2L+1) (2S+1)
x |g_ Ft +h IT |2^>ms Lm Smg Lm1 (4.59)
In the numerical calculations of the differential cross section
the asymptotic form of the local momentum Q was taken as well as the
zero range limit. With these approximations the integrations ggm and
s
h are independent of the coordinate R. sms
4,4 Selection Rules
The selection rules for the a-transfer reaction can be seen from 
equations (4.49) and (4.50) to be
S + S. = S (4.60a)— —d —a
L + I1 = J I + k = I1 (4.60b)
^  ^  * *  T'. r *  r v
L + k  = p = Jl + Jtf L + k + £ + £t = even (4,60c)r* r*
where L is the orbital angular momentum of the a^particle in the 
system B = A+a, s is the orbital angular momentum of the a^particle 
in the system a = b+a, I is the spin of the target A, and J is the 
spin of the residual nucleus B. Once again, excitation of the de­
part icle from its ground state is neglected. When k=0 equations 
(460b) and (4.60c) reduce to
L = J -  I = il + £, L + & + = even (4.61)r"»
208 16 12
In the calculations of the alpha^transfer reaction ^
212P^Cg.s.) the quantum numbers I, J and s are equal to zero.
Neglecting core excitation (k=0) and using the result of Chapter 3
2i2
that the alpha particle in Pq is in an s-state, then &=£T, ie.
the angular momentum transfer is zero.
4.5 Optical and Bound State Potential Parameters
In the calculations of the distorted waves two different sets
of optical potentials were used. The potential used by Davies et al
208 16 12 219
(DA76), in his analysis of the P^(0/ C )P reaction, is referred
to as the standard potential S. This potential gives a good fit to
16 208
elastic scattering of 0 ions from P^ at 104 MeV CBE72). The 
parameters are
V = 40 MeV W = 15 MeV a = 0.45 fm o o
R = r (A*/3+A*/3) r = 1.31 fm 
o o 1 2 o
The parameters due to Vandeijbosh and Webb (.VA75) were also used 
and are denoted as set V
V = 40 MeV aD = 0.49 fm r^ = 1.31 fmO K K
W = 6 0  MeV aT = 0.36 fm rT = r.. + 0,14 fmo 1 I R
These parameters were obtained by fitting elastic scattering of
incoming and outgoing channels, with appropriate values for and 
A^. These two sets are plotted, for the incoming channel in Figure 
14.
To generate the model bound state of the alpha particle in
212Pq the microscopic potential H was used, as described m  the alpha 
decay work of Chapter 3. Using the oscillator rule, (equation 3.72), 
the bound state of an a^-particle in 0 ^  was taken to be a 3S state. 
This bound state wavefunction was generated in a Wood-Saxon potential 
using the radial parameters due to DeVries (DE73) and denoted as Set 
A.
Ro =1.25 (121/3+41/3) fm a = 0.65 fm
The depth of this potential was varied to generate a 3S wave­
function with the correct separation energy of 7.16 MeV (DE73). To 
be consistant with the calculations of Davies et al (DA76) the fol­
lowing parameters were also used (Set B)
R = 1.25 (121/3) fm a = 0.65 fm o
where, according to Blair et al (BL74), this latter choice improves 
agreement between approximate and exact treatment of recoil because 
of the smaller range of the initial bound state potential.
4.6 Results and Discussion
4.6.1 Local Momenta
Taking the angle between the local momenta c[^ and to be 
equal to the center of mass scattering angle 0 the quantities 
Qg(=| | ) and Q(=|k^-xk^|) were calculated. The resulting values 
are plotted in Figure 15. It was found that the important contributions 
to the matrix element came from the barrier region (- 12 fm) and it is 
evident, in this region, Q£ «  Q. It was found the transforms g(Q) and 
h(Q) fall very rapidly with increasing Q and this, together with Figure 
15 suggest the use of an effective WKB approximation with the asymptotic 
momenta Q will be a very poor approximation. The quantity Q^, is non 
zero because the center of mass energies in the initial and final 
channels, ie, 86.4 MeV and 69.7 MeV respectively, are above the cor^ 
responding Coulomb Barriers.
Because Q has a minimum in the barrier region and the initial 
bound alpha particle cluster has a large separation energy of 7.16 MeV 
the numerically simplified zero-range calculation seems to be a very 
useful tool for this reaction,
4.6.2 Angular Momentum Mismatch
The angular momentum transfer in the transition to the ground 
212
state of PQ is zero. However, one quantity that affects the
magnitudes of the radial integrals in equation (4.57) and (4.58) is
the change of linear momentum k.-*yk_. The value of these radial-i “f
integrals is dominated by the overlap of the radial distorted waves.
This overlap is reduced if the momenta and yk^ are very different, 
for then the distorted waves oscillate at very different rates and 
the overlap averages to a small value (AU70). To yield large cross 
sections reactions must provide good momentum matching, ie. k^-yk^.
In Figure 16 the angular dependent quantity k^(=|yq^-q^l) is 
plotted as a function of R. At the angles covered by the experimental 
data, which are 0 60o^120°, 1^  is not zero and hence the kinematic
momentum transfer k^R is not zero. It is obvious that there is a 
condition of angular momentum mismatch for this reaction and thus 
it would not be expected to find sharp localization in angular momentum 
space or -in configuration space. This conclusion is confirmed by the 
graph shown in Figure 17 of the quantities [Fo| and |lo| calculated 
from equations (4.57) and (4.58) with L=0 and $,=&'. The spread in 
% is Ail ^ 20, However, these functions behave smoothly with Z and 
there is no significant contribution from small Z or very large Z.
An I max of 100 was used in the analysis. It was found the main 
contributions in configuration space came from the region R ^ 8.5 fm 
to 14.5 fm,
4,6.3 Angular Distributions
Figure 18 shows the angular distribution obtained in zero-range
approximation (normalised to the peak in the cross section), using
Set S for the optical parameters and Set B for the bound state para’-
meters. Although |Fq | is larger than |Iq |. gQ is very much smaller
than h and hence the term h I gives the maximum contribution to the o o o &
cross section. This is consistent with treating the correction due
to the use of model wavefunctions by means of perturbation theory. 
Nevertheless, when the coherent sum of the two terms is taken the 
peak of the cross section increases by a factor of ^ 1*7. The 
absolute magnitude of the cross section emphasizes the angular 
momentum mismatch.
Figure 19 shows the result of using Set V for the optical 
potential and the same bound state parameters. The importance of 
the correction term is slightly increased and the shape of the 
angular distribution is changed. However it was found that the 
absolute value of the cross section is 31 times smaller than the 
one shown in Figure 18. A calculation with the optical parameters 
S with the alternative bound state parameters A only altered the 
numerical values of gQ and hQ and gave, of course, a cross section 
of identical shape but the magnitude was increased by a factor of 
1.44.
The characteristic bell shaped cross section in heavy ion 
transfer reactions can be understood using semi^classical arguments 
(SC73), For this reaction the wavelength of relative motion is 
small (- 0,8 fm) and thus this localisation of the wave packet leads 
to the concept of a well defined classical orbit with a peak in the 
cross section at 0^  where the nuclei suffer a grasing collision.
For larger angles the nuclei overlap and absorption reduces the 
transfer cross section, while for smaller angles the nuclei do not 
come into contact so that the transfer probability is small. For 
a Rutherford orbit
where + ^  are t*ie sura t i^e nuclear radii and E the center of 
mass energy. To get the peak at 78° center of mass angle it is 
required that + R^ = 14 fm.
4.6.4 Spectroscopic Factors
It can be seen from equation (4.59) that in order to deduce
212 208the spectroscopic factor for Po->- Pb + a it is necessary to
include the antisymmetrisation factor N and have a reliable value
2 12 for the coefficient |c| of the C + a system.
In the calculations of Davies et al (DA76) a value of 0.55 for
2|C | was used. This was obtained by DeVries (DE73) by fitting the
10 1 £ 10 0 
data for the C ( 0, C) reaction. Other fits to data give |c|
- 0.23 for the ^0(d,^Li) reaction (GU71) and 0.295 for the ^ 0
3 7 . . .( He Be) reaction (DE69). The theoretical shell model calculation
O
due to Kurath (KU73) gives |c| = 0.79 while a cluster model cal<-
culation by Coelho (C073) obtained the values JcJ = 0.28^0.36
The antisymmetrisation factor, which multiplies the matrix
element and takes partial account of the indistinguishability of
particles, is given by N2 = (N^/N^)^X (AU70). Here X is the number
of ways each term in the wavefunction for the initial system a+A can
be converted to a term in the final b+B system and N^, are the
number of nucleon permutations resulting in mutually orthogonal
product functions in the initial and final states, respectively.
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In the treatment of a^-decay of “ P the “ P. nucleus was taken too b
be a closed core. This gives ^ = 1  and N^=X. Choosing Kurathfs
12
prescription for the C + a spectroscopic factor, which already
• . . . » 
includes the factor X mentioned above, the a-particle is removed
16from the p shell in 0 . Thus the cross section must be multiplied
by N=X=225.
In Table XII the results of the spjectroscopic factors for the 
212 208Po-> Pb + a system are given. Davies et al (DA76) obtained a
TABLE XII
9  9 1 9  9
Values of the coefficient |c| for Po obtained with M =225 and 
|Cj2=0,79 for The symbols S? A, etc, refer to the potentials
defined in sections 6.1 and 6.2
S + A S + B V + A V + B
|C|2 0,0048 0.0069 0.149 0.214
value of 0.0073 for the potential set of S + B but used the experimental
value of 0,55 (DE73) for the 0 ^  spectroscopic factor. Also some
discrepancy is to be expected between the two calculations because of
212their different treatment of the Po wavefunction and because they 
used a finite range code.
The large variation produced by the different potentials makes 
it difficult to draw conclusions about the spectroscopic factor. However 
it can be seen that for the potential Set S this calculation is consistent 
with Davies1 results, even taking into account the different aspects of 
the calculations. Agreement with the a-decay results of Chapter 3
favours the use of potential Set V,
4,7 Conclusions
In this Chapter a formalism was developed for a transfer reaction 
in which the final state of the transferred particle was not a bound 
state. Using this technique it is possible to obtain good shape agree­
ment with the data under consideration by using only a zero-range 
approximtion, A full finite range calculation can be expected to change 
the absolute magnitude of the cross section by some factor but there 
seems to be little justification, at the moment, for a major computa­
tional effort in this respect. This is because of the different results 
obtained with the two sets of distorted wave optical potentials, the 
large experimental errors in the differential cross section, and the 
possibility of core excitation which may also be expected to change 
the magnitude of the cross section.
It can be seen from Figure 14 that the different values obtained 
for the spectroscopic factors in this reaction can be largely attri­
buted to the different range and magnitude of the imaginary potential 
used in the generation of the distorted waves. A communication with 
Vandei(bosh (VA77) has shown that his data covers a much wider angular
range than the earlier work of Becchetti (BE72) and indeed to fit his
X6 208elastic scattering data of 0 on Pb at 87 MeV it was necessary to 
adjust BecchettiTs (BE72) original optical potential parameters. The 
energy dependence of the imaginary part of the optical potential for 
this reaction has been shown in a recent publication due to Videbaek
et al (VI77). In view of these results it would be interesting if 
Davies could repeat his calculation using the potential due to 
Vandenbosh and Webb (VA75) which has been fitted to a large angular 
range and at an incident energy very near the one of interest for this 
reaction.
Despite the uncertainties outlined above it is clear that the 
spectroscopic factors obtained in this treatment of a-decay are not 
inconsistent with a-transfer calculations and it seems the two 
processes can be treated with a similar formation. Both the work of 
Davies, who used a cluster model formalism, and the calculations 
reported here give spectroscopic factors at least an order of magnitude 
larger than shell model calculations.
In conclusion it seems that it is possible to give a complete 
description of a-decaying states of heavy nuclei in a cluster model 
representation without the use of arbitrary radii and recourse to 
Rrmatrix theory.
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CAPTIONS (Chapter 4)
13 Definitions of coordinates for the a-transfer reaction.
14 Comparison of the two optical potentials used in the 
ci'-transfer reaction for angular momentum value Z = 0.
15 The effective local momentum Qg(R0) = Iq^-xc^l for 
large R and the angular range of interest, calculated 
with potential set S. The asymptotic momentum Q(0) 
is plotted at the value of R where Q„ is a; minimum to 
reflect the maximum difference between the two quantities.
16 Plot of the kinematic momentum transfer Kg(R0) = lycj^ -c^ l 
for large R and the angular range of interest, for 
potential set S.
17 Comparison of |Fq | and [Iq | as functions of incident
angular momentum Z, calculated for potential set S.
18 The angular distributions for the a-transfer reaction
obtained using potential parameters S and ^ 0  bound 
state parameters B. The peak value of the calculated 
cross section is normalised to the experimental data. 
The two lower curves show the contributions from the 
two parts of the matrix element normalised by the same 
factor.
Figure 19 The same quantities as shown in Figure 18 but calculated 
with potential set V.
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CHAPTER 5
EXCHANGE EFFECTS IN THE ALPHA-NUCLEAR CLUSTER MODEL
5.1 Introduction
In the analysis of previous Chapters on alpha decay and alpha 
transfer it was assumed that the Polonium isotopes can be simply 
represented by a product of wave functions for Pb and for the alpha 
particle and the appropriate wave function of relative motion between 
them. The relatively large values obtained for the spectroscopic 
factors were seen to be consistent with this approximation. However, • 
in this analysis the exclusion principle was only taken into account 
explicitly by determining the lowest allowed state of relative motion 
through the oscillator rule, equation (3.72).
There have been a number of papers investigating the effects of 
the Pauli principle. Pong and Austern (P075), who calculated a local 
equivalent for the Pauli correction term in the deuteron nucleus 
optical potential, showed that the real part of this potential was 
decreased by 10% when exchange effects were included. In the work 
of Perkin et al (PE75) the decrease in the binding energy of composite 
particles inserted into nuclear matter was shown to have a large 
effect on the momemtum dependent optical potential. In this analysis 
the internal wavefunction of the deuteron, say, was described by the 
equation
' ■ 5 = >  - (5.1)
where T is the mutual kinetic energy of the nucleon pair, e is the 
internal binding energy to be determined, and Q is an operator which
projects out states forbidden by the Pauli principle. The interaction 
v was taken to be of seperable form and a Thomas-Fermi model was used 
to describe nuclear matter (DE74).
Another approach to the problem of antisymmetrisation is the 
technique known as the Resonating Group Method (R.G.M.). In this 
theory a correct treatment of antisymmetrisation between two clusters 
leads to a modified relative motion wavefunction. The internal 
structure of the projectiles is unchanged. The difficulty with this 
method is the calculation of a normalisation and interaction kernel 
arising in an integro-differential equation for the relative motion 
function.
In this Chapter the effects of antisymmetrisation on the cluster 
expansion for Polonium, equation (3.51), are considered within the 
context of a modified Resonating Group formalism. After an introduction 
to the R.G.M. a technique of calculating the normalisation kernel is 
given which uses an approximation for a density matrix description of 
the two nuclear clusters. This kernel is used in a calculation based 
on a reinterpreted R.G.M. due to Buck et al (BU277) to calculate the 
modified relative motion function. A discussion of FliessbachTs 
technique of including antisymmetrisation effects in alpha decay (FL75) 
and the form of the non-local interaction kernel are also given.
5.2 Resonating Group Method
• • • A
Introducing an antisymmetrisation operator A into the cluster 
model expansion, equation (3.51) becomes
(5.2)
where, in this notation, the sum over n implies summation over all
appropriate quantum numbers and <f>A (n) 9 $ (£) are fully antisymmetrisedA a
wavefunctions. The operator A is given by (ME61)
4
A = 1 + I (4) (208) (“1)V P. Aj, ..P , (5.3)v v 1,A+1 v,A+vv=l * *
where P^ is the permutation operator that exchanges nucleons i 
and A+i. Separating into direct and exchange components equation
(5.2) becomes
-  I C*d(n>+j j  <-»V*L, v(n>3 (5-4)
“ I C^d(n)+$EX(n)] (5.5)
n
where the sum over S denotes all the different functions arising 
from a given v-exchange.
By inserting equation (5.5) into the Hill-Wheeler equation 
(WH37)
I 4>?(nH*(S)(H-E)i' dnd5 = o (5.6)J A a o
the full R.G.M. equation is derived as a set of coupled integro- 
differential equation for Xa(*0
In the following equation T(R) is the kinetic energy operator
[T(R)+U,_(R)+V (R)-e ]x (R) = ~ I U ^ a ^ C R )  N c a a on Aa
+ e Y 
a 'u 
n '
^(fl) <f’a(5) ?’EX(n) dnd?
- [T(R')+V (R1)] I
n $EX-^ dnd^
V n)V « Va A x (n)d"d? (5.7)
potential, equation (3.45), has been used. The direct coupling 
potential is defined as
jjnAna= q |v | ^,ncc(j)^ A> 
on a A 1 aA1 a A (5.8)
which is identical with equation (3.68) when n = 0.
a
The exchange integrals are normally represented as
f Kn Q*'>xn (R'>dR' (5.9)
A (n)V C)VaA$EX(n)dnd5 = " f Gn (RR')x” (R')dR' (5.10)
where K^RR*) is the normalisation operator introduced by Feshbach 
and whose properties have been outlined for nucleon-nucle&s scat­
tering (FE73).
In their analysis of alpha decay of light nuclei Arima and 
Ycshida (AR74) derived equation (5.7) for the single channel case. 
On truncating equation (5.2) to the ground state term, as in
Chapter 3, this fora may be deduced from equation (5.7), ie.
[T(R)+Vc (R)+On (R)]xo = ect(l-K)xo+KCTCR')+VcCR')3xa+Gxc( (5.11)
In all the subsequent analysis on exchange effects it will be 
assumed that equation (5.2) may be represented by a single channel 
approximation. Equation (5.11) may be represented in a more con­
venient form using the notation due to Buck et al (BU277). Writing
equation (5.2) in the equivalent fora (for convenience the centre
\
of mass vector is retained as R)
dRA| ^ (n) $„(£)s (e~5) >xa(g) (5.12)
then equation (5.11) can be written as (BU277)
(5.13)
or V x> = eaAlx> (5.14)
where H (RR') = «(> <M(r-R) | (T+V)A I <M(r-R')> (5.15)C Ct A  — — q  A  *
A(RR') = <<1^6 (r-R) |A|<{,a<t,A6(r-R')> (5.16)
= S(R-R') - K(RR') (5.17)
The delta function corresponds to the direct term.
From equations (5.12), (5.16) and (5.17) it is evident that 
the normalisation condition for |t{/> is given by (BU77, FL75, FE73)
(5.18)
• • a2 awhere the condition A = A has been used (ME61)
The R.G.M. has been applied successfully in a series of papers 
by Tang et al (TA71) to describe light ion scattering. More recently 
Friedrich (FR74) and Ando et al (AN75) have applied equation (5.11)
the latter paper a calculation for 0 -0 scattering showed that
the inner parts of the R.G.M. relative wave function were considerably 
damped, irrespective of angular momentum quantum number. The wave- 
function in the surface region was also slightly modified. This 
was said to be due to the strong non-locality of the exchange terms.
The role of exchange effects in alpha decay has been examined 
by Fliessbach (FL75, FL176, FL276) using Mangs R-matrix theory of 
a-decay. He represented the final A+4 system by equation (5.12) and 
in order to take account of the normalisation condition, equation
(5.18) a new scattering function fi(R) was introduced such that
to the problem of scattering of light and medium heavy nuclei. In
16 JL6
S2(R) = (l-K)5xa (R) (5.19)
ie. equation (5.12) becomes
|¥> = dRQ(R) |a (1-K)~^$ <M(r-R)>
—  CL A  — —
(5.20)
In this way Mang’s definition (MA60) of the reduced width 
amplitude G(R) , ie. 16 (r-Ip cf>a<J>^>, is now modified to give
Gn (R) = (1-K)“2q (r) (5.21)
where in Mangs theory a new spectroscopic factor is now given by
S = J dR|Gs(R)|2 (5.22)
Using a shell model description of the initial state it was 
found that the spectroscopic factor defined by eqn. (5.22) was two 
orders of magnitude larger than Mangs result. However Fliessbachfs 
work contains a number of uncertainties. By using a shell model 
description of the initial state and Mangs theory his results are 
still sensitive to the old problems outlined in section (3.1.2). 
Further, he estimates the channel radius R^ by examining the effective 
a-nucleas potential, which is derived from G^(R), by using the radial 
Schrodinger equation. This analysis gives a value of R£ of 6.1-7.0 fm, 
well inside the inner turning point values calculated in Chapter 2. 
Although the new radial wave function fi^ (R) obeys the more conven­
tional form of delta function normalisation there seems to be no 
reason to assume that making a new definition of the relative motion 
wavefunction through equation (5.19) implies that this function is now 
a solution of radial Schrodinger equation with local potentials only.
In practice however, it is assumed that ftg(R) may be approximated by 
the W.K.B. method in which the a-nuclear local potential can be 
taken from Igo’s work (IG59).
Thus apart from the problems of R-matrix theory and the value 
used for R^, there also seems to be an ambiguity between the intro­
duction of an antisymmetrisation operator in the cluster expansion 
and calculating ft~(R) as if it was the solution of a conventional
£4
radial Schrodingers equation with a local potential.
5.2.1 Alternative Approach and the Orthogonal Condition Model
One technique of approximating the complicated R.G.M. equation 
arises through examining the properties of the normalisation Kernel 
K. It was pointed out by Saito (SA69) that if the normalisation 
operator K was expanded in terms of its eigenstates and eigenvalues 
ie.
K =  I  <5 -22>
n£m
where the X on the eigenstates indicate it is associated with 
a certain eigenvalue, n is the. principal quantum number, £ the 
angular momentum quantum number and m its z component, then for 
a*-a scattering the values obtained for A ^ made it possible to 
approximate eqn. (5.11) so that a calculation of the complicated 
non-local interaction kernel can be avoided. This is called the 
Orthogonal Condition Model (O.C.M.) and arises from the concept 
of redundant states in the R.G.M. equation.
The properties of K have been stated by Feshbach (FE73). K is 
an Hermitean, positive definite operator and the operator (1-K) is 
also positive definite. Becuase of these properties the quantity 
A ^  defined in euqation (5.23) can only take the values 0 ^ A  ^^ 1
The redundant states of the R.G.M., if they exist, are defined as 
those Jg^> for which X=l. This can be seen more clearly if the 
one body states are constructed with such a |g^>. In this case 
equation (5.18) becomes;
<EX|l”k!8X> = 0 (5.24)
From equation (5.12) this corresponds to
f dRA[.j>a (5HA (n)S(r-R)gX(R) = 0  (5.25)
Hence the relative motion states corresponding to the eigenvalue 
A=1 are forbidden by the Pauli principle. For the case of nucleon 
scattering from a nucleas described by a Slater determinant, X takes 
the value one for all nil and m (FE73) . In this case K becomes a 
summation over appropriate occupied single particle levels. For the 
interaction of two composite particles this simple situation no longer 
applies but it is always possible to project out the |g^> by the fol­
lowing operator (SA69, BU277).
A = 1 - I |gX><gX| (5.26)
X=1
and so produce a modified R.G.M. equation for |u> where |u> = A|x >ot
A(T(R) +V (R)+U..(R)-e )u = A(G-e K+KT(Rf)+KV (R*))u (5.27)
c w a a c
In the case of ot-a scattering it was found (SA69) that for the
non-redundant .solutions the values of X in equation (5.23) were 
very small. In this situation the right hand side of equation (5.27) 
reduces considerably and indeed it seems reasonable to neglect thef 
right hand side of this equation if the quantity AGu is also small.
This approximation gives the O.C.M. equation, ie.
A(T(R)+Vc(R)+UN (R)-ea)u‘= 0 (5.28)
The usual O.C.M. technique is to use the separable form of the 
expansion appearing in equation (5.26). A more general expansion 
is to replace equation (5.26) by A = (1-K). In this way any values 
of X between 0 and 1, corresponding to semiredundent states, are
also included. Using a partial wave expansion for the bound state
|u> and the kernel K, equation (5.28) reduces to an integro-dif- 
ferential equation of the form
9 d2 
(k + — -VT(R))Ru(R) =
dR
/
f<x> 2
= -VT (R'))R'u(R')dR' C5.29)
Jo ° dR'2 T
where k is the relative wave number, K^(RRf) = RK(RRf)Rf, and
2\i a #
V^ , - • It has been assumed in equation (5.29) that £=0.
h
Other work on the R.G.M. (AN75) has suggested that for heavier 
clusters the conditions outlined above for the eigenvalues in a-a 
scattering are not present and so this casts doubt on the O.C.M. 
in these situations. For the examples of a+0^ and 0 ^ + 0 ^  the 
eigenvalues X  ^varied smoothly from 0 to 1 (AN75). However a
recent publication due to Buck et al (BU277) has shown that an
equation of the same form as the O.C.M. may be derived if H^, of
equation 5.15, is approximated by
H = A^ LT+VllA2 (5.30)c
where V is an effective potential which may contain some nonlocality.
In this approximation of the R.G.M. it is suggested that even if 
there are many partially redundant states (X^O or 1) the O.C.M. form 
may still be valid, but it must be interpreted as an equation for A* 
times the R.G.M. function |x>
|u> = A2 |x> (5.31)
where |u> is now the solution of (5.27).
Using this reinterpretation of the O.C.M. it was found that the 
results using eqn. (5.27) and a full resonating group calculation were 
comparable in many situations. Indeed it seems exchange effects are 
present in the O.C.M. and are accounted for by the redefinition of 
the wave function |u> = A^|x>.
In view of the results of this reinterpreted version of the O.C.M.
(BU277) it was decided to examine the role of exchange effects in the 
208a+ Pb system by calculating the modified relative motion function
212using equation (5.28). For the expansion of *”Po, represented by 
eqn (5.2), the solution of (5.28) corresponds, of course, to a modified 
bound state wave-function. Although this approach avoids a calculation
of the complex non-local interaction kernel the normalisation kernel 
K still has to be computed.
5.3 The Normalisation Kernel
The v particle exchange normalisation kernel is given as, from 
equation (5.17) and (5.3)
4
K(RR') = -I Q  ( , ) H ) V <ta*A«(r-W
V=1
x lpl,5” ?v,4+v l W (S-5,)> C5-32)
where, in subsequent analysis the individual v particle exchange 
kernel K (RR1) will be examined, ie.
4
K(ER') = I K (ER') (5.33)
V=1
It is well known that in the situation that the two nuclear clusters 
are described by Harmonic Oscillator wave functions (DE74) the norma­
lisation kernel can be worked out analytically (SA69, AN75, MA75). 
However because of the asymptotic behaviour of oscillator wave 
functions and the sensitivity of alpha decay and alpha transfer to 
the nuclear surface region a different approach was taken. The 
first step in this analysis is given in Appendix A. This work re­
presents a vector analysis of equation (5.32) and expresses the 
normalisation kernel in terras of density matrices of the two nuclear 
clusters, see equation (A.21).
In general, the local one particle density matrix can be expressed 
in terms of the Pauli spin and isospin matrices (B069)9 ie.
p(rst) = Jp (r) + J T a.pn .(r) *00 - * . L iKlo,i -i=x,y,z
+ * . I Y o i . j ^J=x,y,z J
+ I V j P i i i j ^  (5-34)
where pQQ(r) is a scalar in spin space and isospin space while p^Q
is a vector in spin space and a scalar in isospin space, and so on.
However in all the following analysis a separate neutron-proton
formalism will be used and only the first term in equation (5.34)
is considered. From the definition of p (r) this means that inoo —
calculating the kernels from equation (A.21) the trace must be
taken over the spin space coordinates o as well as integration over
the space variables already indicated. It was also assumed that 
208Pb can,be taken as a infinitely heavy nucleus. This corresponds 
to a modified weighting factor in equation (A.21) and the coordinates 
(A. 26)-(A. 29).
5.3.1 Alpha Particle Density Matrix
In the neutron proton formalism the ground state alpha particle 
wave-function can be expressed in two equivalent forms as (SA6ty, HA68)
- 2  1 1
where a = 0.535 fm and Cx2(a)x2(a)^00 are the singlet spin space 
wavefunctions. The two sets of coordinates are defined by
-3 ~ -2 “ -1 -3 -3 ~ -4
-2 -3 ” 2 ^-l+-2  ^ -2 2 ^-l+-2_-3 -4^
= r4 " I  (-l+-2+-3^ = Ei " E2 (5*37)
where r^ - r^ are nucleon coordinates. From equation (A.2) it can 
be seen that equation (5.36) is the correct'form for even particle 
exchanges and equation (5.35) for odd particle exchanges. Hence on 
using (A. 26) and (A. 28) the spatial part of the density matrix is 
given by (from equation A. 12);
One Particle Exchange
Two Particle Exchange
P(S121;I2V - ) = (|)3/2(^)3exp(- f(5^+n3) 
- a(y-R+Rf)2)
x exp(-a(R-R')2) (5.39)
Three Particle Exchange
p0(I121;S222;£3S3-x) = (|)30 4/2
x exp(- |(£2+n2) - | ( 52+t,2))
x exp (-3 (y-R+R')2 - I  (R-R')2)
(5.40)
Four Particle Exchange
tf. r r \ _ /1n3,cx*9/2
a -1-1 * -2-2; -3-3 2 V
f (X/--2, 2v a ,_2, 2n
* exp(- ” ~2^2 2
“ I (53+n3)) (5,41)
208
5.3.2 Density Matrix for Pb
In order to be consistent with the previous descriptions of
208
Pb it was once again assumed that this nucletts can be represented
by a Slater determinant (B069) of single particle wavefunctions 
(r), calculated in the potentials outlined in Section (2.2). 
Using this model the one particle exchange density matrix can be 
written down straight away as
pPb^-l-l^ = IT I (5-42)
i
where i is a sum over all occupied quantum levels. Equation (5.42) 
can be put into a more manageable form using the density matrix 
expansion of Negele and Vautherin (NE72) ie.
BpPb^l-P Sk£ ii(skf)p®  + 2sk3 •'3<'Skf')
* V2p(R) - t(R) + j  k2p(R)} (5.43)
where x(R) is the kinetic energy density
t(R) = I | Vipi(R) |2 (5.44)
i
Il+Di
and R = — —^ - § = (5.45)
In this expression k^ is the Fermi momentum (DE74) and the 
second term in curly brackets represents surface corrections to the 
Thomas-Fermi Model (DE74). p(R) is the nuclear density the calculation 
of which was outlined in Section (2.2). Equation (5.43) actually 
represents an average of Pp^I^H^) over the directions of S and its 
validity as a density matrix expansion has been studied by Sprung et 
al (SP75).
On replacing equation (5.44) by the modified Thomas-Fermi 
expression (B076)
(5.45)
the second term in equation (5.42) can be reduced to terms in­
volving derivatives of the nuclear density only. Hence by using
equation (5.43) and (5.45) the complicated shell model structure 
208of Pb may be reflected simply in the density matrix by terms 
involving the nuclear density only. The construction of this 
quantity was outlined in Chapter 2.
208By assuming the ground state of Pb can be represented by a 
Slater determinant the density matrices for higher order exchange 
processes can be simply expressed in terms of the one particle 
density matrix, ie. for two particle exchange, say,
Hence in this way it will be shown that the higher order particle 
exchanges can be expressed in terms of integrals of the same form 
as those which arise in lower order exchange mechanisms, thus re­
ducing the large computational effort required in exchange calcu-
Bn-1 1
(pP b P p b^2-2)-pPb^l22} PPb(-2-l^)
(5.47)
lations
5.3.3 Spin Dependence of Density Matrices
To include the spin dependence for one proton exchange, say, 
equation (5.38) must be multiplied by the factor Aoo(Op^d Pl)//2 
where
Aoo(aPiaPl) = E (2m|“m|oo)(-l)2^ mx^m (ffp1)x5_m( ^ 1) (5.48)
and Op^ is the spin space coordinate of the exchanged particle.
This term may be readily deduced by considering the singlet spin 
structure of the alpha particle and summing over unexchanged nucleon 
spin coordinates. Similarly, of course, equation (5.42) must be 
multiplied by A00(ap^ap^)/^2» As explained in Section (5.3.1) only 
the trace over the spin space variables is of interest in this 
analysis. This can be calculated from the relation.
^-(Ajmj (°^\)Aj fmj (tf1^ )) = (“1) ^jj 1 (5.49)
t •
Using the same notation the following identities will be used 
in higher order exchange formalisms, ie.
Cx5 (op X{ (o2) l00l^  (op X1 (op f  o
= - I 4(-Dmi"3lA. (a op  A ( o o 1) (5.51)3 1 2 j 2 1
3lml
i i
I (x5 (°1)x5 (°2) )ln(x2 (o|)x2 (op )
n In
= -y (a af)A (a a’)
2  O O  1 1  O O  L L
+ i I (-«mlAlm (o1opAi (o2o p  
m^ 1 1
(5.52)
5.3.4 One Particle Exchange Kernel
From equations (A.21) and (5.3) the one particle exchange kernel 
may be expressed as, for one neutron exchange say
K ( R R ’) = 
n — - (^ ) (2) (§)3 d2pa (^ l?l_X)pe(2lnl+X) (5,53)
Using the equations (5.38), (5.42) and (5.48) this becomes
K (RR') 
n — ■
.2. .N. .8.3 .3a. 3/2 . 0 ._ _T.2.
(x) (j_) (-3) (^) exp(-3a(R-R ) )
dy exp(- -^(y-R+R')2) i  Ppb (rr’)
z 00 n n 00 n n
(5.54)
where 2r^ = y + 4(?.-RT) and 2r£ = y - 4(R-RT)
NIt can be seen from equation (5.54) that the factor (p simply 
cancels and thus the one neutron exchange and one proton exchange 
kernels can be added where
Ppb (ll{) = Ppb (ll{) + Ppb (liP (5.55)
Thus using equations (5.49), (5.43) and making the substitution
h(R) = i  V2p(R) - t (R) + |  k2p(R) (5.56)
equation (5.54) becomes for the total one particle exchange kernel
K1 (RR') = (-4) 3 (|p3/2 exp(-3a|R-R'|2)
x j dy exp(- ^  (y-R+R1)2) 
3j, (Sk.)
x [ "gk f P(f) + j3(Skf)h(|)l (5.57)
f 2Sk^
where S = 4(R-RT) and the Fermi momentum k^ is related to the nuclear 
density by (DE74) j
R+R* 3ir2 1/3 1/3 R+RT
Rf (=f=) = (^f-)17-3 p1/3( = = )  (5.58)
5.3.5 Two Particle Exchange Kernel
In the neutron-proton formalism there are three separate two 
particle exchange mechanisms, ie. lplp, lnln and lpln. Considering,
for the present, only lpln exchange the kernel is given by equation 
(A.21) as
= 23 <i)2 (?) (?) AI dSx %
x Pa »^2^2”^  p8 ^ -1-1’ -2r|2+^  (5.59)
Substituting in equation (5.39) and recognising that no symmetry 
requirements need be introduced for the lpln density matrices in 
2^^Pb this becomes
K<2)(RR’) = 23 (?)2 (?) (?) np —  1 1 1 dy d^1 dn1
.1.3/2 .a. 3 . T,t|2.
(w) (—) exp (-a |R-R | )
exp(- (C^+n^)-a(y-Rj5l)2)
pI^ -l-PpP (-2-2) X NxZ
J  Tr(Aoo(0nio^)Aoo(opio^)
Aoo(0il<,“1-)Aoo((TPlaPl)) (5-60)
where r^ r* are nucleon coordinates, at present.
Using equation (5.49) and the density matrix expansions for p 
and p^ this equation can be reduced to a more convenient form by 
changing the integration variables to £ and q where
n
2 - rx * r [
ie. 2 = + -2 2- ~ 3 = -2 ” -2 (5.61)
In terms of these coordinates equation (5.60) becomes
K^CKR')' = (|)3/2 (f)3 exp (-a | R-R' |2) _f  ^G „  (R+R';X)
x dy exp(-a(y-R+Rt)2)H??(y) (5.62)
in this new notation
G..(R+R*;x) = dq exp(- ~  (q-x)2)g^f(q)g^f(2x-q) (5.63)
Hi?(y) = dp exp(- j  (p-y)2)h?(p)h?C?LiL) (5.64)
g^f(q) 88 3ji(qkf)/qkf (5.65)
g2f(q) = 3 J3(qkf) 
2qkf
(5.66)
h-j^ p) = p(p) (5.67)
h2(p) = j  V2p(p) - x(p) + j  k2p(p) (5.68)
The R+F* dependence in G ^  is due to the form of k^, from 
equation (5.58). The remaining two proton and two neutron exchange 
kernels have a similar form to equation (5.60) but now, because of
208the Slater determinant representation for Pb, the two particle 
exchange density matrix takes the form of equation (5.47). Recog­
nising that the two protons in the alpha particle are coupled to 
zero spin the two proton normalisation kernel takes the form;
K p J W >  = 23 (2) <|) J dZ .dSl dn, (i)3/2 $ 3
X exp(-a|r-R*|2) exp(- (g2+n2)-a(y-R+R!)2)
A (a.aJJA Cm })
X [p (rt| ) p  (r,r*) °° ■ °°
p -1-1 p -2-2 ^  ^
Ann^aiaP  A«n(a?a-P 
- p (r r’)p (r rl) -°°- 12 00 2 1 ]p -1-1 p -2-2 jz ^
(5.69)
Using equations (5.50), (5.51) and (5.49) this reduces to
Kp p ^ S * ’) - (|)3/2 <f)3 exp(-a|R-R’|2) J dZ d|p d2l
exp(- (£2+n2)) exp (-a (y-R+R*) 2)
' * Cpp (ElEp pp ^ 2 >  +pp felEp pp (^ P  ] (5,70)
If, as in equation (5.61), the substitution r^ + - £* and
r2 “ £2 - a* is made it is easily deduced that the evaluation of the
second term in the square brackets is mathematically equivalent to 
the first, and so the two terms may be added. The two neutron exchange 
kernel is, of course, given by equation (5.70) with the appropriate 
neutron density functions. Exactly the same technqiues can be used 
for equation (5.70) as in the lpln exchange; hence the total two 
particle kernel is given by
2
K^2)(RR') = —  ffi3 exp(-a|R-Rl[2) J .(R+R*;X) 
t/8 17 ij=l ^
2
dy exp(-a(y-R+R*) )
x CjH™(y) + |HPP(y) + H“P(y)] (5.71)
5.3.6 Three Particle Exchange Kernel 
208For the a+ Pb system there are only two possible three particle 
exchange mechanisms. There are the (Iplp) + In and (lnln) + lp exchanges 
The general three particle exchange normalism kernel takes the form
* 2 ( S 5 ’> = (2} (1> (2> <1> (!)3 I dh  d-2 d2l a22
X pq ^ 1-1; -2-2; -3^3~X^
x P g 5D2^2’-3^3+^  (5.72)
for the (lnln) + lp exchange component, say.
This equation can be reduced using the same techniques as in
Section (5.3.5) except that in this case pQ is given by
A (a of) A (a_a*)
CPn (r.r1')Pn(r?rl) 00 11  °° 2 2- -n -1-1 n -2-2 ^  ^
pn (ElEpPn (^ P
Ann(CTo o  1 2  00 2  1
n  n
A_ (a,a') 
/  t \  00 3  3X p (r0rl) ---------
p -3 -3  ^ (5.73)
and the spin component of the alpha particle density matrix is given
by
(3) I 1 I 1
00 3  3
n
(5.74)
Hence taking the trace over the spin variables equation (5.72) becomes
k (3)(rr') = (|)3 £)4/2nnp —  3 7T dy dj^ d|2 dq^ dq2
x exp(-3a(y-R+RT)2) exp(- ^  (£2+q2)
- f  <*Wi> - f
* Cpn (2l2P pn (22£2)+pn (2l22) pn (^ P  3 (5'75)
After using the density matrix expansion, equation (5.43), and 
relating the nucleon coordinates r^-rp rp r-[ etc. to the integration 
variables this equation takes on a seemingly impossible form. However
by making the following change of integration variables it was found 
possible to reduce equation (5.75) to terms defined in the two particle 
exchange analysis; ie. equations (5.63) and (5.64). Using this tech­
nique results generated in the course of the two particle exchange 
analysis can be used in the calculation of higher order exchange pro­
cesses and the number of integrations required is considerably reduced. 
Thus making the substitutions
p = r + r' q = r - r* n = 1,2,3 (5.76)*-n -n —n -*n -n -n
and redefining the appropriate terms in the alpha particle density 
matrix the three particle exchange normalisation kernel can be 
written as
K (3)(RR') = (|)3 (^ )9/2 exp(-| IR-R*!2).
x J dy exp(-3a(y-R+R*)2) £ [dp
J ijk '
x exp(- |  a(p3-y)2){H^(3y-p3)hP(p3)
+ H??(3y-p3)h^(p3)}
x | d33 exp(-|a(p3-y)2)Gij(R+R^;3x-a3)gk (q3)
(5.77)
where all the terms are defined in equations (5.63) to (5.68). In 
this expression the (lplp) + In component has been added to equation 
(5.75) and simply contains the appropriate density functions.
Equation (5.77) involves integration over three vector coordi­
nates only. This is because H.. and G.. themselves have been reduced
ij ij
to integrations over and c^. As stated before these function have 
already been calculated in the two particle exchange analysis though 
and G^ .. are now defined for a different argument from equations 
(5.63) and (5.64). *
5.3.7 Four Particle Exchange Kernel
From equation (A.21) the four particle exchange normalisation 
kernel is given as
K (4)(RR') = (\) (2.) (”) (|) d-3 d-l d-2 d-3
* (5 *78>
where for four particle exchange there is, of course, only one possible 
exchange component. In this expression p is simply given by a product
p
of terms identical to those used in equation (5.69) while the spatial
part of p is given by equation (5.41). The spin component of p is a ex
represented by a product of the singlet wave functions with appropriate 
spin-space coordinates, ie.
lxh(tfpi)x^(tfp2) ( anx)x5(tfn2)Joo
x t x 1 (cri^X1 (°A2) 3o o [x = (<^) X* (<Jp2) ]oo (5.79)
and taking the trace over the spin space coordinates simply introduces 
a factor of 1/16 into the general expression.
Once again the number of integrations to be carried out can 
be considerably reduced by using the same technique as in Section 
(5.3.6) and reducing the four particle exchange kernel to terms 
involving functions calculated in the two particle exchange analysis 
Hence reducing the product form of by equation (5.43) and inte­
grating over an<* 2^ ^3 equation (5.78) becomes
k (4)(rr') = -Jg o|)3 (2)9/2 d£2 drj2 exp(- -j (C2+n2)
r«+rl rA+rI ri+Ii r?+r9
I G (RiRl;2X- (r+r^x- Z l s l  - Z ^ ,
ljkil J
r -rj rrt-r* r-rl r.-r*
1^(2R+RV_- ~-12~1----~2~ ) j  (2R+R1 - — -) (5.80)
where r-..r, and r’..r! are nucleon coordinates and are related to -1 -4 -1 -4
^2 end through equations (A.2) and (A. 3). Making the substitution 
2P = %2 + 22 an(* 9 ” I2 ” -2 e<luat^on (5.80) reduces to
k (4)(rr') = -Jg- (|)3 (|)9/2 dP dQ exp(- g  Q -aP2)
I H??(R+R,H-P)HPP(R-t-R'-P)G1. (R+R1 ;R-R'-|Q)G1_„ (R+R' ;R-R'+|Q)
ijk£
5.4 Numerical Technique
(5.81)
It was shown in the formalism of the last section that the 
initially complicated normalisation kernel can be reduced to terms 
based on equations (5.63) and (5.64). Indeed the three and four 
particle exchange kernels are expressed in terms of integrals of a
similar form to-these equations. From a computational point of view 
this means only one general code is needed. Equation (5.63) or (5.64) 
was reduced to a more convenient form for computing by using the 
general identity (BR68)
e-Y(a-b)2 = j (2iTab) ^ ( 0 (5.32)
£m
and a Lagrange interpolation routine was introduced so that and 
can be calculated at different values of their argument. The 
results of the previous section give the various components of the 
normalisation kernel as functions of 1R+R1| and [R-R'[. To reduce 
this quantity to the scalar K^(RRf) one further integration is needed
A  A
over the angle R.R , for all values of R and Rf of interest.
In order to study the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of K(RRf) 
it was required to solve the equation;
| KCEUOg^CROdR’ = XggBCR) (5.83)
This was achieved by rewriting equation (5.83), in matrix form, as 
KWg = Ag, where W is a Simpsons rule weighting factor. This matrix 
equation was then solved using well established computer library codes.
In order to solve equation (5.29) a code developed by Pong (P077)
for a-cx scattering was modified for the numerical kernels calculated 
208in the a- Fb case and the special form of the bound state potential 
in this situation. A discussion of the numerical method used to solve 
this equation is given in Appendix C.
5.5 Results and Discussion
In Figure 20 the diagonal elements of the normalisation kernel 
components are plotted as functions of the centre of mass distance 
R. In order to compare the solution of equation (5.29) with the 
wavefunction of the a-particle bound in a relative s-state used in the 
alpha decay and alpha transfer reactions only the component K (RR*),
X/
where £ = 0, was calculated. It can immediately be seen that the one 
particle exchange kernel has the largest magnitude and longest range 
and that the relative importance of the higher order exchange kernels 
becomes progressively less important. This is due to two effects; the 
number of different ways each exchange process can occur falls off 
rapidly with each higher order exchange component and because of the 
formal relation between the two, three and four particle exchanges 
the higher order exchange kernels depend on ever increasing powers 
of the local density matrices. In these calculations it was found 
that the surface correction term in equation (5.43) was very small 
when applied to two particle exchange and thus was neglected for 
higher order exchange components. This reduces the number of sum­
mations in equations (5.77) and (5.81) considerably.
, In Figure 21 the results of the diagonalisation process, 
equation (5.83), are given. The eigenvalues 1 - are plotted 
as a function of the principal quantum number, or number of numerically 
generated nodes in the eigenvectors |g^>. It can be seen from this 
Figure that there is a relatively smooth behaviour in the eigenvalues 
with values between 0 and 1 which correspond to semi-redundant states. 
In particular the N = 12-15 states, the form of the relative motion
• T T # , , #
functions used m  the 0 ->-0 transitions, lie within this semi-
redundant region. Thus some effect on these states, due to exchange 
effects, can be expected.
In figures 22 and 23 the normalised bound state solution of 
equation (5.29) is compared with the equivalent wave function used 
in previous alpha decay and alpha transfer reactions. This solution 
was calculated using the nuclear potential H outlined in Chapter 2.
It can be seen that the effect of the non-locality is to reduce the 
amplitude of the wave function at small R and because of the 
normalisation condition the amplitude in the surface region is 
consequently increased. This is consistent with previous 
calculations (AN75, FR74).
• -j' +
In the analysis of the 0 -*• 0 transitions of Polonium isotopes
in Chapter 3 the contributions to the matrix elements for values of 
R less than the Coulomb barrier radius are zero. Assuming that any 
modification to the decay width will come from the difference in 
tail of the bound state wave functions the 212Po decay width is 
increased by a factor of 6.5. This approximation assumes that the 
new non-local terms arising in the perturbing interaction of the 
decay width matrix element can be neglected. A similar conclusion 
can be drawn for the alpha transfer reaction because the major 
contributions to the matrix element occur for values of R 
corresponding to the tail of the bound state wave function. Also, 
the reduction of the wave function for small separation distances 
implies that for the more complicated situation of alpha decay to 
excited states of the daughter nucleus, in which all R values are 
used, exchange effects will modify the widths and appropriate cluster 
expansion coefficients.
Assuming that exchange effects will have an analogous effect 
on the relative motion wave-function used in R-matrix theory,
Figure (22) suggests that for the traditional values of the channel 
radius of R£ > 9.0 fm there will be a slight modification to the 
width. Although for values of R less than this the effect will be 
more significant it is difficult to see how Fliessbach (FL74, FL176) 
arrived at his modification factor of 100. The relatively small 
change in the R-matrix value of the width for R^ = 9.0 fm gives 
further evidence that the main problem in earlier descriptions of 
alpha decay was the shell model structure of the initial A+4 system.
An interesting extension of the normalisation kernel analysis 
is given in Appendix B in which the interaction kernel G(RRf), defined 
in equation (5.10) is analysed. Figure (2$) is a sctimatic represen­
tation of the various components of the interaction kernel. The solid
line represents a nucleon in the alpha particle and similarly the
208dotted line represents a nucleon in Pb. The interaction between
two nucleons is represented by the vertical line and the exchange
of nucleons is represented by the appropriate lines crossing. For
each of these diagrams there are, of course, four possible exchange
processes making sixteen components of G(RRT) . An examination of
previous work on the non-local interaction between alpha particles 
208and Pb (EI76, HA77) shows that they have essentially calculated 
the one particle exchange component to type II only. Although it is 
not immediately obvious whether types I and III can be completely 
neglected the results from the calculations of the normalisation 
kernel, shown in Figure 20, indicate that higher order exchange 
processes, above the one particle exchange, can be neglected.
For one particle exchange only the form of the interaction 
kernel corresponding to type II reduces to
V__(R'-R)p. (C,;5,-R'-R)p„(n.,;n.,+R'-I0 (5.84)
nn — — a —I I ----- p 1------
where equations (B-6), (B-9) and (A-21) have been used.
Thus for a given nucleon nucleon interaction this type of inter­
action has essentially already been calculated although, of course 
it is still in a non-local form and it will be necessary to incorporate 
the spin dependent terms of the nucleon-nucleon interaction.
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CAPTIONS (Chapter 5)
20 Comparison of the diagonal elements of the normalisation
kernel K^(RR*) for each of the individual exchange com­
ponents. The total diagonal element of the full kernel 
is also shown (dashed line).
21 Graph of 1 - A^q against ‘principal quantum number for
the eigenvalues and eigenvectors defined in equation 
(5.83). The semi-redundent states correspond to those
values of 1 - X-T_ between 0 and 1.NO
22 Comparison of bound state wavefunction used in analysis
of Chapter 3 with the solution of the modified Resonating
Group Equation (5.29).
23 Comparison of wavefunctions shown in Figure 22 beyond
the nuclear surface region.
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CHAPTER 6
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In this Chapter the main results and conclusions presented at 
the end of previous chapters are drawn together to give overall 
conclusions together with suggestions for possible extensions of 
the work presented.
208The work of Chapter 2 on a- Pb scattering at an energy just 
above the Coulomb barrier has shown that it is possible to fit the 
available experimental data by using a simple complex optical 
potential where the real part of the alpha nuclefiis interaction is 
constructed using a single folding model. By extrapolating these 
potentials to lower energies and assuming that the imaginary po­
tential is negligible at these energies the alpha decay widths, in 
the simple W.K.B. model, were shown to be different for each micro­
scopic potential because of the different widths of the potential 
barriers.
In Chapter 3 a formalism for the alpha-decay width was developed 
in which the initial A+4 system was represented as an expansion over 
alpha-particle and nuclear states. Taking the lowest order term in
• * • *f*this expansion and using this formalism for the 0 0 transitions
of Polonium it was found that to a large extent the problems associated 
with R-matrix theory of alpha-decay had been eliminated and the results 
yielded spectroscopic factors about 100 times larger than the tradi­
tional shell model values. Indeed there is only one adjustable 
parameter namely the scaling factor g of the potential inside the
Coulomb barrier radius. Table IX shows that the results for these
transitions are not very sensitive to the scaling factor, or depth
of the potential well, but as shown in Table VII and VIII the alpha-
decay width, in this model, is sensitive to the height of the Coulomb
barrier, an experimentally determined parameter. By approximating
the expression for the ground state decay width it was shown that
it is possible to derive an equation which can relate the half lives
and decay energies of even Polonium isotopes, a range spanning four-
212nuteen orders of magnitude. The analysis of the decay of l?o
indicated that the emphasis of theoretical investigation should not
208be the excitation of the residual nucleas Pb but rather the cluster 
structure of the parent nucleas. Using the normalisation relation, 
equation (3.86), it was shown that the ground state spectroscopic 
factor devised in this analysis was within a factor of two of that 
deduced for the 0+ 0+ transition, a good agreement considering the
2i  2m.-,
approximations made in the analysis of T?o decay.
A natural extensibn of this work is the study of alpha-decay 
of strongly deformed nuclei. Apart from the structure considerations 
it would now no longer be reasonable to consider an isotropic 
transition matrix. It now seems possible, using the alpha-decay code, 
to make a reasonable prediction of the alpha-decay half lives of 
superheavy nuclei, especially as the shell structure (M076) and 
decay energies (FI72,-BU76) of these nuclei have been reported.
Indeed because of the success of the relation between alpha particle 
energies and decay lifetimes, equation (3.90), it doesnft seem 
necessary to repeat the calculation for every possible superheavy 
system especially if values for the predicted Coulomb barriers are
The overall implication of the results of Chapter 3 suggest
that it is more accurate to represent the initial decaying state
208as an alpha particle in orbit around Pb then to describe the
initial A+4 system by an independent shell model from which an alpha
cluster evolves.
Extending the alpha decay work to the alpha transfer reaction
^^Pb(0^ , C ^ ) P o ^  it was found that this reaction gave a similar
spectroscopic factor to the 0* ■-»- 0+ transitions when potential Set
V was used. It was also found.possible to get good shape agreement
with the data using a zero range approximation. Although the magni- 
208tude of the a+ Pb spectroscopic factor suggest that other nuclear
states may be important, the results imply it is reasonable to assume
2X2 16
a cluster model for Po and 0 and that a real a-particle in its
ground state is transferred in the reaction. It would be interesting
if the analysis could be repeated by modifying a standard finite
range code or alternatively changing the form of the coordinates of
12interest in the T-matnx and expressing the a-C bound state wave-
function as an expression of Harikel functions (SA73). In this way
the calculation retains the structure of the D.W.B.A. zero range code.
208Also another interesting alpha transfer reaction to study the a+ Pb 
spectroscopic factor is the ^^Pb.(LLd)Po^ reaction.
In Chapter 5 it was shown that the one particle exchange component 
208in the a+ Pb system is the dominant exchange mode. This is a pro­
mising result for the analysis of other many particle systems for
this component is the simplest both from a mathematical and numerical 
point of view, especially when a local density matrix approximation 
is used. It was shown by using a modified R.G.M. equation that 
exchange effects in alpha decay and alpha transfer reactions are not 
as important as Fliessbacfcs work suggests, mainly because of the 
importance of large radii in these reactions. Any process sensitive 
to small radii, however, should include effects from exchange pro­
cesses. However it seems from the form of this wavefunction that it 
may be possible to simulate excfethnge effects by the introduction of 
a phenomenological hard core potential. If in some interaction of 
two heavy systems exchange effects may be considered to be important 
the analysis of Chapter 5 shows that the one particle exchange com­
ponent will be dominant and that the formalism may be easily extended 
to include two local density approximations for each shell model 
system. An interesting extension of this work would be to analyse 
the solution of the modified R.G.M. equation using a separable form 
for the normalisation kernel and neglecting the semiredundent states. 
This then could be compared with the results presented here and 
perhaps a full R.G.M. calculation. By investigating the connection 
between the non-local interaction kernel and the normalisation kernel 
it seems that it is now possible to study the effect of the non-locality 
on a-Pb scattering, or, because of the relatively simple form of the 
one particle exchange component, to derive a local energy dependent 
equivalent for this potential.
APPENDIX A
VECTOR ANALYSIS OF n PARTICLE. EXCHANGE NORMALISATION KERNEL
The normalisation Kernel K(RR’) for a general n particle 
exchange process is given by
<6(S-R')*a(l. .A)^(A+1. ,A+B) |Pi>A+1. .Pn>A+n|
<f> (l..A)<f>D(A+l. .A+B)5(S'-R)> (Al)
a  p  — —
where <f>^ are antisymmetrised nuclear wave functions and P^ 
is the permutation operator that exchanges nucleon i with nucleon 
A+i. In the following analysis due to Pong (P076) the coordinates 
to be used are expressed in terms of the nucleon coordinates r^, ie. 
Inside Nucleas a
A r.
"A i=lA
£1 = r - " rJ. 1 J--n-l -n
K-l r r 
r s r - Y ZEli 
%  -n-K . K 
1=0
. n A
£ = —  J r. - yx— r I r• Sn n ^  -i (A-n). ^  -x
^ -i 
^n+1 ~n+l £=^+2 (A-n-1)
(A2)
and similarly Inside Nucleas 3
A+B r.
i=A+l
»->! —A+n—1 -n
KV^ “A+n-i /AOX
2k -A+n-K J  K ( ^
1=0
 ^ n  ^ A+B
2n n -i (B-n) . ^ -i1=1 i=n+l+A
A+B r .
n = r - T _1— n 4-1 Lt
n+1 "n+1 i=n+2+A (B_n"1)
A vector diagram of this system is given in Figure 24, where 
“l**~n-l anc* are the coordinates of the exchanged particles,
In terms of these coordinates (Al) becomes
J as » d|. TT d3j**(^..£ >
1 1=1 J=1
x x <f6(2r-n;;nn+1..nB_i) (M)
/ -
where the dashed coordinates represent exchanged particles, ie.
Ej! = i = 1, n - 1 (A5)
= §£ i = 1, n - 1 (A6)
n n
V  = I - -  ( y r.- y rA .) = £ -X (A7)*n -n n \ L. -i .** -A+i -n -
1=1 1=1
n n
n = n  + “  ( I r *~ I r * . •) = h + x  (A8)-n -n n .L -1 . -A+i7 -n - 7i=l 1=1
A r. B r.
and S =  I = ± -  I =± (A9)
i=l i=A+l 15
The Jacobian for the transformation r-..r. -*• R.q,..q is-1 -A -A-l -n-1
unity. Equation (A4) can be reduced by relating the relative centre 
of mass vectors before and after exchange, ie.
S ' = S - ( I  + | ) ( j r - I r  } (A10)
1=1 1=1
= S - (i + |) nX (All)
Thus on integrating over S and using the following definition of 
the density matrix
d£ Al..deA -$*(€...5 <». £. -)(j) ^-n+1 -A-lYa -i -n -n+1 -A-l Ya -1 -n-n+1 -A-l
= p (££*;..£ ■ V  •£ £ -X) (A12)a --1* -n-l-n-1*-n-n -
equation (A4) becomes
fn-1 n-1tr d£. ir dq.p (£-q- .. £ -q^ -;£ E -X). , -l . - -l a -1-1 -n-l-n-1 -n-n -
i=l J=1
pB<a151- a h-1sn-1sanali^  * stR'-R-t^nS) (A13)
Choosing X = i  l r - 1  j  rA+. (A14)
1=1 1=1
Equation (A13) can be further reduced by relating £n and-q 'to X
and Y. From equations (A2) and (A3)
AEa * (A-n)|n - - I r.
1=1
BSb + (B-n)rjn - f  I  r_A+i
1=1
(A16)
(A17)
On adding and subtracting (A16) and (A17) it can be readily deduced 
that
( A \ (17 i i~i ^
(A18)x = R> + (A~n) % - ■(B~n) n - A -n B -n
y _ (B-A) f (A-n) „ (B-n)
-  "  TkfST R  ~T~ Sn T ~  2 n (AX9)
Thus on integrating over X, where the Jacobian of the transform is 
given by
 ^ AB ) 3
“  J (A20)
3 -n-n 
3 (XY)
equation (A13) becomes
2 2 A B
2(A-n)(B-n)^
3 c
J •
dy
n-1 
tt d£.dq. 
i=i -1
2n(A-n) (B-n) (A+B)
x P«(Si2r-I„;In-P x pB(nx?r .nn V X) (A21)
where from equations (Ai8), (A19) and the relation X = (R'-R) n (A+B)
Sn-ldhj- C2 + ( W  ((£ ■ 2)^' (A22)
Bn = 2(i=;o + (f 5 - < t - 2>5'» (A23)
■ V i  = 2 ( W  [r - p ) ( i ! ' - ( r  2)5)3 <A24)
V i  -  i d h o  [2 + M  £  £ ' J $ -  2)s] (A25>
In the limit B ■+.<» (A22) - (A25) become
2(^0  C(£-2)R' - | R ) ]  (A26)
JCg + £  (R-R')] (A27)
V i  ■ 2(}ho C* - R' - <£ " 2>R»  CA28)
In =
, 5n“
V i  = +| <5'-5)3 (A29)
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APPENDIX B
THE n PARTICLE EXCHANGE INTERACTION KERNEL
Recognising that the interaction represents a summation
over various nucleon-nucleon interactions, ie. V. . . the fulli,A+j
interaction kernel G(RRf) can be written for a general n particle 
exchange process as
G(RR') = <6(S-R)<f> (1..A)(f> (A+l. .A+B)
—  — — 01 p
x | j; V. a..AU (l..AH„(A+l..A+B)6(S-R')> (B-l)
i j 9 J a p
where A is the antisymmetrisation operator defined by equation (5.3).
In Figure 25 the various types of interaction kernels are re­
presented in the graphical form of Kamimura and Matsuse (KA74) . In 
this figure the overlapping lines signify exchanged particles. The 
different types can be classified as follows
Type 1; The particles with labels i and A+j are not 
^exchanged, denoted G^. (RR1) .
Type 2: The particles with labels i and A+j are both
exchanged, denoted G^(RRf).
Type 3: Only one of the particles labelled i or A+j
are exchanged, denoted G^^CRR1).
Hence equation (Bl) can be expressed for the exchange terms as
The structure of the interaction kernel is analogous to the 
normalisation kernel outlined in Appendix A and the same vector 
technique and definition of the density matrices can be applied.
The vector coordinates of V^. can be deduced immediately from 
Figure 24 and equations A(22)-A(25) for the various types of exchange 
mechanisms outlined above. Using equation (5.3) and the results of 
Appendix A equation (Bl) can be readily evaluated for the different 
types of interaction kernel, ie.
Type 1
Gi(rr') = l (-i)V f dZ V
n=l J i=l
* pa<'Slr'l’ ’ ‘SnSn -;Sn+l-n+l^PB^!!A ," 2n-n+- ;2n+l-ii+l^
(B-3)
where C* Contains the numerical factors of equation (5.3) and (A.21) 
as well as the appropriate weighting factors for this particular case, 
ie.
Cn = <n> <n> (A'n> (B"n) [^ ( A -nT(^)(A+B)]3 CB'4>
From Figure 24 Z^ is given by
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A-n ^n+1 (B-n) 2n+l 2 (A-n) (B-n)
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where in an analogous way to the analysis of type 1
-II ,A. B. 2 A2B2 .,3
n n n 2n(A-n) (B-n) (A+B)
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For this particular component
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APPENDIX C
THE NUMERICAL SOLUTION OF THE MODIFIED RESONATING GROUP EQUATION
The radial form of the modified resonating group equation is 
given, from equation (5.29)* as;
,2Z f°°
(2-^ +VT(R)+k2)^ (R) = K'CER'X-^- +VTCR'))KR')dR’ cc-l)
O a
where as defined in Chapter 5, Vm(R) = 2y/h (V (R)+U.T (R) ) , K f (RR1)i c N o
208= RK (RR^R1 and k is the a- Pb relative wave number. The numerical o
solution of this equation has been given by Pong CP077). By this 
method part of the right hand side of this equation was put into a 
more managable form by twice integrating by parts to obtain the 
result
j2
K'(ER')— —— <f(R^ )dR' = 
o ° dRr
•00 2
{ - ^ K 1 (RR') }<j>(R')dR' (C-2)
o dR °
where the property of K f(RRf) and ^(R1) at the origin have been used,o
Introducing the notation
■a. d^ 2
L = + Vt(R) + k2 (C-3)
dR
the first step in solving equation CC-1) was to calculate the solution
A
of the homogeneous equation Lf^ = 0 where fQ(R) was subject to the 
usual bound state boundary conditions. This was achieved using 
standard techniques in which the second order differential equation 
was replaced by the recurrance relation
<f>(R+h) {l-h2V(R+h) /12} = h2V(R)(j)(R) +
9 fc2
2({.(R){l-hZV(R)/12} - <f)(R-h){l- ~2 V(R"h)}
where h is a step length, typically 0.1 fm, and V(R) = - R
From this solution it is possible to construct the function
F (R) where o fCO
F (R) = K'(RR')f (R1)dR* = K'f (C-5)o I o o o* r\
and thus to set up the following iterations, ie.
Lg = F (C-6)&n n-1
G = K'g n n
and F = aG + 8F - (C-8)n n n—1
where a and 8 are arbitrary constants such that a + 3 = 1. By 
substituting equation (C-8) into equation (C-6) the iteration pro­
ceeds until the equality G — F = H = yF is met, or more n J n n-1 n ' o *
formally the iteration stops when 1
<H F >
i v  -  < h h  i vo 1 o
2
< e (C-9)
where e is a small constant.
When this condition is met equation (C-6) becomes
Lg = F i = G - yF n n-1 n o
Thus from equations (C-5) and (C-6) this becomes
£(V Yfo) = (gn"Yfo)
and the solution is finally given by
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ALPHA-PARTICLE SCATTERING NEAR THE C O U L O M B  BARRIER
DAPHNE F. JACKSON and M. RHOADES-BROWN 
Department o f Physics, University o f Surrey, Guildford, UK
Received 18 March 1976
Abstract: The elastic scattering o f  22 MeV a-particles from 208Pb has been fitted using microscopic 
optical potentials constructed from a simple folding model. It is shown that several different 
microscopic potentials give agreement with the data provided that the imaginary part o f the 
potential is suitably adjusted. It is shown also that the relation between the real and imaginary 
parts o f the potential in the surface region is not unimportant, and this casts doubt on the use 
o f the ingoing wave boundary condition model at these energies. The reflection coefficients 
show an odd-even staggering effect which is interpreted in terms o f  interference between re­
flection at the angular momentum barrier and reflection at the potential surface. Some comments 
are made on the suitability o f certain potentials for calculations o f  a-decay rates.
1. Introduction
Previous work on a-particle scattering from heavy nuclei at energies comparable 
with the height of the Coulomb barrier 1 “ 4) has shown that the barrier radius rb and 
the height of the barrier V(rb) are well-determined. The calculated cross sections were 
found to be insensitive to the behaviour of the real part of the optical potential in the 
interior region and to the shape of the imaginary part of the potential 3). These cal­
culations have also shown 2' 3) that the potential in the barrier region can be satis­
factorily reproduced by means of a folding model.
In the most extensive of these studies, Barnett and Lilley 3) have measured and 
analysed a-particle scattering from 208Pb and 209Bi in the energy range 17-22 MeV. 
They suggest that one set of parameters for the phenomenological optical potential 
for 2 08Pb (set A) should be particularly suitable for calculations on a-decay of heavy 
nuclei. Since we are at present engaged in microscopic studies of a-decay, we have 
compared our microscopic potentials with the one proposed by Barnett and Lilley 
and this has led to somewhat unexpected results concerning the role of the imaginary 
part of the potential in scattering at these energies.
2. The microscopic optical potential
We write the a-particle optical potential as
V(R) = Vc(r)+ U (R )+ iW (R ),
where the Coulomb potential Vc and the imaginary nuclear potential W{R) will be
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treated phenomenologically. We calculate the real nuclear potential microscopically 
using the single folding procedure, i.e.
U(R) = Jp(r)n.(|K-r|)dr.
where p{r) is the nuclear density and VaB is the a-nucleon interaction. The nuclear 
density for 208Pb was constructed from single-particle wave functions generated in 
the neutron bound state potential of Zaidi and Darmodjo 5), as modified by Batty 2), 
and the proton potential of Batty and Greenlees 6).
For Vaa, we have used a Gaussian form with parameters
N.
(H): V0 = 43 MeV, K  = 0.526 fin-1,
(H'): V0 = 53.75 MeV, K  = 0.526 fm"1.
The difference between these parameters is that for H' the depth has been increased 
by a factor of 1.25; this yields a potential Vaa which gives quite good agreement with 
the nucleon-a angular distributions and excellent agreement with the s-wave phase 
shifts 7). The corresponding folded nuclear potentials for Pb and Bi give good agree­
ment with results for the barrier heights and positions 2). We have also used the 
Woods-Saxon form for VBCC given by Mailandt et al. 8)
(M) V = 42.5 MeV, a = 0.34 fm, R = 1.43-0.0009^ fm,
where E is the lab energy for the nucleon a-scattering. This interaction gives good 
agreement with the nucleon-a scattering over a range of energies.
In fig. 1 we compare the total real potential U (R)+ VC(R) for the three microscopic 
calculations for 208Pb with the phenomenological potential (set A) of Barnett and 
Lilley. The microscopic potentials are much deeper than the phenomenological 
potential in the interior region but the potential derived from parameters H' agrees 
very closely with the phenomenological potential in the surface region between 8 and 
10 fm, as can be seen also from fig. 2. (The halfway radius of the real phenomeno­
logical potential is 8.15 fm.) The nuclear potential derived from parameters M  
crosses the phenomenological potential at « 10.2 fm, while the potential derived 
from parameters H  crosses the phenomenological potential at m l.3 fm and remains
T able 1
Values o f the barrier radius rb and the barrier height V(rb)
V(rb)
(MeV)
rb
(fm)
Goldring et al. a) 20.42 10.9
Barnett and Lilley (set A) b) 20.49 10.9
H 20.60 10.8
H' 20.33 11.0
M 20.56 11.0
a) R ef.x). b) Ref. 3).
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smaller thereafter. All the potentials shown give values of rh and V(rb) which are very 
close to the results of Goldring et al.*), as can be seen from table 1.
From this comparison of the real potentials, we conclude that, if the low energy 
scattering depends only on rb and F(rb), all three microscopic potentials should give 
similar results to the phenomenological potential; on the other hand, if there is any 
sensitivity to the shape of the real potential in the surface region, then potential H' 
may be preferred.
3. Calculations and results
3.1. ANGULAR DISTRIBUTIONS AND REACTION CROSS SECTIONS
We have calculated the angular distribution of the ratio of the elastic cross section 
to the Rutherford cross section for 22 MeV a-particle scattering from 208Pb using the 
real potentials shown in fig. 1.
Barnett and Lilley 3) obtained equally good fits to their data with volume absorp­
tion or with surface absorption of derivative form 4 a if \R , Rh a^ ). In fact, the surface 
absorption allows more Coulomb-nuclear interference at small angles, as shown in 
fig. 3, but there are no experimental points in this angular region.
In fig. 4 we show the results obtained using the three real microscopic potentials 
with the same surface absorption as for the phenomenological potential. No variation 
of parameters has been allowed. In each case we compare with the cross section given 
by the Barnett and Lilley phenomenological potential with surface absorption; it can 
be seen that potential H  gives by far the closest agreement while potential H' gives very 
poor agreement. In fig. 5, the angular distributions obtained with the three micro­
scopic real potentials and the phenomenological volume absorption are compared, 
and we again use the angular distribution given by the Barnett and Lilley potential 
with surface absorption as a reference curve. It can be seen that the agreement ob­
tained with potential M  is improved but the result for potential H  is still substantially 
better than that for potential H\
A  further set of calculations was carried out using the microscopic real potential 
H' and searching on the parameters of the imaginary potential. Good agreement was 
obtained with both volume and surface absorption with the parameters given in 
table 2.
Good agreement with the data and the reference curve obtained from the Barnett 
and Lilley potential was obtained for potential M  and a volume absorption term 
whose parameters are given in table 2. A  search with this potential starting from 
surface absorption produced an imaginary potential which tended closely to a volume 
shape. We were not able to find a parameter set, for volume absorption, with more 
conventional values of both Rt and at which gave a reasonable value of crR.
The surface imaginary potential for the Barnett and Lilley potential, which also 
gave agreement for the microscopic potential H, is plotted in fig. 1. Also plotted in 
this figure is the surface imaginary potential obtained by searching with the potential
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Fig. 5. Comparison o f  the angular distributions given by the three real microscopic potentials and 
the volume imaginary part o f  the BL potential.
H'. The peak of the surface term has moved out from «7.2 fm where the BL and?H 
potentials cross to «8.2 fm where the BL and H' potentials coincide.
The calculated reaction cross sections are also given in table 2. It can be seen that 
potential M  yields a value closest to the BL value, potential H  yields somewhat lower 
values and potential H' somewhat higher values.
3.2. REFLECTION COEFFICIENTS
Fig. 6 shows the real and imaginary parts of the reflection coefficients rjL for the 
Barnett and Lilley potentials with surface and volume absorption. With surface 
absorption there is an odd-even staggering effect in rjL which does not occur for 
volume absorption. Fig. 7 shows the reflection coefficients corresponding to the 
angular distributions shown in fig. 4 while fig. 8 shows the reflection coefficients for 
the best fits with surface absorption. Although the stagger in Rqtjl is out of phase with 
Im^L, the behaviour of | t]L\ is still not smooth and argt]L shows a very pronounced odd- 
even staggering for the low partial waves. The reflection coefficients corresponding to
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T able 2
Best fit potentials and reaction cross sections
U(R) W(R) a  reaction
type parameters type parameters (mb)
phenomenological VR =  96.44 MeV surface Vi =  32.0 MeV
BL (set A) i?R=  1.376 fm BL (set A) R i =  1.216 fm 219.8
* Ar =  0.625 fm oi =  0.42 fm
microscopic H surface 
BL (set A)
as above 
Vi =  31.3 MeV
207.4
microscopic H' surface R t =  1.383 fm 
oi =  0.402 fm
228.1
phenomenological 
BL (set A)
VR =  96.44 MeV 
Rr =  1.376 fm 
Or =  0.625 fm
volume 
BL (set A)
Vj. =  32.0 MeV 
R i =  1.216 fm 
Oi =  0.42 fm
215.4
microscopic H volume 
BL (set A)
as above 
Vt =  9.53 MeV
209.8
microscopic H' volume i?, =  1.564 fm 
oi =  0.324 fm 
Vi =  55.2 MeV
224.5
microscopic M volume Ri =  0.533 fm 
oi =  0.164 fm
213.3
the angular distributions given by the microscopic potentials with volume absorption 
shown in fig. 5 lie on smooth curves but the best fits with volume absorption for 
potentials M  and H' show slight odd-even staggering.
It appears from fig. 7 that the microscopic potential H' with the Barnett and 
Lilley surface absorption gives too much absorption for the low partial waves, and 
moving the imaginary potential out corrects this. In all cases, the behaviour of the 
reflection coefficients and angular distributions indicates that the scattering lies in the 
region between non-diffractive scattering and Fresnel scattering 9).
Austem 10)has attributed the fluctuation of t]L with L to interference between the 
reflection from the angular momentum barrier and reflection from the potential 
surface. Using the W K B  approximation, he writes
m « nbr'“r+>ir,“\
where
^barrier _  _ Q - 2 i S L ( r x . )
^surface _  i j  00 [e “  2*Sz-(r ')  —  q ~  4 l S L (rL,)Q  +  2iSu(r')  J ^ ( /'  )  f o r ^
L 2 kL(r)
SL(r) = kr+fa[k(x)-k]6x,
k(r) = V(r)|*
r2
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Fig. 8. The reflection coefficients corresponding to the best fits for the microscopic potentials with
surface absorption.
and rL is the radius at which ReA:L(r) = 0. These formulae can be generalised to 
include the Coulomb effects more accurately 11): Fluctuations in tjL will disappear if 
either f/iarrier or ^ urface is reduced.
In the strong absorption situation it is thought that reflections from the surface are 
small and for low partial waves the reflections at the barrier take place well inside the 
nucleus so that the absorptive part of the potential causes substantial attenuation. 
This attenuation is primarily a volume effect. For a weak absorption situation, 
b^arner js jarger because the ingoing and reflected waves are less attenuated. Strong 
reflection from the surface will occur if the real potential has a sharp surface, if the 
wavelength is comparable or greater than the surface thickness, and if the phase 
averaging is upset. In the present case we have a relatively weak absorption situation 
and the wavelength is 3.1 fm which is not small in comparison with the surface thick­
ness. It is therefore not surprising that iy^arrier and ^ urface can interfere to give the 
odd-even staggering effect, particularly for surface absorption. However, the odd- 
even staggering does not appear to be necessary to fit the available data.
3.3 CRITICAL ANGULAR MOMENTA AND RADII
It is not possible to use the calculated reflection coefficients to define accurately the
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critical angular momentum through the relation Rqy\l{L^) = 0.5, and so to obtain
the corresponding radius R±. For scattering from heavy nuclei Blair 12) has defined 
the “quarter-point” angle 0C such that dafdaR = 0.25, and this is related to a radius 
R c through the expressions
where n is the Coulomb parameter. However, it can be seen from figs. 3-5 that the 
quarter point is not defined except for the cross section calculated using the H' 
potential. If we take 6C « 180°, Lc = 0 or = 0, both methods yield approximately 
kRc « 2n.
As we have already shown, the barrier radius is well-determined and appears to be 
the only significant radius parameter for this scattering process.
We have shown that it is possible to fit a-particle scattering from 208Pb at 22 MeV 
very well using a microscopic real potential derived from a simple folding model. 
When we took the imaginary potential to be given from the phenomenological anal­
ysis by Barnett and Lilley 3) our prediction from fig. 1, namely that the microscopic 
potential H'which most closely reproduced the real phenomenological potential would 
give the best fit, proved to be incorrect. On the other hand, all the microsocpic poten­
tials gave good agreement with the data when the imaginary potential was allowed to 
vary. This result implies that when attempts are made at these energies to study the 
microscopic structure of the optical potential it is necessary to give information on 
the way the imaginary potential is treated. It also suggests that the ratio of the real to 
the imaginary potential in the surface region is a significant quantity, as has been 
noted in heavy ion scattering13). More precise measurements of reaction cross 
sections and of angular distributions in the Coulomb-nuclear interference region 
would serve to determine the shape and magnitude of the imaginary potential more 
clearly.
In their work on a-particle scattering at energies near the Coulomb barrier, Eisen 
et al. 4*14) have used the ingoing wave boundary (IWB) condition model with a real 
potential. However, the IWB model is valid in a strong absorption situation but not
0C = 2tan"1 (n{Lc), kRc = n + (n 2 +L2)*,
4. Discussion
T able 3
Values o f penetrability using WKB analysis for 212Po decay
Potential Inner turning Penetrability
point (fm)
M 
BL H' 
H
9.20
9.11
8.90
5.13 X 1 0 " 14 
2 .7 2 X 1 0 " 14 
2 .1 6 X 1 0 - 14
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when there is a weak absorption and interference between ingoing and outgoing 
waves 15), as is the case for scattering at these energies from heavy nuclei. We do not 
agree with the conclusion of Eisen et al.14) that the study of elastic scattering near 
the Coulomb barrier is free from complications associated with the imaginary 
potential.
We have also examined the suggestion by Barnett and Lilley that their real potential 
is particularly suitable for a-decay calculations. Values of the penetrability for the 
decay of 212Po calculated in W K B  approx using the real potentials shown in fig. 1 
are given in table 3. It can be seen that the potential H  which fits the elastic scattering 
data with the same imaginary potential as the BL real potential yields a value differ­
ing by 25 %  from the BL result while potential M  yields a value differing by a factor 
of two. These differences arise from the different widths of the barrier.
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The derivation of the width for a-decay is examined with particular emphasis on methods 
which do not involve arbitrary channel radii. A new method of treating the initial decaying 
states is introduced and the use of ambiguous phenomenological potentials is avoided. This 
method yields consistent and acceptable quantitative results for the g.s. to g.s. (ground 
state) transitions in even polonium isotopes and for the branching ratio for the decay of the 
isomeric state 212mPo.
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1. Intro du ctio n
1.1. Statement o f the Problem
The study of a-decay in heavy nuclei has a long history. A  qualitative explanation 
of experimental data is readily given in terms of barrier penetration but it has proved 
more difficult to obtain consistent quantitative results for the absolute values of decay 
rates in heavy nuclei [1,2]. Interest in a-decay of light nuclei has developed recently 
in connection with studies of four-particle correlations [3], and of nonconservation 
of parity [4]. Lifetimes of superheavy nuclei are also of interest.
The theoretical formalism for a-decay and, in particular, expressions for the decay 
width can be developed by means of the perturbation theory of decaying states or in 
terms of resonance theory for the scattering of the a-particle by the residual nucleus. 
Several authors have displayed the connection between these methods, usually in 
terms of i?-matrix theory [1, 5, 6].
The problems associated with the prediction of absolute decay rates can be stated 
as follows: (i) in .K-matrix theory the penetrability is extremely sensitive to the choice 
of the arbitrary channel radius [7, 8,9,10]. (ii) The phenomenological optical potential 
for a-particle scattering from nuclei at medium energies shows ambiguities. In 
i?-matrix theory [8, 11] and in other methods [12], these ambiguities cause substantial 
variation in the calculated widths, (iii) The initial state is normally treated in the 
oscillator shell model while the final state is represented by an a-particle moving in the 
a-nucleus potential. This can lead to problems of nonorthogonality, and it is difficult 
to show convincingly how the shell model state evolves into the final system of an 
a-particle and residual nucleus.
In this paper we wish particularly to circumvent problems (i) and (ii) and we there­
fore build our formalism on those methods which do not involve an arbitrary channel 
radius, and also construct the optical potentials microscopically. We also work as 
far as possible within the cluster model, and will be able to show that this contributes 
substantially to the resolution of problem (iii) and yields satisfactory quantitative
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results. For examples to illustrate our method we use the decays of the polonium 
isotopes listed in Table I.
TABLE I
Decay Parameters for the Polonium Isotopes
Decay
T i /2
(sec)
r
*  exp
(MeV)
Ta
(MeV)
2ioPo »»pb(g.s.) 1.19 x  107 3.82 x  10-29 5.30
212P o  208pb (g -s-) 3.04 x  10-7 1.52 x  10-15 8.80
2l4P o  210P b (g .S.) 1.64 x  10-4 2.85 x  10-18 7.70
*MP 0  212P b (g <s>) 1.58 X 10-1 2.89 x  10-21 6.81
212mj>0  208J>b (g  s ) \ 9.84 x  10-24 11.65
-> 208Pb(3~) [ 4.5 X 101 1.01 x  10-25 9.03
_^ 208Pb(5-) J 2.02 x  10-25 8.45
1.2. R-Matrix Theory
In jR-matrix theory the configuration space is separated into two regions; in the 
external region defined by R >  Rc, the total wavefunction can be expressed as a 
sum of channel functions of simple product form while the wavefunction in the internal 
region is replaced by a complete set of eigenfunctions Xx with the real eigenvalues Ex . 
In the single channel approximation, the width of a narrow resonance is given by
r =  2iV (1.1)
where yA2 is the reduced width determined by the overlap of XA and the channel 
function at the channel surface, and P is the penetrability
P  = ________ _____________  n  2)
F2(RC.) +  G W  • K }
The functions F and G are those solutions of the one-body Schrodinger equation 
containing the Coulomb potential and the nuclear optical potential whose asymptotic 
behavior corresponds to the usual Coulomb functions F and G. The i?-matrix is
The one-body widths are related to the many-body widths through the spectro­
scopic factor Sa, i.e.
2 a 2 Ya = *5«yob ,
ra —  GaToi).
(1.4)
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The experimental width r a is related to the mean lifetime r =  1 /A by the relation
r = = h =  0.658 x IQ"15 eV 
r r(sec)
It is well-known that variation of the channel radius Rc can lead to an order of 
magnitude variation in the penetrability. Calculations by Scherk and Vogt [8] for the 
decay of 212Po to 208Pb using the a-particle optical potential for 208Pb due to Igo [13] 
show that the penetrability increases by a factor of ~10 as Rc increases from 9 fm  
to 10 fm. Strictly, Rc should be sufficiently large so that there is no coupling between 
different channels in the external region but values of Rc well inside the inner turning 
point have been used [7, 9]. Values of the penetrability derived from the microscopic 
optical potentials calculated in this work (see Section 4.2) are plotted in Figure 1. 
The W K B  results are also shown, and are plotted at the position of the inner turning 
point. In agreement with earlier work [11] we find that the W K B  approximation gives 
an underestimate of the penetrability.
P e n e t r a b i l i t y
1^1
212,
x  W .K .B .
-14
-15 2 U,
-16
W .K .B .
-17
-18
216,
-19
-20
9-0 10-0
Fig. 1. Variation of the penetrability, defined by Eq. (1.2), as a function of the channel radius 
i?c . Crosses mark the value obtained using the WKB approximation.
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For light nuclei, the deficiencies of the approximate formula (1.1) have been fully 
examined by Arima and Yoshida [14]. In more recent work on the polonium isotopes, 
DeVries et al. [15] replace the penetrability P by the expression k/Rc I * A g ( - ^ c ) I2 
where j/rG(jRc) is a resonant state wavefunction with a fixed number of nodes in the 
interior region. They choose Re to be the radius corresponding to the peak of the last 
maximum of ifjG , which gives Rc ~  8.3-8.5 fm. This decreases the equivalent pene­
trability and increases the value of yA2 derived from Eq. (1.1).
1.3. Sensitivity to Ambiguities in the Optical Potential
The a-particle optical potential determined by fitting low and medium energy 
scattering data has ambiguities in the parameters owing to the strong absorption 
features of the scattering process [13, 16]. Using optical potentials for 208Pb whose 
depths varied between 50 MeV and 150 MeV, Scherk and Vogt [8] found widths for 
the 212Po decay in the range (1.35-3.43) x 10-15 MeV, while Bencze and Sandulescu 
[11] found that the penetrability for the 238Pu decay increased by a factor of 5 when a 
phenomenological potential of depth 74 MeV was replaced by a calculated micro­
scopic potential of depth 231 MeV. In the latter case the shape of the potential was 
also changed.
DeVries et al. [15] have removed much of the uncertainty in the phenomenological 
potential for decay of 212Po to 208Pb by using experimental data for a-particle 
scattering from 212Pb and 209Bi in the energy range 17-22 MeV, and requiring 
a fit to these data and the correct number of nodes for the decaying state (see below, 
Section 4.3). However, their method of calculating the resonant state wavefunction 
ifjG is sensitive to assumptions about the imaginary potential for scattering and the 
upper limit on the decay widths is not well determined.
In Section 2, we review methods developed by various authors to avoid the use of 
R-matrix theory and arbitrary radii. These methods do, nevertheless, involve use of 
phenomenological optical potentials. Table II shows the variation in the results 
obtained by Harada and Rauscher [12] using four different sets of parameters (A-D) 
for the optical potential. These results emphasise the need to remove the uncertainties 
arising from potential ambiguities.
TABLE II
Predictions for a-Decay Widths of 21°.212Po (in MeV)
2iop0 m p0
Reference r  Pexp/Pc&ic Pc&ic - e^xp/Tcaic
Kadmenskii & Kalechits [16] 1.43 x  10~29 2.68
Harada & Rauscher [10] A 3.5 x  10-32 1.1 x  103 1.4 x  10"16 1.1 x  101
B 6.5 x  10~27 5.8 x  10-2 3.3 x  10-15 4.6 x  10'1
C 2.3 x  10-26 1.6 x  10-3 4.8 x  10~15 3.1 x  lO'1
D  3.8 x  lO-30 1.0 x  101 1.0 x  10~18 1.5 x  103
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1.4. Other Formulas for the Width 
Within the framework of the optical model, the resonance width can be expressed as
where u(r)jr is the optical model wavefunction and W(r) is the imaginary part of the 
optical potential. This formula is not very useful in the present context because W(r) 
is not well determined for low energy a-particle scattering from heavy nuclei [15, 18]. 
The resonance width may also be written as [5]
Here the upper limit B of the integral is arbitrary, except that it must be beyond the 
range of the nuclear potential. With this expression we still have to deal with the 
ambiguity in the real part of the optical potential, and the formalism does not describe 
excitation of a definite final state in the residual nucleus.
1.5. Definitions and Notation 
The total wavefunction for the A +  4 system is a solution of the equation
where TK is the kinetic energy operator for the motion of the a-particle relative to the 
residual nucleus, Vc is the Coulomb potential and VaA is a many-body operator 
representing the total nuclear interaction between the nucleons in the a-particle 
and those in the residual nucleus.
We choose a set of relative coordinates
00
(1.5a)
o
0
(1.5b)
( E - H ) W  =  0. (1.6)
The Hamiltonian can be written as
H  =  Ha +  Ha +  VaA +  Tr +  Vc (1.7)
R =  Ra —
r)i =  r* —  Ryj 
%k A^+k Rfx
(1.8a)
(1.8b)
(1.8c)
where
4  2-i T 4 + fc  j R ^ 4  ^  2 ,  Ti • (1.9)
The , 'rjf are not independent since
t 5* -  0, £  rn- =  0.
7e=l i = l
(1.10)
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In terms of these coordinates, the interaction VaA can be written as
V.A =  E  I  -  r<) =  E  E  +  R  -  >>*)• ( L 1 1 >
i=1 k—1 i=l 7c= 1
The wavefunction for the initial state can be written in a cluster expansion as
Vo =  E  « “(6 X«”(R) (1-12)
n
where the symbols rj represent the set of coordinates defined above, implies 
summation over all appropriate quantum numbers, and Xa describes the relative 
motion of the four-particle system and the residual nucleus. At this stage we omit 
the antisymmetrization operator, but its role is considered explicitly in Section 6. 
The symbols na , nA represent all relevant quantum numbers for the four-particle 
system and the ^ -particle system, respectively, and na =  0, nA =  0 implies the g.s. 
of each system. For simplicity we will frequently neglect terms involving excitation 
of the a-particle, and whenever na =  0, nA =  0 or n =  0 is intended the superscript 
will be omitted. The angular momentum coupling will be omitted except when 
explicitly needed.
The wavefunction in a given exit channel can be written in the same notation as
V' ~  0n/(v) Ui) x”'+(R) (1-13)
where xa+ is a scattering state for the emitted a-particle.
2 .  T i m e  D e p e n d e n t  T h e o r y  o f  D e c a y i n g  S t a t e s
In this section we follow the description of the theory of decaying states given by 
Goldberger and Watson [19, Chap. 8].
2 . 1 . Derivation o f an Expression for the Width
The time-dependent wavefunction for the A +  4 system can be written as
1 f* fft
v ®-iirifdEi = H ' p' (2A)
where H is the total Hamiltonian and W0 is the wavefunction of the initial state at 
t =  0. The time dependent wavefunction can also be written as
^  = h  C  dE L - 4 +fe -  B-H-ul (2-2)
where the second integral vanishes for t >  0. It can also be expanded in the form
m  =  fVooO) +  E  'PMD (2.3)
b
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where Wb represents the final states of the A +  4 system and
= 2 .^ j dE „1 G(E) | y0>
=  1k i \ dE I <?(£) I !Po> (2.4b)
(2.4a)
with
(2.5)
We wish to describe the initial state as one of a set of discrete eigenstates of a 
Hamiltonian K  and to treat the difference H -K as the interaction giving rise to the 
decay process. The final states are taken to be eigenstates of a Hamiltonian K' and 
if K  ^  K', as is usually the case, some nonorthogonality is introduced into the 
description of the process. This is discussed in more detail in the following sections.
Following Goldberger and Watson, we introduce the operators
where Q is a projection operator which projects off the ground state. The matrix 
elements of R are
The probability for a transition to a definite final state at energy Eb is given by
R =  ( H -  K )F (2.6)
FW0 =  W0 +  Q(H -  K)FW , (2.7)
Rq{ E ) = < V 0 \ ( H - K ) \ F ¥ 0>
Rb0( E ) = < V b' \ ( H - K ) \ F ' F 0>
(2.8)
(2.9)
and
R±(E) =  lim R(E +  ie).
e -» 0 +
(2.10)
The analysis by Goldberger and Watson then gives
7 qo( 0  t —>co > 0 (2.11a)
t (f\ _______  -^ bOV-^ bJ c
( E b  _ E o _  R o + ( E q ) )  •
Rt0(Eb) e-iW *
(2.11b)
1 R U E b)\* dp(Eb) (2.12)
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where dp(Eb) is the density of states per unit energy interval and
r = E A  (2-13)
6
r„ = 277 11 A+0(A)I2 (2.14)
The width is to be evaluated at Eb — E0 +  Eq(E0).
The expression (2.14) for the width can be rewritten using equation (2.6) to give
A = It, J |<vy | (H -  jo I A W  <MA) (2-15)
which can be iterated using Eq. (2.7) to give
A = 2* J [<SV I (# -  K) | A)
+  <sv I Off -  K) y ~ t  ( P - V  I A )  - 12- (2.16)
The second term represents a process in which the nucleus is excited to a virtual 
intermediate state and then decays.
2.2. Choice o f the Hamiltonians K  and K'
2.2.1. Method of Kadmenskii and Kalechits. Kadmenskii and Kalechits [20] 
have derived a similar expression for the width following the formalism of Goldberger 
and Watson [19]. They give as their choice for the unperturbed Hamiltonian
K  =  K' =  Ha +  Ha +  Tr +  2Ze2/R
and consequently the states W0, Wb (b =£ 0) form a complete set of eigenstates. It 
is evident, however, that this Hamiltonian will not give any bound states for the 
relative motion because there is no potential barrier and the whole of the nuclear 
interaction is contained in the residual interaction
H  -  K  =  VaA +  Vc -  2Ze2/R.
Hence, at t =  0 the nucleus is not in a bound state or in a resonant state.
In practice, Kadmenskii and Kalechits take the wavefunction to be a shell 
model state constructed from single-particle wavefunctions of oscillator form. This 
means that the nonorthogonality of the states W0 and Wb' is reintroduced through 
the use of a different (shell model) Hamiltonian which is not related to the operators 
H and K  defined in their paper. They comment that in order to interpret the expression 
for the width, K  must correspond to two spatially separated regions, internal and 
external, but this separation is not present in their formalism.
Their value obtained for the decay width of 210Po by the method is listed in Table II.
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2.2.2. Method of Harada and Rauscher. Harada and Rauscher [12] also take Wq 
to be a shell model state and draw attention to the problem of nonorthogonality 
which arises. Their nucleon single-particle wavefunctions 'are generated in the 
potentials given by Blomquist and Wahlborn [21].
They proceed by time-dependent perturbation theory and obtain an expression 
for the width which in our notation is
r h =  2irK'Pb' \ ( H - K ' ) \ 'P 0'>\* (2-17)
with
K' = H A + H a +  UN +  V, +  TR (2.18)
H - K 1 =  VaA- U N (2.19)
where UN is the nuclear part of the phenomenological optical potential for the 
a-particle.
In order to examine the physical meaning of the expression (2.17), we consider the 
transition from the ground state of the decaying nucleus to the ground state of the 
residual nucleus and assume that the wavefunction for the initial state is represented 
reasonably well by a real a-particle interacting with the residual nucleus in its ground 
state, i.e., we take a single term from the expansion (1.12).
The initial and final wavefunctions can then be written as
^0 ~  ficc^ AXcc 
~  <f>«®AX«+
where <f>a is the internal wavefunction of the a-particle, x<* is the relative wavefunction 
in the initial state, x<*+ is the relative wavefunction for the emitted a-particle and &A 
is the ground state wavefunction of the residual nucleus. The expression (2.17) 
for the width reduces to
n  oc |<x + I UN -  UN I Xc)l2 (2.21)
^  =  < ^ l ^ l ^ >  =  <0|»^|0>. (2.22)
Now, Feshbach’s formalism for the generalized optical potential [22] gives
17* =  <0 IV.A |0> +  <0 | V.aQ e ~ q h o  Q K a 1 0> (2'23a)
=  0„  +  A 0 k (2.24b)
and hence the difference tJN —  UN corresponds in principle to the second order term 
A tJN . In practice, Harada and Rauscher take various phenomenological potentials 
for UN so that there is no simple connection between UN and XJN .
In this approach, the width is that of a resonance in the system consisting of an 
a-particle and the residual nucleus. The interaction is the residual nuclear interaction 
which couples the scattering channel to the resonant state of the decaying parent 
system. The Coulomb potential and the barrier appear to play no special role in the 
formalism which could apply equally well to nucleon emission. However, in the
(2.20a)
(2.20b)
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calculations by Harada and Rauscher on decay of 212Po and 210Po the role of the 
Coulomb potential is crucial in determining the magnitude of x*+ in the interaction 
region.
Values obtained by Harada and Rauscher for the decay widths of 210Po and 212Po 
using four different alpha-nucleus optical potentials are given in Table n.
2.2.3. Method o f Furman, Holan, Kadmenskii, and Stratan. Furman et al. [23] 
have developed the method of Kadmenskii and Kalechits [20] taking the same unper­
turbed Hamiltonian to give W0 and introducing a shell model wavefunction for Wb' 
They also replace the nuclear interaction VaA by the real part of the nucleon-nucleus 
optical potential summed over each nucleon in the a-particle.
Since VaA is a many-body operator, replacing it by the one-body optical potential 
excludes the possibility of treating decay processes in which the residual nucleus is 
left in an excited state. The use of the phenomenological potential presents difficulties 
for the proper description of the finite size of the a-particle, but Furman et al. [23] 
have given an approximate method involving expansion of the optical potential in 
a power series of the ratio of the a-particle coordinates to the halfway radius of the 
potential.
2.2.4. Creation o f a bound initial state. Even for long-lived naturally radioactive 
nuclei, the true initial state is not a stationary state which persists until acted on by 
the interaction H-K. We can make the initial state into a bound state, however, by 
introducing the approximate Hamiltonian
K = H A +  Ha +  TR +  UR (2.24)
UR =  Un(R) +  VC{R), R <  rb
(2.25)
=  UR(rb), R >  rb
where rb is the barrier radius, i.e., the position of the top of the barrier formed by 
the potential UN +  Vc . The required bound state for the a-particle has the single­
particle energy.
=  T. -  U M )  -  f -  U L  i  • (2.26)
Ho
The interaction is now
H  — K  =  VaA — UN , R <  rb
(2.27)
—  VaA +  Vc —  UR(r\j), R >  rb
If we take UN — tfN , the width for the g.s. to g.s. transition is now given by
A  cc |<x„+ | V„ +  F. -  UR(rt ) | x«>s>ri, |*. (2.28)
The physical interpretation of this expression is that the transition represents the
lowering of the constant potential UR(rb) to allow the a-particle to escape, as shown 
in Fig. 2.
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cx
Fig. 2. Sketch of the behavior of the bound state potential U r  for L  — 0.
This approach is likely to be a good approximation for the long-lived decays in 
which penetration through the barrier is the dominant aspect of the process. In 
this case the wavefunction for the final state must be obtained from the Hamiltonian
K' =  Ha +  Ha +  Tr +  UN +  Vc. (2.29)
This leads to nonorthogonality again but, since K  — K' is zero in the region R <  
where the bound state wavefunction for the a-particle is large, this should not be 
a significant effect. This method has been applied to decays of the polonium isotopes 
in Section 4.
2.2.5. Method of Schlitter. Schlitter [24] also starts from the concept of decay 
of a bound state of a model Hamiltonian. This bound state cf> is transformed into the 
decaying state f  according to the equation
(2.30)
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He then shows that the total width is given by
r =  Y. A  =  2tt £  1<<A I (H —  K) | ^ ">1* (2.31a)
c c
(2.31b)
c
where <f>Ec is a continuum state of K. The second form for r  follows because K  is 
chosen to be
The problem with this method then arises in the calculation of the channel state 
<f>Ec which is a solution of
because P<j>Ec =  0 and <f>E is orthogonal to (f>.
In an example of potential scattering of an a-particle from 12C, three different 
approximate methods of choosing the initial bound state are examined. The results 
for the width vary by a factor of 2.
3.1. Feshbach’s Projection Operator Formalism
In this section we follow the unified theory of nuclear reactions developed by 
Feshbach [22] using projection operator techniques, and seek a formula for the width 
of a scattering resonance for the system consisting of an a-particle and the residual 
nucleus.
3.1.1. Derivation o f an expression for the width. We introduce the projection 
operators P and Q, such that PW represents all the open channels with a free a-particle 
at infinity and Q  =  1 —  P.
The Schrodinger equation
K  =  P H P  4- QHQ. (2.32)
(|QHQ -  E) f a  =  0 (2.33)
3 .  U n i f i e d  R e a c t i o n  T h e o r y
(E -  H )  V  =  0 (3.1)
reduces to
(E -  H PP) P W  =  H POQW  
(E  -  H qq) QW  =  H QpPW
(3.2a)
(3.2b)
where H PQ =  P H Q ,  etc. We also introduce the wavefunction f  + which satisfies the 
equation
(E — Hpp) ip+ — 0 (3.3)
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We neglect excited states of the a-particle in order to write the projection operator P  
in the form
P =  Z  I I (3.4)
n f
and define the scattering wavefunction for the a-particle as (see Section 1.4)
X .” ' +  =  < W '  I r> (3.5)
The x<x+ then obey coupled equations of the form
(e„- - T r - V 0 -  c /„ v )  X»”'+ =  z  u „v x f *  (3 .6)
m^=n
where
UnW =  i to P Y  I K a I ta$A A> & V
Neglecting the coupling, we obtain, for the g.s. to g.s. transition,
(TR +  UN +  Vc) x +  =  eaXa+ (3.8)
where t)N is the folded potential already defined in Eq. (2.22).
Eliminating PW from Eqs. (3.2) and using Eq. (3.3) we find
(e -  H qq -  H or E J -//m H f0) Q'F -  H OPy,+ (3.9)
where
-p  —  fr  =  --- ™3(E -  H „ ). (3.10)
Hz   J~L pp Hz   II pp
For the single channel case it is easy to show that
W \ H P 0\f f r -> =  T ^ m  (3.11)
where (K ) is the reaction matrix defined as [22]
1
■QQ
<E> =  <i/>+| HPO 1 H or | f-> (3.12)JCj —  €/
with
0i
E €q q  =  E —  H q q  H q p  -=;---------— -----  H p q  (3.13)
Jjj ii pp
Feshbach [22] introduces a set of eigenfunctions of the operator e00 so that
1 = E  F-rTrl®A><<PJ (3.14)E — H q q  Y  E ~  E.
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and obtains
<*) = Z <f -1 H f0 1 f>X 1 H op 1 t+>- (3-15)
A ^
Thus <i0 is related to the i?-matrix (see Section 1.2)
The corresponding transition matrix element is
T„ = XT +  «■“ t f2<K> (3'16a)
=  TT +  e“ <</'+ 1 Heo | Q<P) (3.16b)
=  rjf +  e2‘s# +  | Epo -p - ff0, | X+) (3.16c)
- H q q  ”  q q
where we have used Eq. (3.9) and have put
W00 =  ff<v >  ‘ g A w  • (3-17)
Hz ' ' ii pp
If we assume that the space defined by Q contains only one resonant state, denoted 
by W0 , we have
Q  =  I ^ o X ^ o  I
and
( W o  I W q q  I ' P j )  =  ( W o  I H Q P  ~r=, —  H P q  I W o y
Hj —  Hi pp
-  in <¥'„ | H ofS(E -  H„) H P0 1 n> (3'18)
=  A -  \ iT
Finally, we use Eq. (3.5) to expand tp+ in a complete set of eigenstates so that the 
partial width is given by
A  =  2n Z  \<x"’+4>^aa' I HP0 | (3.19a)
n'
=  2 n £  l< n  I H 0P I X?'+&<P!K>IS (3.19b)
n'
and the resonance energy is Eh =  E0 +  A. For the g.s. to g.s. transition we have
A  =  2n- |<y„ | H 0P | x:'+^a>l 2 (3.20)
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3.1.2. Relation to other theories. We have
<W0 \ QHP | e/r+> .= <W0 | HP -  PHP | ifj+y 
=  <CF0\H-E\ifs+y
(3.21)
where we have used Eq. (3.3) and the relation Pifj+ — j/t+. Hence the partial width 
(3.20) becomes
which is the same as the unantisymmetrized formula given by Mang [1] and by 
Fliessbach [25]. They note that if i/j0 were an exact description of the A +  4 system 
it would satisfy the equation (E — H) i(j0 =  0 but this does not hold for a model 
wavefunction. They argue that differences between the true wavefunction and the 
model wavefunction occur in the exterior region R >  R0 and hence
The radius R0 is an arbitrary radius in the theory. We note, however, some similarity 
with our expression (2.28).
Using Eq. (3.8) the expression (3.22) can also be written as
Because we have neglected coupling to intermediate states, our optical potential has 
reduced to tJN which is real. It follows from the definition (3.7) that Eq. (3.24) yields 
r  =  0 for the g.s. to g.s. transition. Thus, this formalism, in which the width is 
determined by the residual interaction, is entirely satisfactory for the decay of an 
excited state by nucleon or a-particle emission but it does not give a simple description, 
at least in lowest order, or the type of decay process which arises as the result of 
tunnelling through a barrier without excitation.
3.2. MacDonald's Formalism
3.2.1. Derivation o f an expression for the width. MacDonald [26] has developed 
a unified theory for nucleon-nucleus scattering which pays particular attention to 
the structure of the compound states and allows these to be constructed in a shell 
model basis. In our case, these states will be cluster states of the a-particle and the 
residual nucleus.
The transition matrix element is written in the form
A  =  2tt \<W„ \H  — E \ X:'+^ A > \ 2 (3.22)
A  =  2tt K’f'j \H  — E \ I*. (3.23)
r b =  277 KPo I VaA -  0 N I x"'+^ A > \ 2. (3.24)
(3.25)
where <f>f is a plane wave state and
T =  V +  V(E -  H +  ie)-1 V (3.26a)
(3.26b)
(3.26c)H  =  HA + H a +  TR +  VaA +  Vc = K +  V.
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Here U is an arbitrary real potential. MacDonald now introduces projection operators 
Pd, Pc such that Pd projects on to discrete bound states of K. These discrete states 
are denoted by | ri). The compound state X/x can be written as
=  Z  A S I K>
n
where the Aun are coefficients for which
( e „ - K  +  P j P a) X „ =  0.
Here t  is the effective interaction
f  =  V +  V(E -  K  +  I'e)-1 PCT (3.27)
and, since it is complex, the energy =  Eu —  is also complex. MacDonald 
[26] proves the relation
Im t  =  - 7tTPc S(E -  K) Pcf f 
so that the expression for the width becomes 
r u =  -2 < X » \I m T \X uy
=  2tt I  dEt dp(Et) S(E -  Eb) |<r„ | 1 1 y s+>|s
(3.28)
where we have introduced the complete set of continuum states for K. If there is one 
discrete compound state which we can identify with the initial state W0, then using 
the lowest order approximation t  =  V, we obtain for the partial width the expression
n = 2  ^J dp(Eb) K^ o I v I &+>l2- (3.29)
3.2.2. Relation to other theories. In MacDonald’s theory the potential U is real 
and arbitrary. It may, therefore, be chosen to give a bound state instead of a resonant 
state, as we have done in Section 2.2.4 where U =  UR — Vc .
For the g.s. to g.s. transition we have
A  cc \<x * \Q n - u lxc+>l2
where we have used the definition of UN , Eq. (2.22). Thus, the expression for the width 
does not reduce to zero in this case. Formally, this result resembles quite closely that 
of Harada and Rauscher [12], although their treatment of of VaA — U is quite different 
in practice.
Dumitrescu and Kummel [27] were also concerned with the structure of the com­
pound state. They assume the validity of the shell model with effective residual inter­
actions (SMERI), and obtain an expression for the total width of the form
n = 2* X K ts | | A(£)>|2 (3.30)
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where (f>Ec is a continuum solution of
K  =  Ha -f- Ha +  Tr +  Vc.
The many-body resonance function X(E) is a solution of
[Eh -H ]X (E ) =  0, Eb =  E +  (20"1 A(£).
For a-decay, Dumitrescu and Kummel [27] assume that
y.A = E — E VT* (3.31a)
a 3=1
where Vcpt is the real part of the nucleon-nucleus optical potential, and that
j-r~j3SMER1 + X»') (3.3ib)
3
Wf =  F°pt -  U f (3.31c)
where Z7fp is the shell model potential. The difference between H and H is included 
using the exponential operator technique, i.e.
| A(£)> =  e* | \ E ) \  [Eb -  H] X(E) =  0 (3.32)
so that the resonance character is generated by the operator es.
We note that this model still contains uncertainties arising in the choice of the 
phenomenological optical potential, and that there is no formal connection between 
Fopt and t/sp. Excitation of the residual nucleus is possible only if Fopt is treated as 
a generalized optical potential containing collective coordinates. Numerical evaluation 
of the a-decay width by this method would appear to be quite complicated.
3.3. Excitation o f the Residual Nucleus
The expressions (3.19), (3.29) for the decay width allow the possibility of excitation 
of the residual nucleus. In this section we develop the formalism for this, still neglecting 
excitation of the a-particle.
The wavefunction for the initial state can be written in the form
K Mj=  E  CL\l)(L m IM \ JMj) 0'A% )  M Q  j£"(K) (3.33)
IMLrn
where rj, £, R are the internal coordinates defined in Section 1.4, and CL(I) is the 
fractional parentage coefficient. The relative wavefunction can be expanded as
= R -'iiM  FAR) (3.34)
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so that the normalization is
J =  1 (3.35)
The wavefunction for the final state must be coupled to the same channel spin, to give
y -m , =  £  {M ,U , | JMj) ^  X,,+(R) (3.36)
lv
with
x‘: + =  - M ' V * )  IV(R) rf(£). (3.37)
We have to evaluate the matrix element
X(JMj —  J'Af') =  I -  U | ¥"'■'> (3.38)
where the potential U(R) connects only those terms with I  =  /'. Since we have 
assumed that the a-particle is not excited, the many-body interaction VaA can be 
folded with the a-particle density to give
<M)i K a(v. f> K) I M 8 >  =  r«n(R, v) (3.39)
and the matrix element of this interaction between states of nucleus A is given by
Q'M ' | F„„(R, n) | IM } =  E  Q 'M  I | /MXi^M)]*
kg
(3.40)
=  E  (4n)ri2 (IMkq | /'AT) Ki''(R)[ilrl«(ft)]*.
kg
Hence the matrix element X  becomes 
X(JMj -> /'AT)
=  E  (.-if A.YmiLOkO I /O) [(1L 0 11/2
IMLm L "r
X {Lmk -  4 I lv){LmIM \ J M jX IvI'M ' \ JMj)(IMkq \ I'M ')
X f ” H,(R)[Ff(R) -  SM t/(.R)] uM (J?) rfR. (3.41)
•'o
The effect of the integration over the density of states indicated in Eq. (3.32) is to give
J dp(E„) \ X \ * ^ \ d Q k Yflft FKfi) =  8U.S„-. (3.42)
When I  — I' corresponds to the g.s. of the residual nucleus we have
F0"(R) =  J  pA(j,) F„„(R, r,) d°v =  0N (3.43)
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where we have used the definition (2.22) of the optical potential tJN and pA is the 
g.s. density distribution for nucleus A. Similarly, when either I or /', but not both, 
corresponds to the g.s. of the residual nucleus we have
Kf(.R) =  | p’I \ v) VU R, v) d \  (3.44)
where pA' is the transition density for nucleus A. The other terms V[r are the potentials 
which would appear in a couple channels description of excitation of several levels 
in the residual nucleus.
The transition density may be constructed microscopically using appropriate 
wavefunctions for nucleus A, or it may be parametrized in a macroscopic model, 
or it may be taken from fits to data if the g.s. of A is stable or sufficiently long-lived 
to allow inelastic nucleon or electron scattering experiments to be carried out. In 
each case, the optical potential and the interaction potentials Vk may be treated 
consistently with the same effective interaction Van using the single-folding technique 
introduced into the analysis of elastic and inelastic a-particle scattering [28]. Alter­
natively, the potentials Vk may be parametrized directly in terms of the derivatives 
of the optical potential, i.e.,
W  =  -i*[4*(2Ar +  yj-i/s , k >  0, (3.45)
where j8kR0 is the transition strength which may be related to the rotational or vibra­
tional model, as appropriate.
Equation (3.41) simplifies considerably in certain special cases.
(i) J — M j =  0
X(00 -> I'M') =  £  Cl\ L ) { - \ f ' +L { - i f  A/' YJ’M'*(k)(ZM0 | TO)
Lie
X [(2k +  1)1(21' +  l)2]1/2 f  u r lV f  ~  &»U] «i«. dR (3.46)
*'o
(ii) V =  M' =  O'
X(JMj -> 00) =  £  CL\ I ) ( - i ) '  A jY ^*(i)(J0I0 \ L0) f” Uj[V f -  l KU\ uNL dR
LI J0
(3.47)
(iii) / =  M j =  0, /' =  M' =  0
Z(00 —  00) =  X  Cl\L )  AoY0°(to f00 «b[Ff° -  S£0C/] uNL dR (3.48)
L
3.4. Excitation o f the a-Particle
The excited states of the four-particle system should be included in the expansion 
(3.33), so that the wavefunction becomes
v l u , =  I  C tfM Im jii I JMj) <H,a(£, 1)) x£”(R)
Lmiii
(3.49)
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w h e r e
>liW,v) = E ¥:“"(£)■ ( 3 . 5 0 )
j au.aIM
When the Eq. (3.49) is inserted into the analysis of the previous section it is evident 
that the a-nucleon interaction Fan(R, rj) must be replaced by
C ““(R, v) =  <«f) I v> R) I (3-51)
Thus the inclusion of excitation of the a-particle in the formalism of the previous 
section requires a double folding procedure starting with the nucleon-nucleon inter­
action VaA . This procedure has also been introduced into the study of a-particle 
scattering [29].
4 .  C a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  0 + - > 0 +  T r a n s i t i o n s
4.1. Cluster Formalism
In this section we calculate the widths for the g.s. to g.s. transitions in the polonium 
isotopes, whose parameters are listed in Table I. We use the lowest-order formula 
for the width developed in Section 2, Eq. (2.16) and in Section 3, Eq. (3.29), i.e.
r „  =  It, j dp(Eb) |<9V I (ff —  K )  I W  (4.1)
where H -K is the perturbation and p(-£b) is the density of states.
We treat the initial system by the cluster expansion, represented by Eqs. (1.12) 
or (3.33). The transitions studied in this section are all 0+ -> 0+ transitions and the 
residual nucleus has 82 protons. In these preliminary calculations we therefore 
approximate the cluster expansion for the initial nucleus to the single term with 
L — I  — 0, which represents a real a-particle moving relative to the residual nucleus 
in its ground state. Using Eq. (3.48), the expression for the width becomes
/’ = [C(,»(0)P/’oll (4.2)
where the one-body width is
I U  =  2n j rfp(£b) I Off —  K) I
=  2tt I A0 f “ u0[V00 -  U] uNo dR 
I Jo
(4.3a)
(4.3b)
Thus, [C0°(0)]2 has the role of the spectroscopic factor defined by equation (1.4) 
and represents the probability of finding in the initial system a component which 
resembles a free a-particle and the residual nucleus in its ground state.
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Comparing the definition of the Hamiltonian K  given by Eq. (3.28) and by 
Eq. (2.24), we see that
K  = 0 K , u = u R - v c
and hence
V00 - U = C N + V c - U R (4.4)
where UR is defined by Eq. (2.25) with UN =  tJN , and UN is our calculated optical 
potential, defined by Eq. (2.22).
4.2. Construction o f the Microscopic Potentials
We have to construct the microscopic potential UN defined by Eq. (2.22). The 
formula for IIN can be reduced to
0»{R) =  J p/r) K„„(| R -  r I) d b (4.5)
where Van is the a-nucleon interaction and pA is the ground state density for the 
residual nucleus. In order to evaluate (4.5) we use the following forms for Van [30, 31]:
Gaussian H  : V0 =  43 MeV, K  =  0.526 fm-1
H ' : Vo =  53.75 MeV, K  =  0.526 fm"1
Saxon-Woods M  : V0 =  42.5 MeV, a =  0.34 fm
R =  (1.43 -0.0009£)fm
where E is the lab energy for the nucleon-alpha interaction. By using these forms for 
Van we take into account, at least approximately, the size and structure of the a-particle 
in its ground state and exchange in the n —  a system. The nuclear density distributions 
have been constructed from the single-particle model using the Batty-Greenlees 
potential [32] for the protons and the Zaidi-Darmodjo potential, as modified by 
Batty [33], for the neutrons. The depths of the potentials were varied to give the 
correct separation energy for the least bound proton or neutron in each lead isotope. 
In the case of 212Pb this procedure cannot be used for the protons; consequently, we 
have used the proton distribution for 208Pb in this case.
The optical potentials derived by this method have been shown by several authors 
[18, 30, 31] to give good agreement with the elastic scattering data. The values of the 
barrier height V(rf) and its position rb for each isotope are given in Table III. The 
values obtained are in good agreement with those deduced from scattering data [34]. 
In calculations on the decay 212Po -> 208Pb we have also used the phenomenological 
optical potential of Barnett and Lilley [35], which we denote by BL, and the potential 
of DeVries et al. [15], which we denote by DLF.
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TABLE III 
Calculated barrier heights and positions
rb
(fm)
V(rb)
(MeV)
206pb H 10.8 20.61
H ' 11.0 20.34
20Spb H 10.8 20.60
H' 11.0 20.33
M 11.0 20.56
BL 10.9 20.49
210Pb H 10.8 20.54
H' 11.0 20.27
212pb H 10.9 20.48
H ' 11.0 20.21
4.3. The Functions %a and xa+
The quantum numbers NL of the bound state function Xa for the a-particle were 
deduced from the oscillator rule
2(N -  1) +  L =  £  [2(n, -  1) +  /,] (4.6)
i=l
where nJi are the quantum numbers for the two protons and two neutrons in the 
least bound single-particle levels in the A +  4 system. This procedure then yields
TABLE IV 
Four-Nucleon Configurations in 212Po
Configuration
(JP — 0 ,J n =  0) Coefficient 2(N  — 1) +  L  Lowest s-state
(lA9/2)2(2^9/2)2 0.6682 22 12
(lZtg/2)2(l/u /2)2 0.3900 22 12
(lA9/2)2(l;i5/2)2 -0 .2386 24 13
(l/*9/2)2(3rf5/2)2 0.1067 22 12
(2/ 7/2)2(2 ^ /2)2 0.2305 22 12
(2/ 7/2)2(l/n /2)2 0.1064 22 12
(lfl3/2)2( l lll/2)2 -0.1665 24 13
(1 f 13 / 2) 2(^ <^"9 / 2) 2 -0 .2030 24 13
0*13/2)2(l/l5/2)2 0.1026 26 14
(Jv =  2, Jn =  2)
(l/*9/2)2(2gv2)2 0.2385 22 12
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N  =  12 for the lowest relative estate for 212-216Po and N  =  11 for 210Po. When con­
figuration mixing is taken into account higher values of TV are also possible; examples 
of possible values of TV for 212Po are given in Table IV, where the admixture coefficients 
are taken from the work of Glendenning and Harada [36] and terms with coefficients 
less than ± 0.1 have been omitted.
In order to obtain a bound state for each isotope at the correct energy ea, defined 
by Eq. (2.26), we have to vary the potential. The potential UR , defined originally 
be Eq. (2.25), is therefore modified to be
U * w  =  g [0 K(.S) +  FXR)] +  (1 -  g) U M ,  R <  r„
(4.7)
=  Unfo), R >  rb
and the parameter g is allowed to vary until a bound s-state with the required N  is 
obtained at the correct value of ea . Figure 3 shows the potentials for 208Pb after com-
R ( f m ]-20
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Fig. 3. The bound state potentials U r  used for 212Po.
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pletion of the search procedure. It follows from the definition (4.7) that the barrier 
heights and positions are unchanged. The parameter g lies in the range 0.4-0.6 for 
the microscopic potentials but is 1.54 for the phenomenological potential (BL). 
The phenomenological potential, as we will see later, is quite different in shape from 
the microscopic potentials and this has a substantial effect on the gound state wave­
function.
The scattering wavefunction xa+ is generated in the potential
where Ft, Gz are the usual regular and irregular Coulomb functions. Hence the wave­
functions are normalized so that
and the density of final states is dQk . Comparing Eq. (3.37) with Eq. (4.9b), we find 
that the coefficient A t is given by
and hence the one-body width for the L =  0 g.s. to g.s. transition reduces to
U{R) =  Ur(R),
=  Cn(R) +  VC{R), R >  rb
R <  /*b
(4.8)
which has the correct behavior at large distances and the barrier height and position 
consistent with elastic scattering data.
The wavefunction can be expanded in the form
/  fJIr \  1/2
X„+(R) =  (2-n)~si2 k  ( - ^ - )  4w £  W U W  n* ( t )  J7(R)
Iv
(4.9a)
(4.9b)
where we have put
(4.10)
The radial function iit obeys the boundary conditions
ut =  0 at R =  0,
ui -  (fl/2)[(F, +  iGt) +  -  *(?*)] at large R,
(4.11a)
(4.11b)
<X«(E) I **(£')> =  &(E ~  E ’) 8(fc -  k) (4.12)
A t =  iV% \A , |2 =  1 (4.13)
rob =  2tt I r  Mo(i?)[^ (i?) +  VC{R) -  UR{rb)] um (R) dR \  (4.14)
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4.4. Results for the Decay Width
Results for the decay widths are given in Table V. The values deduced for the 
spectroscopic factors are consistent with expectations from nuclear structure con­
siderations, in particular the very low value for 210Po reflects the need to break the 
closed neutron shells. The results for 216Po are not included because they are subject 
to some doubt owing to the uncertainty in the proton distribution in 212Pb which was 
discussed in Section 4.2.
The results obtained with the microscopic potentials H, H ', and M  show that we 
have succeeded to a very large degree in eliminating the uncertainty associated with 
the choice of the optical potential, as can be seen by comparing the results in Table V 
with those in Table II. The remaining variation in the results is due to the slight 
differences in the barrier heights (see Table III) which leads to differences in the binding 
energy ea defined by Eq. (2.26). This effect has been verified by fixing the barrier for 
the ex +  208Pb system at 20.4 MeV, which yields the results given in Table VI. The 
consistency of these results indicates that our method can give very precise and 
reliable results for the decay widths, but that is extremely sensitive to the barrier 
height V(rf).
TABLE V
Calculated Values for Decay Widths and Spectroscopic Factors of 
L  =  0 Decays of Po Isotopes
Isotope Potential
Fob
(MeV) — Fexp/F0b
210po H 1.30 X 10-27 0.029
H ' 1.64 X 10—27 0.023
212Po H 1.02 X io -14 0.149
H' 1.46 X 10-u 0.104
M 1.12 X io -14 0.136
BL 1.45 X 10-13 0.010
D.L.F. 3.84 X io -14 0.040
mpo H 5.40 X 10-17 0.053
H ' 6.80 X 10-17 0.042
TABLE VI
Decay Widths for the L  =  0 Transition in 212Po 
Calculated with a Barrier of 20.4 MeV
Fob
Potential (MeV) So. =  r exp/r ob
H  1.27 x  IO"14 0.120
H ' 1.37 X 10- 14 0.111
M  1.32 x  10- 14 0.115
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The markedly different result obtained from the phenomenological potential (BL) 
is due to the need to lower this potential to make it contain a 12s bound state, whereas 
we have to raise the microscopic potentials. This means that a very substantial 
difference is introduced between the phenomenological potential and the microscopic 
potentials in the surface region, as can be seen from Fig. 3, and this leads to a sub­
stantial difference between the bound state wavefunctions. The DLF potential is 
also a phenomenological Woods-Saxon potential but it has been chosen to give a 
12s bound state at the required energy and consequently gives a value for the width 
which is closer to the values given by the microscopic potentials.
As can be seen from Table IV configuration mixing in the shell model corresponds 
to the introduction of states of relative motion in the cluster model having higher 
principal quantum numbers. We have investigated the effect of taking different values 
of N  using the potential for 208Pb +  a derived from the H  parameters. The results 
are given in Table VII which shows that uncertainty in N  of one unit leads to about the
TABLE VII
One-Body Width for Various Relative 5-States in 212Po, Calculated for 
Fixed Binding Energy ea in the FT Potential
Principal quantum number N Scaling factor g
-Fob
(MeV)
12 0.67 1.02 x  10-14
13 0.77 1.38 x  10- 14
14 0.87 1.87 x  IO- 14
15 0.98 2.48 x  10- 14
same variation in J1 as that arising from the different choices for the parameters of 
the a-nucleon interaction. The full H potential supports a 15s state at the given 
a-particle energy.
5 .  C a l c u l a t i o n s  f o r  t h e  D e c a y  o f  212mPo
5.1. Structure o f the Isomeric State
The isomeric state 212mPo lies at 2.85 MeV above the ground state. In the a-decay 
of the state 97 %  of the decays go to the g.s. of 208Pb, 1 %  to the first 3“ state at 
2.62 MeV, and 2% to the 5~ state at 3.20 MeV. According to the shell model cal­
culations of Glendenning and Harada [36] the spin of the isomeric state is 18+ and 
the principal configurations of the extra core nucleons are (l/?9/2)yp=8(2gWhi/2)/n=io 
and (l//9/22/7/2)yj,=8(2g9/2lhi/2)yn=io • Using the oscillator rule, Eq. (4.6), these configu­
rations yield N  =  3, L =  18 for the lowest allowed state of relative motion when 
the core is in its ground state with 7 =  0.
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5.2. Decay to the g.s. o/208Pb
An expression for the decay width may be obtained from Eq. (3.47). We consider 
first only the term with 7 =  0, i.e. the simplest cluster term, so that the width for the 
decay to the g.s. of the residual nucleus is given by
r  =  2tt j d,i(Eh) | X(JM , -> 00)|2
=  a^tcJKo)]2 A1S f  »18[F“ -  u] u,M dR
Jo
Now, using Eqs. (4.4), (4.7), and (4.13) we have
(5.1)
rnh =  2tT (5.2)
The expression for the one-body width has been evaluated using the microscopic 
potential H with the correctly calculated barrier height. This yields a value of
giving a spectroscopic factor
Tot, =  7.67 x 10-23 MeV
SK =  0.128,
(5.3)
(5.4)
which is very comparable with the values obtained for the g.s. to g.s. transition. 
Consequently, the ratio of our calculated one-body widths for the decay of 212mPo 
and 212Po to the g.s. of 208Pb is in very close agreement with experiment. In contrast, 
the calculations of Glendenning and Harada [36] using i?-matrix theory and the shell 
model with configuration mixing gave a ratio greater than experiment by a factor 
of 45 for a channel radius of 9.5 fm and of 18 for a channel radius of 9.0 fm.
5.3. Decay to the Lowest 3_ and 5~ States in 208Pb
Expressions for the widths of these decays can be obtained from Eq. (3.41). For 
simplicity, we include in the expansion for the 18+ state only the lowest 0+, 3_, and 
5“ states of the residual nucleos. This leads to the transitions indicated schematically 
in Fig. 4. The vertical arrows represent transitions with 1 =  1' which have contri­
butions from k =  0, as well as other values of k if / =  I' ^  0. The other transitions 
have contributions from k =£ 0 through the excitation potential Vk , which we treat 
by means of Eq. (3.45).
We first neglected the second and third terms in the expansion of the cluster wave­
function for 212Po and calculated the decay widths to the 3~ and 5_ states in 208Pb. 
The ratios of these widths to the width for decay to the 0+ g.s. are then independent of 
the coefficient C^O). These results are given in Table VIII and are denoted as set A. 
We next obtained the widths corresponding to the transitions represented by vertical 
arrows in Fig. 4 using the value of B l\I )  =  C l\I)IC l§(0), calculated by perturbation
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. . 212 m
Initial  s t a t e  of Po.
c]g(°]|a+208pb(°+,}+Ic1L8(3)|<oc+208pb(3' + 1  C1L8(5)[oc+208pb(5")J
208
Pinal s t a t e  of 208Pb.
P b ( 0 +J
208
\  
s '
P b(3—)
208,
P b(5'
F ig . 4  Diagram to illustrate the transitions contributing to the decay of 212mP o .
theory, as described in the Appendix. These results are given in Table VIII as set B. 
Finally, we combined these two sets of transitions so that we have taken into account 
all the transitions represented in Fig. 4 by double-line arrows and have allowed for 
interference effects. These results are given in Table VIII as set C. In each case the 
quantity denoted by r 0\> is the width calculated from Eq. (3.41) divided by [Cif(0)]2.
TABLE VIII
Widths for Decay of 212Po to States of 208Pb (in MeV)
Theory Tob
Experiment Set A Set B Set C
212mp0  208pb  (Q+) 9.84 x  IO"21 7.67 x  IO"23 7.67 x  10- 23 7.67 x  10- 23
212mp0  208p b  (3-) 1.01 x  10-25 1.00 x  IO- 24 4.11 x  IO"25 5.49 X IO"24
212mp0  208pb  (5 - ) 2.02 x  10-25 9.81 x  10- 26 7.32 x  10- 25 7.02 x  10- 25
Ratio 0+/3- 97.0 76.7 186.6 14.97
Ratio 0+/5- 48.5 781.8 104.8 109.3
Ratio 3~}5~ 0.5 10.2 0.56 7.8
For these calculations, and for the calculations of the coefficients Bl8(I) we have 
taken the collective strength parameters to be [37]
M o  =  0.81 M o  =  0.48.
The uncertainty on these parameters is about 10 %. They were obtained from D W B A
fits to inelastic a-particle scattering from 208Pb using the generalized optical model
with Saxon-Woods potentials. This means that there may be an additional uncertainty 
in relating the R0 parameter to our microscopic optical potential. The derivative
dtJNjdR for the IT potential peaks at 6.4 fm.
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We see from Table YIII that for set A the relative width for the 3- state is about 
right but the relative width for the 5~ state is too small by a factor of ~16. To correct 
this it would be necessary to increase j85i?0 by a factor of 4. For set B the relative widths 
for both the 3" and the 5~ states are too small by a factor of 2 but the ratio is in 
excellent agreement with experiment. Thus, in this case, relatively small changes in 
the coefficients B]*(J) would yield exact agreement with the data. This implies that 
what is important in the decay o f the isomeric state is not the collective excitation o f  
the residual nucleus 208Pb but rather the cluster structure of the decaying state 212mPo. 
Further support for this view comes from the result that the value of {C£f(0)]2 deduced 
from the cluster perturbation calculation differs by only a factor of 2 from the value 
of Sa obtained for the transition to the g.s., as can be seen by comparing Eqs. (A. 10) 
and (5.4), despite the simplicity of our calculation of the coefficients in the cluster 
expansion. The difference could arise from small errors in the coefficients Bl%I) due 
to the uncertainties in f3kR0 and from neglect of terms in the cluster expansion involving 
the lowest 2+ and 4+ states in 208Pb, or from the neglect of the contributions to the 
g.s. transition from terms with I  ^  0, or from neglect of Coulomb excitation. Contri­
butions from additional terms in the cluster expansion will reduce the value deduced
for [ C M 2-
In set B the most important contribution to each transition comes from the term 
with the lowest value of / due mainly to the effect of the angular momentum barrier. 
When the two modes of transition are put together to give set C we find that the inter­
ference changes the widths so that the relative width of the 3~ state is too large by 
a factor of 7 while the 5~ width is too small by a factor of 2. This cancellation depends 
sensitively on the value of jSkR0 and on the values of the coefficients Bl%I) which also 
depend on ftkR0. For comparison we note that the calculation of Rauscher et al. [9] 
using the shell-model with configuration mixing and i?-matrix theory gave a relative 
width for the 3“ state which was too small by a factor of 250 and a relative width for 
the 5_ state which was too small by a factor of 14. Both results were obtained with 
Channel radius of 9 fm; it was found that the width for the 5_ state could be brought 
into agreement with experiment by reducing the channel radius to 7-5 fm but this 
still left the width for the 3_ state too small by a factor of 100.
6 .  A n t i s y m m e t r i z a t i o n
6.1. Effect o f the Exclusion Principle
So far we have taken the exclusion principle explicitly into account only in the way 
we have determined the lowest allowed state of relative motion in the initial A +  4 
system, using Eq. (4.6), although the use of effective interactions which fit elastic and 
inelastic scattering data should incorporate some exchange effects. However, a correct 
treatment of antisymmetrization leads to modification of the wavefunction describing 
the relative motion. Arima and Yoshida [14] take this into account approximately 
in the framework of R-matrix theory by renormalizing the interior wavefunction and
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hence the reduced width but, because i?-matrix theory is used, the normalization 
coefficient is a function of the channel radius. Fliessbach [20] has developed the 
reaction theory due to Feshbach [22] to give a normalization coefficient [N(R)]~Z 
which is very small inside the nucleus.
6.2. Cluster Formalism
In this section we introduce antisymmetrization into the cluster formalism we have 
previously used, following resonating-group techniques. We rewrite Eq. (1.12) 
introducing the operator which exchanges nucleons between the four-particle system 
and the ,4-particle system, and take j>a and 0 A to be fully antisymmetrized wave­
functions for these systems. Thus
Following the method of Park, Schied and Greiner [38] we separate this wavefunction 
into direct terms of the form
and exchange terms ^ |XiV(n) which correspond to exchange of v particles, so that
where the sum over S denotes all the different functions arising from a given 
-^exchange.
By inserting Eq. (6.3b)for Wq into the Hill-Wheeler equation
(6.1)
n
®a{n) =  Cn{nAna) ®AA<&aX« (6.2)
4
(6.3a)
n v—1 S
=  £  [®d(n) +  $ex(«)l (6.3b)
n
(6.4)
we obtain a set of coupled integrodifferential equations for %a
mm +  o»(m +  w  -  urn
=  -  E  u ; F ° x ' ( m  +  E  J U S )  < M « )  rff
-  m*-') +  T O  1 E  J  UO < M » )  <*? dt
n
(6.5)
n
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where we have used our previous definition, Eq. (2.22), of the optical potential tJN 
and have put ea =  E — EA —  Ea , as before. The direct coupling potential is defined as
uofa = < * &  \ vaA \ cf>n°0y> (6.6)
which is identical with Eq. (3.7) when na =  0. Hence, if we omit the exchange terms 
and put na =  0, Eq. (6.5) reduces to Eq. (3.6).
The exchange integrals can be represented as
/ &a(v) Mi) <M») <*) d ( =  -  j Kn(R, R) x.”(R') d3R' (6.7)
J  &a(v) M B  K a& M B A, df =  -  J G„(R, R') x«»(R') d3R' (6.8)
where the ^ n(R, R') are matrix elements of the exchange operator it introduced by 
Feshbach [22]. By neglecting the coupling to excited states we obtain the formal 
equation given by Arima and Yoshida [14]
[T(R) +  VC(R) +  tJN{R)] x« =  6.(1 -*)x« +  £[T(R') +  FC(R')] X* +  <7*.. (6.9)
The same set of equations apply to the scattering function ^ a+. The correct normali­
zation of these functions is now [22,25,39]
i Xa{E) | 1, -  it | *«(£')> =  K E  -  E') (6.10)
instead of Eq. (4.12). In order to take account of this change in normalization a new 
scattering function Q(E) has been introduced such that [22, 25]
£„(£) = (1 - & y v x.*(.E) (6.11)
and a new bound state function is defined as [25, 10]
G* =  (1 -  it)1/2 Xa • (6.12)
However, the operator it is nonzero only in the interior region which does not contri­
bute to the g.s. to g.s. transitions in our formalism.
6.3. Discussion
The normal procedure in resonating group calculations is to take the wavefunction 
to consist of only one antisymmetrized term from Eq. (6.1), namely the term with 
na ~  nA —  0- This is a valid approximation for many problems such as nucleus- 
nucleus scattering at low energies but is less convincing for a-decay from or to an 
excited state.
A  study of the role of exchange in a-decay is now in progress, although the 
evaluation of the functions Kn and Gn is extremely tedious for heavy nuclei. We note, 
however, that the low-lying states of relative motion excluded by the oscillator rule 
(4.6) have radial wavefunctions which fall rapidly at large distances and will therefore
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have little influence on the a-decay widths for g.s. to g.s. transitions which, in our 
formalism, have no contribution from inside rb . On the other hand there is an overall 
renormalization arising from antisymmetrization and this may modify our values 
derived for the spectroscopic factors Sa .
7. S u m m a r y  a n d  C o n c l u s i o n s
We have developed a method of calculating the widths for a-decay of heavy nuclei 
which does not contain any arbitrary radii or phenomenological potentials. Indeed, 
we have only one adjustable parameter, namely the scaling factor g which changes 
the depth of the bound state potential to' give a bound state with the correct number 
of nodes. We have shown that this method leads to consistent and acceptable results 
for the one-body widths of g.s. transitions in the even polonium isotopes and for the 
branching ratio for the decay of the isomeric state 212mPo.
The values derived for spectroscopic factors are in the range 0.10-0.15 and our 
calculation of the cluster parentage coefficients for the isomeric state supports this 
magnitude. The shell model yields much smaller values than this. For example, 
a calculation for 212Po with admixture of 89 proton levels and 83 neutron levels 
yields 1.20 x 10-3 while the lowest configuration (lh9/2)2(2gQ/2)2 alone yields 
1.98 x 10-5 [40]. DeVries et al. [15] obtain results for a-decay widths using i?-matrix 
theory with Rc ~  8.3-8.5 fm which are 102—103 times larger than theoretical shell 
model values. Thus, it appears that for these heavy nuclei the shell model, even with 
substantial configuration mixing, is far from adequate and any attempt to compensate 
in R-matrix theory leads to abnormally low values o f the channel radii.
There are many ways in which our calculation can be made more rigorous. A  
study of the effects of antisymmetrization is in progress but, as already pointed out, 
we do not expect the exchange kernel to have a significant effect on the one-body 
width for the g.s. to g.s. transitions although it could have a greater effect on the 
cluster parentage coefficients. In any case it would be more satisfying not to depend 
on the oscillator rule, Eq. (4.6), to determine the quantum numbers of the relative 
motion. More terms can be included in the cluster expansion for the initial state, 
the excitation of the residual nucleus for fc ^  0 can be treated microscopically but 
still within the cluster model, and the excitation of the a-particle can be included. 
All these modifications are feasible within the framework of our formalism.
APPENDIX: E s t i m a t e s  o f  t h e  C l u s t e r  P a r e n t a g e  C o e f f i c i e n t s
The general expression (1.12) for the wavefunction of the initial state can be 
written as
y0 = c„r$Ax.+ I  W f c ' l  (A.i)
n a.n A>°
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where Bn — C JC 0 . In first-order perturbation theory, the coefficients Bn are given by 
M ia , »«) =  ( ^ 1 ^ (A.2)
■*-'n
and the coefficients of terms with the a-particle in its ground state are
BJjia) =  m Ax " I K a I ^ > .  (A.3)
Inserting the angular momentum coupling using Eq. (3.33) we find
(Ej -  Ej') B['(I') =  £  (-*)* (-1)5 (LOkO | L'0)(Lmk -  q | Vrri)
MmM'm’
kq
X (.L'm'I'M' | JMj)(LmIM | JMj)(IMkq | I'M')
(2L + l)(2k + 1) iV2
X [ - -W + - £  -T (A.4)
where Vj!’ is defined as in Eq. (3.40). Equation (A.4) simplifies for certain special 
cases.
(i) l  =  M  =  0
(E0 -  Er) B [ i n  =  ir(J0r0 | 7/0)[(27' +  l)p/> f  uN'L'V?uNL dR (A.5)
Jo
(ii) J  =  M j =  0 
(.E, -  Er) B H n  =  Y, ( . - i f C-l)'+'' (IOkO \ r'0)[(2k +  l)]i/2 f” uK r v f u m dR
k Jo
(A. 6)
(iii) J  =  0 ,1  =  0
(E0 -  Er ) B X n  =  i1 [(2E +  l)]1/2 f  uN r V?!'uN0 dR. (A.7)
•'o
If we now parametrize Vr using equation (3.45) we have
, /*00 , *00 r]ft
i1 (27' +  1 )V2 J Qm V ?uNL dR =  (-1)7 +1 (5rT?0)(47r)-i/2 J Un>l - ^  uNL dR.
(A.8)
We have calculated the BLJ(Ir) for the 18+ state in 212Po taking 7' =  3, 5 corre­
sponding to the 3- and 5~ states of the 208Pb core. In using the oscillator rule to deter­
mine the principal quantum number N' we have added one quantum of excitation 
of the core to the right-hand side of Eq. (4.6). The values obtained for Bl%I’) are 
given in Table IX. From Eq. (A.l), the normalization condition becomes
c v =  l / ( l + X « 4  (A.9)
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TABLE IX 
Values of the Leading B Coefficients
Coefficient Value
V P ”) 0.97
B™(3~) -1 .1 4
^ ( 3 - ) 0.54
B\ \(5-) 0.22
^ ( 5 - ) -0 .31
5 “ ( 5") 0.43
BIP~) - 0.20
The values of the coefficients given in Table IX yield
c„2 =  [c;s(0)]2 = 0.25 (A.10)
Note added in proof. Since we completed this work our attention has been drawn to the work 
of Tobocman [41] on exchange effects in particle decay.
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